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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

On June 4, 2021, Governor DeSantis signed into law CS/CS/HB 371 relating to Abandoned 

Cemeteries. The bill created a 10-member Task Force on Abandoned African-American Cemeteries 

(“Task Force”), adjunct to the Department of State (“Department”), to: 

1. Study the extent to which unmarked or abandoned African-American cemeteries and burial 

grounds exist throughout the state; and  

2. Develop and recommend strategies for identifying and recording cemeteries and burial grounds 

while also preserving local history and ensuring dignity and respect for the deceased. 
 

Specifically, the bill required the Task Force to: 

1. Review the findings and recommendations made by the Task Force on Abandoned and 

Neglected Cemeteries created pursuant to chapter 98-268, Laws of Florida, and any legislative 

or administrative action taken in response to the Task Force’s findings and recommendations. 

2. Examine the adequacy of current practices regarding the preservation of unmarked and 

abandoned African-American cemeteries and burial grounds and identify any challenges 

unique to African-American cemeteries and burial grounds. 

3. Identify locations of unmarked and abandoned African-American cemeteries and burial 

grounds throughout the state and propose strategies, including any proposed legislation, for the 

preservation and evaluation of such sites. 

4. Make recommendations regarding standards for the creation, placement, and maintenance of a 

memorial at any identified locations of unmarked and abandoned African-American cemeteries 

or burial grounds throughout the state. 

5. Submit a report by January 1, 2022 detailing its findings and recommendations to the 

Governor, the President of the Senate, the Speaker of the House of Representatives, the 

Minority Leader of the Senate, and the Minority Leader of the House of Representatives. 
 

The Department was required to provide administrative and staff support relating to the functions of 

the Task Force. The Task Force is scheduled to expire on March 11, 2022. 
 

The bill required the Task Force membership to include: 

1. The Secretary of State, or his or her designee, who must serve as chair. 

2. A representative of the Bureau of Archaeological Research of the Division of Historical 

Resources, appointed by the Secretary of State. 

3. One person nominated by the President of the Florida State Conference of the National 

Association for the Advancement of Colored People and appointed by the Secretary of State. 

4. One representative of the Florida Council of Churches, nominated by the executive director of 

the council and appointed by the Secretary of State. 

5. One representative of the Florida African American Heritage Preservation Network, nominated 

by the executive director of the network and appointed by the Secretary of State. 

 
1 Chapter 2021-60, L.O.F. 

http://laws.flrules.org/2021/60
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6. One representative of the Florida Public Archaeology Network, appointed by the Secretary of 

State. 

7. One representative of the cemetery industry, appointed by the Secretary of State. 

8. One member of the Senate, appointed by the President of the Senate. 

9. One member of the House of Representatives, appointed by the Speaker of the House of 

Representatives. 

10. One elected official from a local government, appointed by the Secretary of State. 
 

Accordingly, the following members were appointed to serve on the Task Force: 

  Member Representing Entity Area 

1. 

Dr. Timothy Parsons, Chair 

Director, Division of Historical Resources,  

Florida Department of State (DOS) 

 

Secretary of State, Laurel M. Lee’s 

designee 

Statewide 

2. 

Dr. Kathryn O’Donnell Miyar 

Bureau Chief, Bureau of Archaeological 

Research,  

Division of Historical Resources, DOS 

Bureau of Archaeological 

Research, Division of Historical 

Resources 

Statewide 

3. 

Ms. Yvette Lewis 

President, NAACP Hillsborough County 

Branch 

Florida State Conference of the 

National Association for the 

Advancement of Colored People 

(NAACP) 

Hillsborough 

County 

4. 

Dr. Antoinette Jackson 

Professor and Chair, Department of 

Anthropology, University of South Florida 

Florida Council of Churches Tampa 

5. 
Ms. Althemese Barnes 

Executive Director, FAAHPN 

Florida African American Heritage 

Preservation Network (FAAHPN) 

North Florida 

Region 

6. 
Mr. Jeffery T. Moates  

West Central Region Director, FPAN  

Florida Public Archaeology 

Network (FPAN) 

West Central 

Region 

7. 

Mr. Keenan L. Knopke 

President & CEO 

Curlew Hills Memory Gardens, Inc. 

Cemetery Industry 
Temple 

Terrace 

8. Senator Janet Cruz Florida Senate 

Part of 

Hillsborough 

County 

9. Representative Fentrice Driskell Florida House of Representatives 

Part of 

Hillsborough 

County 

10. 
Mr. Jaha Cummings 

Council Member, City of Punta Gorda 
Local government Punta Gorda 
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Florida law defines task force to mean “an advisory body created without specific statutory 

enactment for a time not to exceed 1 year or created by specific statutory enactment for a time not 

to exceed 3 years and appointed to study a specific problem and recommend a solution or policy 

alternative with respect to that problem.”2 This provision also specifies that the task force 

terminates upon the completion of its assignment.3 Members of an advisory body, “unless expressly 

provided otherwise by specific statutory enactment, serve without additional compensation or 

honorarium, and are authorized to receive only per diem and reimbursement for travel expenses”4 in 

accordance with the law.5 

Over the course of five months, beginning with the inaugural meeting on July 20, 2021, the Task 

Force members engaged in extensive discussions regarding the ongoing challenges with identifying 

abandoned African American cemeteries and securing the support needed to maintain and preserve 

such cemeteries and burial grounds. These discussions resulted in a comprehensive examination of 

the adequacy of current practices and applicable state laws. Specifically, the Task Force members 

emphasized the need to modify and clarify existing statutory provisions and establish funding 

mechanisms to strengthen documentation of and protections for such cemeteries and burial grounds. 

The Task Force recommendations are organized under four categories: Identification and 

Protection, Maintenance, Education, and Memorialization. 

 
2 Section 20.03(8), F.S. 
3 Id. 
4 Section 112.061, F.S.  
5 Section 20.052(4)(d), F.S.  

http://www.leg.state.fl.us/statutes/index.cfm?mode=View%20Statutes&SubMenu=1&App_mode=Display_Statute&Search_String=20.03&URL=0000-0099/0020/Sections/0020.03.html
http://www.leg.state.fl.us/statutes/index.cfm?App_mode=Display_Statute&Search_String=20.052&URL=0100-0199/0112/Sections/0112.061.html
http://www.leg.state.fl.us/statutes/index.cfm?mode=View%20Statutes&SubMenu=1&App_mode=Display_Statute&Search_String=20.052&URL=0000-0099/0020/Sections/0020.052.html
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BACKGROUND 

Florida Department of State Role 

The Florida Department of State is one of the principal administrative units within the executive 

branch of the state government. The head of the Florida Department of State (DOS) is the Secretary 

of State.6 The Secretary of State is appointed by the Governor, subject to confirmation by the 

Senate, and serves at the pleasure of the Governor.7 The Secretary of State performs the functions 

conferred by the State Constitution upon the custodian of state records.8 The DOS includes six 

divisions, including the Division of Historical Resources (DHR or Division).9 

 

The DHR is responsible for preserving and promoting Florida’s historical and archaeological 

resources.10 The Division oversees a grants program and coordinates outreach programs to identify, 

document, and promote the state’s traditional culture. Additionally, the Division Serves as the State 

Historic Preservation Office, acting as the liaison to the National Park Service. The DHR is 

comprised of three Bureaus or major program areas:11 

 

1. The Bureau of Historic Preservation (BHP) conducts historic preservation programs aimed 

at identifying, evaluating, preserving and interpreting the historic and cultural resources of the 

state. Among other responsibilities, the Bureau oversees the Florida Master Site File and the 

National Register of Historic Places program for Florida. 

 

The Florida Master Site File (Site File) is the State of Florida’s official inventory of historic 

and cultural resources. Federal law mandates that each state maintain this inventory. Recorded 

resource categories include buildings, structures, bridges, objects, historic and precontact 

archaeological sites, cemeteries, districts, linear resources, landscapes and traditional cultural 

properties. The Site File maintains a database, geographic information system (GIS), and paper 

files for recorded resources, as well as copies of archaeological and historical survey reports 

and other manuscripts relevant to history and historic preservation in Florida. Staff are 

available to assist citizens, researchers, government agencies and historic preservation 

professionals in searching and obtaining data, information and scanned documents from the 

inventory.  

 

To date, the Site File has 1,624 total cemeteries recorded throughout the state. African 

American cemeteries are not well defined within this larger number. Cemeteries are the most 

under-recorded historic resource listed in the Florida Master Site File. Estimate based on Site 

 
6 Section 20.10(1), F.S. 
7 Id. 
8 Id. 
9 Id, at (2). 
10 Section 267.031, F.S. 
11 Florida Department of State, About The Division of Historical Resources, https://dos.myflorida.com/historical/about/ 

(last visited Dec. 14, 2021). 

https://dos.myflorida.com/historical/preservation/master-site-file/
https://dos.myflorida.com/historical/preservation/national-register/
http://www.leg.state.fl.us/Statutes/index.cfm?App_mode=Display_Statute&Search_String=&URL=0000-0099/0020/Sections/0020.10.html
http://www.leg.state.fl.us/statutes/index.cfm?mode=View%20Statutes&SubMenu=1&App_mode=Display_Statute&Search_String=267.031&URL=0200-0299/0267/Sections/0267.031.html
https://dos.myflorida.com/historical/about/
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File data indicate that there are 5,000 to 7,000 historic cemeteries in the state that are over 50 

years of age or older. 12 Cemeteries can be recorded with as few as one historic grave, and 

gravestones are not required to record a site. 

 

The National Register of Historic Places is maintained by the National Park Service and 

includes historic and archaeological properties such as buildings, structures, sites, objects, and 

districts, that are considered worthy of preservation because of their local, statewide, or 

national significance. Properties must meet the eligibility requirements for age, integrity and 

significance. Nominations for Florida properties are submitted to the National Park Service by 

the DHR review and recommendation by the Florida National Register Review Board. The 

National Register is an honorary program. Listing in the National Register does not impose any 

obligation on the property owner or restrict the owner's basic right to use and dispose of the 

property as they see fit. It does encourage the preservation of significant historic resources.  

 

2. The Bureau of Archaeological Research (BAR) oversees the state's archaeological programs 

– Public Lands Archaeology, Underwater Archaeology, as well as Archaeological Collections 

and Conservation. Additionally, the State Archaeologist, who serves as Bureau Chief of BAR, 

is tasked with duties under s. 872.05, F.S. to assume jurisdiction over, and responsibility for, 

Unmarked Human Burials greater than 75 years deceased that are not cemetery interments. 

BAR is responsible for the statutory duties to protect, preserve and promote the cultural 

resources of Florida, as defined in chapters 267 and 872.05, F.S. BAR has managerial 

oversight of archaeological sites on state-owned and managed lands. It is funded by a land 

acquisition fund through state legislation, which was established for the protection of 

endangered natural and cultural resources. Some of the core duties of the organization include 

survey and inventory of archaeological sites on state-owned and managed lands, such as parks, 

forests, wildlife management and environmental areas, and sovereignty-submerged lands, 

including aquatic preserves and navigable waterways. BAR archaeologists also review 

management plans and conduct archaeological site visits and inspections to ensure that local 

managing personnel are aware of the resources in their charge and know how to protect them.  

 

The Bureau's archaeologists carry out archaeological surveys and excavations throughout the 

state, both terrestrial and submerged. They maintain records on historical resources that have 

been recorded and assist consultants and planners in protecting sites. The Bureau’s 

archaeologists work to increase awareness, appreciation, and understanding for Florida's 

cultural resources by participating in Bureau supported public events, attending professional 

conferences, and publishing scientific and popular articles. The Bureau’s archaeologists also 

conduct damage and impact assessments of archaeological sites and lead Archaeological 

Resource Management (ARM) training and Law Enforcement training, which are designed to 

instruct land managers in archaeology and the protection of cultural resources. 

 
12 Division of Historical Resources, Florida Department of State. 

https://dos.myflorida.com/historical/about/division-faqs/national-register/
https://dos.myflorida.com/historical/archaeology/public-lands/
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In addition, BAR is statutorily responsible for the preservation and curation of over 3.5 million 

objects, primarily recovered from state-owned or state-managed lands. Collections and 

Conservation staff are responsible for acquiring, maintaining, preserving, interpreting, 

exhibiting and making available for study archaeological objects. These artifacts are acquired 

through state-sponsored research, permitted projects operating under chapters 1A-31 and 1A-

32, Florida Administrative Code, and by private donations made pursuant to chapter 1A-40, 

Florida Administrative Code.  

 

3. The Bureau of Historical Museums (BHM) is comprised of the Museum of Florida History, 

the state’s official history museum, The Grove Museum, Mission San Luis, and Knott House 

Museum, which is a site managed by the Museum of Florida History. These museums interpret 

Florida history for the public in a variety of ways, such as through object-based exhibitions at 

the Museum of Florida History, engaging living history interactions at Mission San Luis, and 

guided tours of the historic Knott House and the historic Call-Collins House at The Grove 

Museum. The museums offer a variety of educational programs for all ages and welcome 

school groups and other tour groups year round. 

 

Historic and Abandoned Cemeteries and Unmarked Human Remains 

Chapter 497, F.S., known as the Florida Funeral, Cemetery, and Consumer Services Act13 (the Act), 

generally regulates funeral and cemetery services. The Act authorizes the Board of Funeral, 

Cemetery, and Consumer Services, created within the Department of Financial Services (DFS),14 to 

regulate cemeteries, columbaria,15 cremation services and practices, cemetery companies, dealers 

and monument builders, funeral directors, and funeral establishments.16  

 

The term “cemetery” means “a place dedicated to and used or intended to be used for the permanent 

interment of human remains or cremated remains. A cemetery may contain land or earth interment; 

mausoleum, vault, or crypt interment; a columbarium, ossuary, scattering garden, or other structure 

or place used or intended to be used for the interment or disposition of cremated remains; or any 

combination of one or more of such structures or places.”17 

 

Under Florida law, a county or municipality which has within its jurisdiction an abandoned 

cemetery or a cemetery that has not been reasonably maintained for a period in excess of six months 

may, upon notice to the DFS, take action to provide for the maintenance and security of the 

cemetery.18 Such county or municipality may solicit private funds and expend public funds for 

 
13 Section 497.001, F.S. 
14 Section 497.101, F.S. 
15 Section 497.005(18), F.S. 
16 Sections 497.101 and 497.103, F.S. 
17 Section 497.005(13), F.S. 
18 Section 497.284(1), F.S. 

http://www.leg.state.fl.us/statutes/index.cfm?mode=View%20Statutes&SubMenu=1&App_mode=Display_Statute&Search_String=497.001&URL=0400-0499/0497/Sections/0497.001.html
http://www.leg.state.fl.us/statutes/index.cfm?mode=View%20Statutes&SubMenu=1&App_mode=Display_Statute&Search_String=497.101&URL=0400-0499/0497/Sections/0497.101.html
http://www.leg.state.fl.us/statutes/index.cfm?mode=View%20Statutes&SubMenu=1&App_mode=Display_Statute&Search_String=497.005&URL=0400-0499/0497/Sections/0497.005.html
http://www.leg.state.fl.us/statutes/index.cfm?mode=View%20Statutes&SubMenu=1&App_mode=Display_Statute&Search_String=497.101&URL=0400-0499/0497/Sections/0497.101.html
http://www.leg.state.fl.us/statutes/index.cfm?mode=View%20Statutes&SubMenu=1&App_mode=Display_Statute&Search_String=497.103&URL=0400-0499/0497/Sections/0497.103.html
http://www.leg.state.fl.us/statutes/index.cfm?App_mode=Display_Statute&Search_String=&URL=0400-0499/0497/Sections/0497.005.html
http://www.leg.state.fl.us/statutes/index.cfm?mode=View%20Statutes&SubMenu=1&App_mode=Display_Statute&Search_String=497.284&URL=0400-0499/0497/Sections/0497.284.html
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maintaining and securing the cemeteries if no action taken by the county or municipality under this 

law establishes an ongoing obligation or duty to provide continuous security or maintenance for any 

cemetery.19  

 

A county or municipality, or any person under the supervision or direction of the county or 

municipality, providing good faith assistance in securing or maintaining a cemetery is exempt from 

civil liabilities or penalties of any type for damages to property at the cemetery.20 

 

However, it is important to note that chapter 497, F.S., primarily applies to licensed cemeteries and 

excludes many smaller historic and religious cemeteries. Specifically, cemeteries that are exempt 

from regulation under Florida law include the following:21 

1. Religious institution cemeteries of less than 5 acres which provide only single-level ground 

burial. 

2. County and municipal cemeteries. 

3. Community and nonprofit association cemeteries which provide only single-level ground 

burial and do not sell burial spaces or burial merchandise. 

4. Cemeteries owned and operated or dedicated by a religious institution prior to June 23, 1976. 

5. Cemeteries beneficially owned and operated since July 1, 1915, by a fraternal organization or 

its corporate agent. 

6. A columbarium consisting of less than one-half acre which is owned by and immediately 

contiguous to an existing religious institution facility and is subject to local government 

zoning. The religious institution establishing such a columbarium must ensure that the 

columbarium is perpetually kept and maintained in a manner consistent with the intent of the 

law.22 If the religious institution relocates, the religious institution must relocate all of the urns 

and remains placed in the columbarium which were placed therein during its use by the 

religious institution. 

7. Family cemeteries of less than 2 acres which do not sell burial spaces or burial merchandise. 

8. A mausoleum consisting of 2 acres or less which is owned by and immediately contiguous to 

an existing religious institution facility and is subject to local government zoning. The religious 

institution establishing such a mausoleum must ensure that the mausoleum is kept and 

maintained in a manner consistent with the intent of this chapter and limit its availability to 

members of the religious institution. The religious institution establishing such a mausoleum 

must have been incorporated for at least 25 years and must have sufficient funds in an 

endowment fund to cover the costs of construction of the mausoleum. 

 
19 Id. 
20 Section 497.284(2), F.S. 
21 Section 497.260(1), F.S. 
22 Chapter 497, F.S. 

http://www.leg.state.fl.us/statutes/index.cfm?mode=View%20Statutes&SubMenu=1&App_mode=Display_Statute&Search_String=497.284&URL=0400-0499/0497/Sections/0497.284.html
http://www.leg.state.fl.us/Statutes/index.cfm?App_mode=Display_Statute&Search_String=&URL=0400-0499/0497/Sections/0497.260.html
http://www.leg.state.fl.us/Statutes/index.cfm?App_mode=Display_Statute&URL=0400-0499/0497/0497.html
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9. A columbarium consisting of 5 acres or less which is located on the main campus of a state 

university.23 The university or university direct-support organization,24 which establishes the 

columbarium must ensure that the columbarium is constructed and perpetually kept and 

maintained in a manner consistent with the law.25
 

 

However, all human remains receive equal protection under Florida law regardless of land 

ownership; protections against offenses concerning dead bodies and graves are provided under 

chapter 872, F.S. Any marked or previously marked cemetery burials that are exempt from 

regulation under chapter 497, F.S., fall under the protections of s. 872.02, F.S., which provides 

criminal liability for willfully and knowingly disturbing these burials (felony of the second degree), 

including disturbance of headstones or any structure or things placed or designed for memorial of 

the dead and cemetery trees and shrubs (felony of the third degree).   

 

Section 872.02, F.S., also specifies the legal mechanism to relocate contents of a grave, which 

involves the written authorization of a “legally authorized person.”26  

A “legally authorized person” means, in the priority listed: the decedent, when 

authorizations and directions are provided by the decedent, the person designated by the 

decedent as authorized to direct disposition, the surviving spouse, a son or daughter 18 

years of age or older, a grandchild 18 years of age or older, a grandparent, any person in 

the next degree of kinship, or if no family member exists than individuals such as a 

decedent's guardian, personal representative, attorney, as well as a public health officer, 

medical examiner, county commission, a friend of the decedent or any other person 

willing to assume the responsibility as the legally authorized person.27 

If there are objections by a “legally authorized person” regarding burial relocation, a public hearing 

must be held before the county commission of the county where the cemetery is located, or the city 

council, if the cemetery is located in a municipality, and the county commission or the city council 

must have the authority to grant or deny a request for relocation.28  

 

It is important to note that cemeteries that are no longer marked are not considered “unmarked 

human burials” under the definition of s. 872.05, F.S., and do not fall under the specifications of 

that section of law; instead, they are protected under s. 872.02, F.S., as detailed above.  “Unmarked 

human burials” are defined as “any human skeletal remains or associated burial artifacts or any 

location, including any burial mound or earthen or shell monument, where human skeletal remains 

or associated burial artifacts are discovered or believed to exist on the basis of archaeological or 

historical evidence, excluding any burial marked or previously marked by a tomb, monument,  

 
23 Section 1000.21(6), F.S. 
24 Section 1004.28(1), F.S. 
25 Section 497.260(1)(i), F.S. 
26 Section 497.005(43), F.S. 
27 Id. 
28 Section 872.02(7), F.S. 

http://www.leg.state.fl.us/statutes/index.cfm?mode=View%20Statutes&SubMenu=1&App_mode=Display_Statute&Search_String=1000.21&URL=1000-1099/1000/Sections/1000.21.html
http://www.leg.state.fl.us/statutes/index.cfm?mode=View%20Statutes&SubMenu=1&App_mode=Display_Statute&Search_String=1004.28&URL=1000-1099/1004/Sections/1004.28.html
http://www.leg.state.fl.us/Statutes/index.cfm?App_mode=Display_Statute&Search_String=&URL=0400-0499/0497/Sections/0497.260.html
http://www.leg.state.fl.us/statutes/index.cfm?App_mode=Display_Statute&Search_String=&URL=0400-0499/0497/Sections/0497.005.html
http://www.leg.state.fl.us/statutes/index.cfm?App_mode=Display_Statute&Search_String=&URL=0800-0899/0872/Sections/0872.02.html
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gravestone, or other structure or thing placed or designed as a memorial of the dead.”29 

 

Pursuant to Florida law,30 the relatives and descendants of any person buried in a cemetery must  

have an easement for ingress and egress for the purpose of visiting the cemetery at reasonable times 

and in a reasonable manner. The owner of the land may designate the easement. If the cemetery is 

abandoned or otherwise not being maintained, such relatives and descendants may request the 

owner to provide for reasonable maintenance of the cemetery, and if the owner refuses or fails to 

maintain the cemetery, the relatives and descendants must have the right to maintain the cemetery.31  

 

Task Force on Abandoned and Neglected Cemeteries Pursuant to Chapter 98-268, Laws of 

Florida 

In 1998, the Florida Legislature enacted the “Cemetery Preservation and Consumer Protection Act,” 

which created an 11-member Task Force on Abandoned and Neglected Cemeteries (the “1998 Task 

Force”) within the Department of Banking and Finance.32 The legislation required the 1998 Task 

Force to examine the status of abandoned and neglected cemeteries in the state, report findings, and 

recommend solutions to problems found by the Task Force, including a draft legislation to 

implement the recommended solutions.33 The Legislature appropriated $131,042 and one career 

service position for fiscal year 1998-1999 to the Department of Banking and Finance from the 

department’s Regulatory Trust Fund for the enforcing the provisions of this Act.34 

 

The 1998 Task Force submitted its Final Report on January 15, 1999.35 The Task Force determined 

that the abandonment and neglect of cemeteries was “sufficiently widespread to warrant  

government intervention.”36 The Task Force’s findings included the following:37  

1. Data collected to date on some 3,580 cemeteries in the State suggests that 40 percent to 50 

percent are abandoned or neglected. As additional information becomes available in the future 

(and as abandoned and neglected cemeteries are restored), the total could increase beyond the 

current projection of 1,500.  

2. The Task Force, in the short time of its existence, has been unable to quantify the extent to 

which private, unlicensed cemeteries are not able to care for the same due to lack of funds, but 

it clearly appears to be a significant factor.   

 
29 Section 872.05(2)(f), F.S. 
30 Section 704.08, F.S. 
31 Id. 
32 Section 13, ch. 98-268, L.O.F. 
33 Id. 
34 Id. 
35 Task Force on Abandoned and Neglected Cemeteries, Final Report (Jan. 15, 1999), available at 

https://www.coj.net/city-council/docs/brcemeteries-1999-statetaskforce-finalreport.aspx. 
36 Id, at p. 3. 
37 Id, at p. 7-8. 

http://www.leg.state.fl.us/statutes/index.cfm?mode=View%20Statutes&SubMenu=1&App_mode=Display_Statute&Search_String=872.05&URL=0800-0899/0872/Sections/0872.05.html
http://www.leg.state.fl.us/statutes/index.cfm?mode=View%20Statutes&SubMenu=1&App_mode=Display_Statute&Search_String=704.08&URL=0700-0799/0704/Sections/0704.08.html
http://laws.flrules.org/1998/268
https://www.coj.net/city-council/docs/brcemeteries-1999-statetaskforce-finalreport.aspx
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3. The extent that neglected cemeteries create problems for citizens and local governments has 

not been quantified, but the City and County representatives on the Task Force verify that such 

cemeteries are a burden on local governmental resources.  

4. Some older cemeteries that are neglected may represent a loss of historic or archeological 

values, but the extent of such loss has not been quantified. More than 300 cemeteries with 

some level of historical significance are recorded in the records maintained by the Department 

of State.  

5. Legislation is needed to establish guidelines, definitions, methods of establishing care for 

neglected and abandoned cemeteries, agencies responsible for providing such care, the funding 

mechanism for such projects, as well as a permanent structure to continue the location, 

identification, protection, preservation and care of such cemeteries.  

6. A grants-in-aid type program using matching funds would help ameliorate the problems 

created by abandoned and neglected cemeteries.  

7. The Task Force has examined the question of funds needed to address the problems and 

recommends in the proposed legislation the following funding sources:  

i. A one-time appropriation by the legislature,  

ii. A fee on death certificates,  

iii. Enabling legislation to permit Cities and Counties to include in their budgets funds for 

this purpose, and  

iv. The establishment of a non-profit corporation within the Department to obtain donations 

from individuals, businesses, industries, organizations, local, state and federal grants, 

foundations, etc. The fund would be established in such a way that the corpus could 

continue to grow with only the income used for the purposes outlined herein. In this way 

the trust funds can be effective over the long term.  

8. The Task Force has determined that it is imperative to stop the proliferation of neglected and 

abandoned cemeteries.  

9. The legislature has already established in Chapter 872 protection for all human burial sites and 

all human remains regardless of whether or not the site is abandoned. 

 

Additionally, the 1998 Task Force made the following recommendations:38 

1. The work of the Task Force should be allowed to continue in either of the following ways: 

i. The Task Force should continue in its present form for a finite time in order for the Task 

Force to more thoroughly examine the extent of the problems, or  

ii. The non-profit corporation outlined in the proposed legislation should continue these 

functions on a permanent basis. 

2. Establish that local governments are the best way to handle the problem created by abandoned 

and neglected cemeteries within their respective jurisdictions, combined with a statewide 

approach through the designated agency and non-profit corporation.  

 
38 Id, at p. 8-9. 
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3. Establish that owners of unlicensed cemeteries must care for those cemeteries in a proper 

manner so as to avoid neglect.  

4. Proscribe abandonment and neglect of cemeteries.  

5. Establish that a copy of all burial transit permits will be filed with the Clerk of Court in the 

County of burial.  

6. Establish that officially designated persons other than the next of kin shall be given an 

easement or right of entry to enter and inspect private cemeteries.  

7. Establish that unlicensed cemeteries be required to post a sign at the cemetery providing notice 

of the existence of a cemetery at the posted location.  

8. Establish that no new cemeteries shall be allowed to be created except under the provisions of 

Part I of Chapter 497, thereby insuring that a care and maintenance fund is established for each 

new cemetery. 

 

Abandoned Cemeteries in the Tampa Area 

Zion Cemetery 

Zion Cemetery, established in 1901, “is believed to be Tampa’s first African-Americans burial 

ground,” with room for some 800 graves.39 The cemetery disappeared from public view in the late 

1920s, and a storefront, warehouses, and Robles Park Village were built on the land that once was 

the site of the African-American cemetery.40 In 1951, while building the Robles Park Apartments, 

construction crews found three caskets on the land that includes part of the Zion cemetery site.41 

 

The Tampa Housing Authority and other private citizens are the current owners of the Zion land.42 

In June 2019, upon learning that graves from the Zion Cemetery might still lie beneath its Robles 

Park Village apartments, the Tampa Housing Authority organized a consultation committee, hired 

archaeologists to survey its property, and began moving tenants who live where the cemetery was 

once located.43 In August 2019, archeologists using ground-penetrating radar discovered what they 

 
39 Paul Guzzo, Tampa Bay Times, A Community, Not Just Zion Cemetery, Disappeared To Build Homes For Whites 

(Nov. 4, 2019; updated Jan. 8, 2020), https://www.tampabay.com/news/hillsborough/2019/11/04/a-community-not-just-

zion-cemetery-disappeared-to-build-homes-for-whites/ (last visited Dec. 10, 2021). 
40 Paul Guzzo, Tampa Bay Times, Richard Gonzmart Believes No Coffins Will Be Found On His Zion Cemetery Land 

(Sep. 24, 2019), https://www.tampabay.com/news/hillsborough/2019/09/24/richard-gonzmart-believes-no-coffins-will-

be-found-on-his-zion-cemetery-land/#:~:text=Hillsborough-

,Richard%20Gonzmart%20believes%20no%20coffins%20will%20be%20found%20on%20his,on%20property%20adja

cent%20to%20his.&text=But%20Gonzmart%20expects%20his%20results,are%20no%20bodies%2C%E2%80%9D%2

0he%20said (last visited Dec. 10, 2021). 
41 Paul Guzzo, Tampa Bay Times, Key Dates in the History Of Tampa’s Forgotten Zion Cemetery (Jun. 19, 2019; 

updated Jan. 13, 2020), https://www.tampabay.com/florida/2019/06/23/key-dates-in-the-history-of-tampas-forgotten-

zion-cemetery/ (last visited Dec. 10, 2021). 
42 Id. 
43 Paul Guzzo, Tampa Bay Times, Richard Gonzmart Believes No Coffins Will Be Found On His Zion Cemetery Land 

(Sep. 24, 2019), https://www.tampabay.com/news/hillsborough/2019/09/24/richard-gonzmart-believes-no-coffins-will-

be-found-on-his-zion-cemetery-land/#:~:text=Hillsborough-

,Richard%20Gonzmart%20believes%20no%20coffins%20will%20be%20found%20on%20his,on%20property%20adja

https://www.tampabay.com/news/hillsborough/2019/11/04/a-community-not-just-zion-cemetery-disappeared-to-build-homes-for-whites/
https://www.tampabay.com/news/hillsborough/2019/11/04/a-community-not-just-zion-cemetery-disappeared-to-build-homes-for-whites/
https://www.tampabay.com/news/hillsborough/2019/09/24/richard-gonzmart-believes-no-coffins-will-be-found-on-his-zion-cemetery-land/#:~:text=Hillsborough-,Richard%20Gonzmart%20believes%20no%20coffins%20will%20be%20found%20on%20his,on%20property%20adjacent%20to%20his.&text=But%20Gonzmart%20expects%20his%20results,are%20no%20bodies%2C%E2%80%9D%20he%20said
https://www.tampabay.com/news/hillsborough/2019/09/24/richard-gonzmart-believes-no-coffins-will-be-found-on-his-zion-cemetery-land/#:~:text=Hillsborough-,Richard%20Gonzmart%20believes%20no%20coffins%20will%20be%20found%20on%20his,on%20property%20adjacent%20to%20his.&text=But%20Gonzmart%20expects%20his%20results,are%20no%20bodies%2C%E2%80%9D%20he%20said
https://www.tampabay.com/news/hillsborough/2019/09/24/richard-gonzmart-believes-no-coffins-will-be-found-on-his-zion-cemetery-land/#:~:text=Hillsborough-,Richard%20Gonzmart%20believes%20no%20coffins%20will%20be%20found%20on%20his,on%20property%20adjacent%20to%20his.&text=But%20Gonzmart%20expects%20his%20results,are%20no%20bodies%2C%E2%80%9D%20he%20said
https://www.tampabay.com/news/hillsborough/2019/09/24/richard-gonzmart-believes-no-coffins-will-be-found-on-his-zion-cemetery-land/#:~:text=Hillsborough-,Richard%20Gonzmart%20believes%20no%20coffins%20will%20be%20found%20on%20his,on%20property%20adjacent%20to%20his.&text=But%20Gonzmart%20expects%20his%20results,are%20no%20bodies%2C%E2%80%9D%20he%20said
https://www.tampabay.com/news/hillsborough/2019/09/24/richard-gonzmart-believes-no-coffins-will-be-found-on-his-zion-cemetery-land/#:~:text=Hillsborough-,Richard%20Gonzmart%20believes%20no%20coffins%20will%20be%20found%20on%20his,on%20property%20adjacent%20to%20his.&text=But%20Gonzmart%20expects%20his%20results,are%20no%20bodies%2C%E2%80%9D%20he%20said
https://www.tampabay.com/florida/2019/06/23/key-dates-in-the-history-of-tampas-forgotten-zion-cemetery/
https://www.tampabay.com/florida/2019/06/23/key-dates-in-the-history-of-tampas-forgotten-zion-cemetery/
https://www.tampabay.com/news/hillsborough/2019/09/24/richard-gonzmart-believes-no-coffins-will-be-found-on-his-zion-cemetery-land/#:~:text=Hillsborough-,Richard%20Gonzmart%20believes%20no%20coffins%20will%20be%20found%20on%20his,on%20property%20adjacent%20to%20his.&text=But%20Gonzmart%20expects%20his%20results,are%20no%20bodies%2C%E2%80%9D%20he%20said
https://www.tampabay.com/news/hillsborough/2019/09/24/richard-gonzmart-believes-no-coffins-will-be-found-on-his-zion-cemetery-land/#:~:text=Hillsborough-,Richard%20Gonzmart%20believes%20no%20coffins%20will%20be%20found%20on%20his,on%20property%20adjacent%20to%20his.&text=But%20Gonzmart%20expects%20his%20results,are%20no%20bodies%2C%E2%80%9D%20he%20said
https://www.tampabay.com/news/hillsborough/2019/09/24/richard-gonzmart-believes-no-coffins-will-be-found-on-his-zion-cemetery-land/#:~:text=Hillsborough-,Richard%20Gonzmart%20believes%20no%20coffins%20will%20be%20found%20on%20his,on%20property%20adjacent%20to%20his.&text=But%20Gonzmart%20expects%20his%20results,are%20no%20bodies%2C%E2%80%9D%20he%20said
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believe to be 126 caskets beneath the Tampa Housing Authority land.44 The Tampa Housing 

Authority has spent between $70,000 and $80,000 to relocate about 30 families from Robles Park 

Village.45 The goal, according to the Tampa Housing Authority, is to “demolish the five buildings 

that sit on top of the cemetery and create a memorial park that honors those resting underground. 

The rest of Robles Park Village will eventually be demolished and redeveloped as a mixed-income 

community.”46 

 

Ridgewood Cemetery 

Ridgewood Cemetery was designated as a pauper’s cemetery by the city of Tampa in the early 

1940s.47 Records show that in 1933, the city of Tampa purchased a 40-acre parcel of land at 56th 

Street and what is now known as Sligh Avenue.48 A portion of that land was designated as a burial 

ground for the poorest residents in the area, and the cemetery was named Ridgewood.49 At least 280 

people – mostly African Americans – were interred between 1942 and 1954.50 The city later sold 

that land to investors who sold it to the Hillsborough County School District (HCSD).51 King High 

School opened in 1960.52 

 

In October 2019, the HCSD learned the old Ridgewood Cemetery may have been located at the 

southeast corner of the King High School campus, which is now the site of a small building and 

open land used for the agricultural program.53 The school district’s announcement was based on 

 
cent%20to%20his.&text=But%20Gonzmart%20expects%20his%20results,are%20no%20bodies%2C%E2%80%9D%2

0he%20said (last visited Dec. 10, 2021). 
44 Id. 
45 Emerald Morrow, 10 Tampa Bay WTSP, Lost African American Grave Discoveries Highlight the Need for 

Affordable Housing (Feb. 24, 2020), https://www.wtsp.com/article/news/special-reports/erased/lost-graves-from-zion-

highlights-affordable-housing-crunch/67-25fe2f5e-5476-4152-823f-59280cd7fb0f (last visited Dec. 10, 2021). 
46 Id. 
47 Lori Rozsa, Washington Post, Lost Lives, Fresh Heartache as a Black Cemetery is Found Buried Under A High 

School (Nov. 24, 2019), https://www.washingtonpost.com/national/lost-lives-fresh-heartache-as-a-black-cemetery-is-

found-buried-under-a-high-school/2019/11/24/5e755e4a-0ed4-11ea-bf62-eadd5d11f559_story.html (last visited Dec. 

10, 2021). 

48 Dave Jordan, Spectrum News Bay News 9, Forgotten Cemetery Under King High School? District Awaits Answers 

(Oct. 28, 2019), https://www.baynews9.com/fl/tampa/news/2019/10/28/forgotten-cemetery-under-kigh-high-school--

district-awaits-answers (last visited Dec. 10, 2021). 
49 Id. 
50 Lori Rozsa, Washington Post, Lost Lives, Fresh Heartache as a Black Cemetery is Found Buried Under A High 

School (Nov. 24, 2019), https://www.washingtonpost.com/national/lost-lives-fresh-heartache-as-a-black-cemetery-is-

found-buried-under-a-high-school/2019/11/24/5e755e4a-0ed4-11ea-bf62-eadd5d11f559_story.html (last visited Dec. 

10, 2021). 
51 Dave Jordan, Spectrum News Bay News 9, Forgotten Cemetery Under King High School? District Awaits Answers 

(Oct. 28, 2019), https://www.baynews9.com/fl/tampa/news/2019/10/28/forgotten-cemetery-under-kigh-high-school--

district-awaits-answers (last visited Dec. 10, 2021). 
52 Id. 
53 Paul Guzzo and Marlene Sokol, Tampa Bay Times, Records Show King High Gym May Have Been Built Atop 

Paupers Cemetery (Oct. 22, 2019; updated Oct. 23, 2019), 

https://www.tampabay.com/news/education/2019/10/22/map-shows-king-high-gym-may-have-been-built-atop-paupers-

cemetery/ (last visited Dec. 10, 2021). 

https://www.tampabay.com/news/hillsborough/2019/09/24/richard-gonzmart-believes-no-coffins-will-be-found-on-his-zion-cemetery-land/#:~:text=Hillsborough-,Richard%20Gonzmart%20believes%20no%20coffins%20will%20be%20found%20on%20his,on%20property%20adjacent%20to%20his.&text=But%20Gonzmart%20expects%20his%20results,are%20no%20bodies%2C%E2%80%9D%20he%20said
https://www.tampabay.com/news/hillsborough/2019/09/24/richard-gonzmart-believes-no-coffins-will-be-found-on-his-zion-cemetery-land/#:~:text=Hillsborough-,Richard%20Gonzmart%20believes%20no%20coffins%20will%20be%20found%20on%20his,on%20property%20adjacent%20to%20his.&text=But%20Gonzmart%20expects%20his%20results,are%20no%20bodies%2C%E2%80%9D%20he%20said
https://www.wtsp.com/article/news/special-reports/erased/lost-graves-from-zion-highlights-affordable-housing-crunch/67-25fe2f5e-5476-4152-823f-59280cd7fb0f
https://www.wtsp.com/article/news/special-reports/erased/lost-graves-from-zion-highlights-affordable-housing-crunch/67-25fe2f5e-5476-4152-823f-59280cd7fb0f
https://www.washingtonpost.com/national/lost-lives-fresh-heartache-as-a-black-cemetery-is-found-buried-under-a-high-school/2019/11/24/5e755e4a-0ed4-11ea-bf62-eadd5d11f559_story.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/national/lost-lives-fresh-heartache-as-a-black-cemetery-is-found-buried-under-a-high-school/2019/11/24/5e755e4a-0ed4-11ea-bf62-eadd5d11f559_story.html
https://www.baynews9.com/fl/tampa/news/2019/10/28/forgotten-cemetery-under-kigh-high-school--district-awaits-answers
https://www.baynews9.com/fl/tampa/news/2019/10/28/forgotten-cemetery-under-kigh-high-school--district-awaits-answers
https://www.washingtonpost.com/national/lost-lives-fresh-heartache-as-a-black-cemetery-is-found-buried-under-a-high-school/2019/11/24/5e755e4a-0ed4-11ea-bf62-eadd5d11f559_story.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/national/lost-lives-fresh-heartache-as-a-black-cemetery-is-found-buried-under-a-high-school/2019/11/24/5e755e4a-0ed4-11ea-bf62-eadd5d11f559_story.html
https://www.baynews9.com/fl/tampa/news/2019/10/28/forgotten-cemetery-under-kigh-high-school--district-awaits-answers
https://www.baynews9.com/fl/tampa/news/2019/10/28/forgotten-cemetery-under-kigh-high-school--district-awaits-answers
https://www.tampabay.com/news/education/2019/10/22/map-shows-king-high-gym-may-have-been-built-atop-paupers-cemetery/
https://www.tampabay.com/news/education/2019/10/22/map-shows-king-high-gym-may-have-been-built-atop-paupers-cemetery/
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appraisal surveys conducted before the school district purchased the land in 1959.54 However, 

1930s-era records from the city of Tampa place the cemetery at the northeast corner of the campus, 

which is now occupied by the school gym and the main parking area.55  

 

The school district formed an advisory committee, named the Historical Response Committee, and 

on October 28, 2019, the district hosted an informational meeting with community leaders to review 

the historical timeline, go over the steps taken, and provide input in response to the possible 

unmarked cemetery for indigent African Americans and other citizens on the King High School 

property.56 Community representatives included community groups, faith-based leaders, and city, 

county and state elected officials.57 The HCSD hired Geoview, Inc., to conduct ground-penetrating 

radar scans to determine evidence of caskets or human remains in the area.58 On November 20, 

2019, the HCSD released the findings from scans on King High School property.59 While the 

survey of the southern edge of the King High School campus revealed approximately 145 coffins, 

the scan performed on the northeast corner of the campus showed no evidence of burials.60 

 

Historical records vary but show between 250 and 268 burials at Ridgewood Cemetery.61 Following 

are possible reasons for the discrepancy of numbers:62  

1. Many of the people – possibly as many as 77 – buried in the cemetery were infants or small 

children. Their smaller coffins would be difficult to locate by scanning, especially after this 

much time has passed. 

2. Some coffins containing adult burials may have decayed underground, to the point where 

they cannot be detected 75 years later. 

3. Some remains may be located below the agricultural workshop. 

4. Some of the individuals may have been moved to another cemetery. 

5. Radar technology is good, but not perfect – anomalies in the ground may affect what it can 

see. 

 
54 Id. 
55 Id. 
56 Hillsborough County Public Schools, Hillsborough Schools Creates Historical Response Committee (Oct. 25, 2019), 

Hillsborough Schools Creates Historical Response Committee - HCPS Newsdesk (sdhc.k12.fl.us) (last visited Dec. 10, 

2021). 
57 Id. 
58 Hillsborough County Public Schools, Letter from Superintendent Jeff Eakins accompanying Final Report submitted 

by GeoView, Inc. (Nov. 20, 2019), on file with the Division of Historical Resources, Florida Department of State. 
59 Hillsborough County Public Schools, School District Releases Findings from Scans on King High School Property 

(Nov. 20, 2019), https://www.sdhc.k12.fl.us/newsdesk/article/1578/school-district-releases-findings-from-scans-on-

king-high-school-property (last visited Dec. 10, 2021). 
60 Id. 

61 Id. 

62 Id. 

https://www.sdhc.k12.fl.us/newsdesk/article/1543/hillsborough-schools-creates-historical-response-committee
https://www.sdhc.k12.fl.us/newsdesk/article/1578/school-district-releases-findings-from-scans-on-king-high-school-property
https://www.sdhc.k12.fl.us/newsdesk/article/1578/school-district-releases-findings-from-scans-on-king-high-school-property
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In November 2019, the HCSD notified the Medical Examiner in Hillsborough County and the State 

Archeologist63 of the unmarked human burials64 found on the King High School Campus.65  

The DHR informed the HCSD that Division does not have jurisdiction over the cemetery unless the 

cemetery is located on State lands.66 The DHR then informed the HCSD that these burials are 

protected under s. 872.02, F.S. Pursuant to s. 872.02, F.S., legal authority relating to the cemetery is 

given to the landowner, legally authorized persons of those interred, and the county commission or 

city council as appropriate. In November 2020, the Historical Response Committee met to discuss 

proper ways to memorialize the individuals, how to best care for the space and learning 

opportunities for students.67 

 

Abandoned Cemeteries in the Tallahassee Area 

New Hope Cemetery  

The New Hope Cemetery, located in Tallahassee Florida, is a historic African-American cemetery 

that contains the burials of former slaves from the plantations that once existed in the northeast 

Tallahassee area. In June of 2020, the DHR became aware of a growing desire to verify the location 

of a now-unmarked historic cemetery in northern Leon County, reported to be on lands owned by 

the State of Florida and managed by Leon County as the Miccosukee Canopy Road Greenway.68  

 

New Hope Cemetery, Florida Master Site File number LE6465, was recorded by Panhandle 

Archaeological Society in Tallahassee (PAST) member Lonnie Mann on behalf of Gloria Jefferson 

Anderson, a descendent of individuals interred in the cemetery. Extensive archival research and 

interviews led Mrs. Anderson to the area north of the present day Testerina Primitive Baptist 

Church located on Miccosukee Road in northern Leon County. In March 2020, Mr. Mann 

organized a cadaver K9 survey to verify the presence of human remains, which resulted in positive 

indicators that burials may be present in the vicinity. In June, the DHR staff joined Mr. Mann and 

representatives of Leon County and Blueprint Intergovernmental Agency to conduct initial 

reconnaissance of the recorded site. Due to the current heavily-vegetated nature of the area and past 

 
63 “State Archaeologist” means the person employed by the Division of Historical Resources of the Florida Department 

of State. Section 872.05(2)(e), F.S. 
64 “Unmarked human burial” any human skeletal remains or associated burial artifacts or any location, including any 

burial mound or earthen or shell monument, where human skeletal remains or associated burial artifacts are discovered 

or believed to exist on the basis of archaeological or historical evidence, excluding any burial marked or previously 

marked by a tomb, monument, gravestone, or other structure or thing placed or designed as a memorial of the dead. 

Section 872.05(2)(f), F.S. 
65 Sean Kinane, 88.5 WMNF, Radar Finds 145 Graves at King High School – How Should Hillsborough Community 

Respond? (Nov. 20, 2019), https://www.wmnf.org/radar-145-graves-king-high-school-hillsborough/ (last visited Dec. 

10, 2021). 
66 Hillsborough County Public Schools, Historical Response Committee Seeks Input for Ridgewood Memorial (Nov. 3, 

2020), https://www.sdhc.k12.fl.us/newsdesk/article/1795/historical-response-committee-seeks-input-for-ridgewood-

memorial (last visited Dec. 10, 2021). 
67 Id. 

68 Florida Department of State, Division of Historical Resources, Executive Summary of Investigations at New Hope 

Cemetery (8LE6465) Leon County, Florida (April 1, 2021), at 2 of 8, on file with the Division of Historical Resources, 

Florida Department of State. 

http://www.leg.state.fl.us/statutes/index.cfm?mode=View%20Statutes&SubMenu=1&App_mode=Display_Statute&Search_String=872.05&URL=0800-0899/0872/Sections/0872.05.html
https://www.wmnf.org/radar-145-graves-king-high-school-hillsborough/
https://www.sdhc.k12.fl.us/newsdesk/article/1795/historical-response-committee-seeks-input-for-ridgewood-memorial
https://www.sdhc.k12.fl.us/newsdesk/article/1795/historical-response-committee-seeks-input-for-ridgewood-memorial
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ground disturbance from agricultural practices it was determined that GPR would not be a viable 

method to assess the area. Therefore, a subsequent systematic cadaver K9 survey was conducted by 

the DHR to further investigate the cemetery, per its statutory responsibilities to locate and manage 

historical resources on State-owned and -controlled lands.69 

 

Based upon the results of the cadaver K9 survey, the DHR determined that the bulk of New Hope 

Cemetery (LE6465) is located on City of Tallahassee property with a portion extending onto State 

Lands. Historic aerial photos show this area was historically situated between two converging roads 

or pathways. The original boundary of the New Hope Cemetery (LE6465) was amended in the 

Florida Master Site File to reflect the data recorded in this most recent survey.70 

 

The DHR has recommended the New Hope Cemetery (LE6465) be protected and preserved. The 

recorded boundaries have been drawn to accommodate the largest area within reasonable doubt for 

containing human burials. The DHR is continuing to work with the descendent community, Leon 

County, and the City of Tallahassee to assist with the preservation, informational interpretation, and 

commemoration of this important historic cemetery.71

 
69 Id. 
70 Florida Department of State, Division of Historical Resources, Executive Summary of Investigations at New Hope 

Cemetery (8LE6465) Leon County, Florida (April 1, 2021), at 2-3 of 8, on file with the Division of Historical 

Resources, Florida Department of State. 
71 Id., at 5-6 of 8. 
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TASK FORCE ON ABANDONED AFRICAN-AMERICAN CEMETERIES 

Pursuant to Florida law, the Task Force on Abandoned-African American Cemeteries (Task Force) 

was established adjunct to the Department of State (Department) for the express purpose of 

studying the extent to which unmarked or abandoned African-American cemeteries and burial 

grounds exist throughout the state and developing and recommending strategies for identifying and 

recording cemeteries and burial grounds while also preserving local history and ensuring dignity 

and respect for the deceased.72 On July 13, 2021, Secretary of State, Laurel Lee, made the 

appointments to the Task Force, as required under the bill,73 and the first inaugural meeting of the 

Task Force was convened on July 20, 2021. Subsequently, the Task Force met five additional times 

to review and discuss the Task Force’s responsibilities, findings and recommendations of a similar 

Task Force established in 1998,74 adequacy of current practices and applicable statutory provisions, 

and prepare recommendations relating to the identification, protection, and preservation of 

abandoned African American cemeteries. A list of the Task Force members is provided under the 

Executive Summary portion of this report. Information relating to the Task Force meetings have 

been published on the Department’s website,75 and meeting proceedings have been archived by the 

Florida Channel.76  

 

The Department created the following three methods for members of the public to submit their 

comments: 

1. Attend the Task Force meetings and fill out speaker card. 

2. Send email to an email address that the Department established specifically to collect public 

input on abandoned African-American cemeteries. This email address is available on the 

Department’s website.77 

3. Submit information through the Florida Public Archaeology Network Cemetery Reporting 

Form (Form), which has been, over the years, a collaborative effort between the Division of 

Historical Resources (DHR or Division) and the Florida Public Archaeology Network (FPAN). 

The Historic Cemetery Inventory, headed by the FPAN, is available at: www.FPAN.us/HCI. 

There are a couple of ways to provide input to the FPAN and the DHR: 

i. Visit www.FPAN.us/HCI and fill-out the Historic Cemetery Inventory Online Form 

(https://casweb.wufoo.com/forms/x10hc1xq16lf4at/).  

 
72 Chapter 2021-60, L.O.F. 
73 Id. 
74 Chapter 98-268, L.O.F.; see also Task Force on Abandoned and Neglected Cemeteries, Final Report (Jan. 15, 

1999), available at https://www.coj.net/city-council/docs/brcemeteries-1999-statetaskforce-finalreport.aspx. 
75 Florida Department of State, Abandoned African-American Cemeteries Task Force, available at 

https://dos.myflorida.com/historical/archaeology/human-remains/abandoned-cemeteries/abandoned-african-

american-cemeteries-task-force/. In total, the Task Force met six times, beginning with July 20, 2021, September 2, 

2021, October 29, 2021, November 30, 2021, December 9, 2021, and December 17, 2021. 
76 Florida Channel, Video Library, available at https://thefloridachannel.org/videos/. 
77 Florida Department of State, Abandoned African-American Cemeteries Task Force, available at 

https://dos.myflorida.com/historical/archaeology/human-remains/abandoned-cemeteries/abandoned-african-

american-cemeteries-task-force/. 

http://www.fpan.us/HCI
http://www.fpan.us/HCI
https://casweb.wufoo.com/forms/x10hc1xq16lf4at/
http://laws.flrules.org/2021/60
http://laws.flrules.org/1998/268
https://www.coj.net/city-council/docs/brcemeteries-1999-statetaskforce-finalreport.aspx
https://dos.myflorida.com/historical/archaeology/human-remains/abandoned-cemeteries/abandoned-african-american-cemeteries-task-force/
https://dos.myflorida.com/historical/archaeology/human-remains/abandoned-cemeteries/abandoned-african-american-cemeteries-task-force/
https://dos.myflorida.com/historical/archaeology/human-remains/abandoned-cemeteries/abandoned-african-american-cemeteries-task-force/
https://dos.myflorida.com/historical/archaeology/human-remains/abandoned-cemeteries/abandoned-african-american-cemeteries-task-force/
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ii. Fill out a postcard-sized Historic Cemetery Inventory Card and mail the card to the 

Division of Historical Resources so that the information can be reported in the Florida 

Master Site File. This card may be handed out at churches, libraries, or other locations to 

collect public input. To date, the Division has distributed approximately 2,000 of the 

Cemetery Inventory Cards. 

 

While the Task Force is scheduled to expire March 11, 2022, members of the public may continue 

to submit information regarding abandoned African American Cemeteries via the email or the 

Historic Cemetery Inventory Online Form or Card mentioned above. 

 

Dr. Timothy Parsons, Director, DHR, served as the Chair of the Task Force and led the Task Force 

deliberations. He highlighted the recent discovery of Zion Cemetery and Ridgewood Cemetery in 

Tampa, Florida, and the New Hope Cemetery in Tallahassee, Florida; and along with Dr. Kathryn 

Miyar, Bureau Chief of the DHR’s Bureau of Archaeological Research, provided an overview of 

relevant laws regarding abandoned cemeteries. Abandoned cemeteries are located around the state 

and continue to be a persistent and growing issue statewide. Over the course of several meetings, 

Task Force members engaged in extensive discussions regarding the ongoing challenges with 

identifying abandoned African American cemeteries and securing the support needed to maintain 

and preserve such cemeteries and burial grounds. These discussions resulted in a comprehensive 

examination of the adequacy of current practices and applicable state laws. 

 

Findings and Recommendations 

A key finding that emerged from the Task Force deliberations is the need to highlight and define 

“abandoned,” “neglected,” “lost,” “forgotten,” “stolen” and “erased” African-American cemeteries 

to make clear the distinction between such cemeteries. During the inaugural meeting of the Task 

Force, Ms. Althemese Barnes, Executive Director, Florida African American Heritage Preservation 

Network, explained that “definitions are important in the process of addressing and developing 

strategies to resolve unattended, unkempt, desecrated African American Cemeteries. As well, the 

origin of burial grounds can impact the solution. Intentional focus, community and institutional, is 

necessary to effectively discuss, identify, research and develop enforceable guidelines to restore and 

preserve these important burial grounds.” Additionally, the Task Force members emphasized the 

need to modify and clarify existing statutory provisions and establish funding mechanisms to 

strengthen documentation of and protections for such cemeteries and burial grounds. Accordingly, 

recommendations of the Task Force are organized under four categories: Identification and 

Protection, Maintenance, Education, and Memorialization. 

 

1. Identification and Protection 

i. Adopt as statewide policy through legislation supporting reasonable, non-invasive 

searches of unrecorded abandoned, forgotten, lost, neglected, or stolen African American 

Cemeteries and burial sites.  
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ii. Amend ch. 267, F.S., to create an “Office of Historic Cemeteries” program within the 

Division of Historical Resources, with funding from the Florida Legislature to support 

three full-time Career Service employees to adequately staff the program, one of whom 

must be tasked with maintaining a focus dedicated to African American cemeteries. At a 

minimum, the office must be established to: 

a. Serve as a nexus for recording and updating records of cemeteries established at least 

50 years ago within the Florida Master Site File and in conjunction with the Florida 

Public Archaeology Network.  

b. Develop guidelines for state agencies, local governments, and developers to utilize in 

identifying and maintaining historic cemeteries. 

c. Advise the Division of Historical Resources regarding establishing an appropriate set 

of standards to locate and identify historic cemeteries. 

d. Serve as an interagency governmental liaison to community organizations, 

municipalities, planning departments, and colleges and universities to facilitate 

collaboration and sharing of information relating to historic cemeteries.  

e. Coordinate with the University of South Florida’s Black Cemetery Network for the 

inclusion of abandoned African American cemeteries in the Network. 

f. Research, identify, and record erased, forgotten, stolen, neglected, or abandoned 

cemeteries, with an emphasis on African American cemeteries, and maintain on the 

Florida Department of State’s website a repository of information to preserve the 

stories relating to such cemeteries.  

g. When cemeteries are located, provide notification and guidance, and assist with 

efforts to identify descendants, funeral directors, religious organizations, non-profit 

organizations, property owners, and others, as applicable.  

h. Assist constituents, descendant communities, state and federal agencies, local 

governments, and other stakeholders with inquiries relating to cemeteries.  

iii. Amend ch. 267, F.S., to create an advisory commission on African American historic 

cemeteries, adjunct to the Division of Historical Resources, to provide guidance to the 

Division regarding the duties specified for the Office of Historic Cemeteries.  

a. Authorize the Secretary of State to appoint members to the commission upon the 

recommendation of the Director of the Division of Historical Resources. The 

commission must be inclusive, reflecting representation from communities 

throughout the state. 

iv. Amend ch. 497, F.S., to broaden the list of “legally authorized persons” who can make 

decisions regarding the treatment of graves, to include a representative community group 

if a direct or lineal descendant cannot be identified.  

v. Strengthen the penalties specified under state law to protect and preserve African 

American cemeteries. 
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2. Maintenance 

i. Modify s.704.08, F.S., to include permission for a “legally authorized person” under ch. 

497, F.S., to access private property with appropriate notice to the owner of the property 

if credible evidence supports the existence of a cemetery on, underneath, or adjacent to 

the property. The term, “credible evidence” may either be defined in the F.S., or by rule 

to facilitate maintenance efforts. 

ii. Encourage the inclusion of forgotten, neglected, lost, abandoned, or stolen African 

American cemeteries in conservation easements to preserve such sites. Additionally, 

consider establishing protective covenants and using eminent domain to preserve African 

American cemeteries.  

 

3. Education 

i. Through the Florida Department of Education, establish meaningful curriculum 

development regarding historic cemeteries in Florida to engage students in citizenship, 

social responsibility, and history.  

ii. Establish a grant program for research into African American cemeteries to be made 

available to public colleges and universities, local governments, and qualified non-profit 

organizations to conduct genealogical and historical research, and to repair, maintain, 

preserve, restore, and memorialize such cemeteries. 

iii. Establish funding from the Florida Legislature to add Florida Abandoned Cemetery sites 

to the University of South Florida’s Black Cemetery Network. This is a national network 

that brings visibility to African American cemeteries and serves as a resource for 

information relating to Black Cemeteries.   

 

4. Memorialization 

i. Establish a state priority for the placement of state historical markers for erased, 

forgotten, lost, abandoned, and stolen African American cemeteries. 
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Chapter 2021-60, Laws of Florida 

 



CHAPTER 2021-60

Committee Substitute for
Committee Substitute for House Bill No. 37

An act relating to abandoned cemeteries; creating the Task Force on
Abandoned African-American Cemeteries; specifying the purpose of the
task force; requiring the Department of State to provide administrative
and staff support; specifying the composition of the task force; providing
meeting requirements; prescribing duties of the task force; requiring the
task force to submit a report to the Governor and the Legislature by a
specified date; providing for expiration of the task force; providing an
effective date.

WHEREAS, until the conclusion of the Civil War, millions of African
Americans in the United States, including Florida, were enslaved, and

WHEREAS, following the end of slavery, African Americans continued to
be subject to various discriminatory practices, including restrictions on
burying the dead, which resulted in segregated cemeteries and burial
grounds, and

WHEREAS, unlike predominantly white cemeteries and burial grounds,
African-American cemeteries and burial grounds were not subject to
regulations and recordkeeping necessary to protect the dignity of the
deceased, and

WHEREAS, as a result, many abandoned African-American cemeteries
and burial grounds have been inadvertently discovered following years of
disrepair and neglect when land is being redeveloped or has been sold, and

WHEREAS, to this day, abandoned African-American cemeteries and
burial grounds throughout this state continue to be uncovered, as evidenced
by recent reports regarding the former Zion Cemetery site in the Tampa
Heights neighborhood and the former Ridgewood Cemetery on the grounds
of C. Leon King High School, both in the City of Tampa, and

WHEREAS, the State of Florida recognizes its obligation to identify and
properly record abandoned African-American cemeteries and burial grounds
in order to preserve history, better inform development decisions, and
ensure dignity and respect for the deceased, NOW, THEREFORE,

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:

Section 1. (1) The Task Force on Abandoned African-American Ceme-
teries, a task force as defined in s. 20.03(8), Florida Statutes, is created
adjunct to the Department of State for the express purpose of studying the
extent to which unmarked or abandoned African-American cemeteries and
burial grounds exist throughout the state and developing and
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recommending strategies for identifying and recording cemeteries and
burial grounds while also preserving local history and ensuring dignity
and respect for the deceased. Except as otherwise provided in this section,
the task force shall operate in a manner consistent with s. 20.052, Florida
Statutes. The department shall provide administrative and staff support
relating to the functions of the task force.

(2) The task force is composed of the following members:

(a) The Secretary of State, or his or her designee, who shall serve as
chair.

(b) A representative of the Bureau of Archaeological Research of the
Division of Historical Resources, appointed by the Secretary of State.

(c) One person nominated by the President of the Florida State
Conference of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored
People and appointed by the Secretary of State.

(d) One representative of the Florida Council of Churches, nominated by
the executive director of the council and appointed by the Secretary of State.

(e) One representative of the Florida African American Heritage Pre-
servation Network, nominated by the executive director of the network and
appointed by the Secretary of State.

(f) One representative of the Florida Public Archaeology Network,
appointed by the Secretary of State.

(g) One representative of the cemetery industry, appointed by the
Secretary of State.

(h) One member of the Senate, appointed by the President of the Senate.

(i) One member of the House of Representatives, appointed by the
Speaker of the House of Representatives.

(j) One elected official from a local government, appointed by the
Secretary of State.

(3) The task force shall hold its first meeting by August 1, 2021. The task
force may meet as many times as it deems necessary to complete the duties
prescribed in this section.

(4) The task force shall:

(a) Review the findings and recommendations made by the Task Force
on Abandoned and Neglected Cemeteries created pursuant to chapter 98-
268, Laws of Florida, and any legislative or administrative action that was
taken in response to the task force’s findings and recommendations.
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(b) Examine the adequacy of current practices regarding the preserva-
tion of unmarked and abandoned African-American cemeteries and burial
grounds and identify any challenges unique to African-American cemeteries
and burial grounds.

(c) Identify locations of unmarked and abandoned African-American
cemeteries and burial grounds throughout the state and propose strategies,
including any proposed legislation, for the preservation and evaluation of
such sites.

(d) Make recommendations regarding standards for the creation, place-
ment, and maintenance of a memorial at any identified locations of
unmarked and abandoned African-American cemeteries or burial grounds
throughout the state.

(5) By January 1, 2022, the task force shall submit a report detailing its
findings and recommendations to the Governor, the President of the Senate,
the Speaker of the House of Representatives, the Minority Leader of the
Senate, and the Minority Leader of the House of Representatives.

(6) This section expires March 11, 2022.

Section 2. This act shall take effect July 1, 2021.

Approved by the Governor June 4, 2021.

Filed in Office Secretary of State June 4, 2021.
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Chapter 98-268, Laws of Florida 

 



CHAPTER 98-268

House Bill No. 3763

An act relating to funeral and cemetery services; providing a short
title; amending s. 497.005, F.S.; defining “care and maintenance”;
creating s. 497.0255, F.S.; providing a duty of care and maintenance
of licensed cemeteries in this state; providing rulemaking authority
to the Board of Funeral and Cemetery Services for such purpose;
amending s. 497.229, F.S.; providing circumstances under which a
cemetery or component thereof may be deemed a public nuisance
and providing for abatement thereof; amending s. 497.253, F.S.;
providing additional requirements with respect to the conveyance of
cemetery property to noncemetery uses, including certain notice;
creating s. 497.255, F.S.; providing standards for construction and
significant alteration or renovation of mausoleums and columbaria;
providing rulemaking authority with respect to such standards to
the board, in conjunction with the Board of Building Codes and
Standards, and providing for incorporation of a portion thereof in
the State Minimum Building Codes; requiring all newly constructed
and significantly altered or renovated mausoleums and columbaria
to conform to such standards and applicable building codes; amend-
ing s. 497.257, F.S.; including columbaria in provisions relating to
preconstruction requirements applicable to mausoleums and below-
ground crypts; amending s. 497.417, F.S.; deleting authority of the
trustee of a trust to purchase life insurance policies and annuity
contracts; repealing subsection (12) of s. 497.429, F.S., deleting the
requirement that the trustee of an alternative preneed contract
trust make valuations of assets and provide annual reports to the
purchaser and the board; amending s. 497.527, F.S.; authorizing the
Attorney General to bring a civil action for violation of chapter 497,
relating to regulation of funeral and cemetery services, in the appro-
priate court; providing for damages; amending s. 872.02, F.S., relat-
ing to prohibitions against injuring or removing tombs or monu-
ments or disturbing the contents of graves or tombs; increasing
penalties; specifying that the term “tomb” includes any mausoleum,
columbarium, and belowground crypt; amending s. 245.07, F.S.; re-
vising provisions relating to retention and disposition of bodies re-
ceived by an anatomical board; creating the Task Force on Aban-
doned and Neglected Cemeteries within the Department of Banking
and Finance; providing for appointment of members and election of
officers; authorizing reimbursement for per diem and travel; requir-
ing the department to provide administrative and staff support;
providing duties; requiring preliminary and final reports; providing
for termination of the task force; providing an appropriation; provid-
ing effective dates.

WHEREAS, Florida is the retirement state of choice for most Americans,
attracting hundreds of thousands of new citizens who move to this state to
live their remaining years enjoying its famous climate and cultural ameni-
ties, and
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WHEREAS, the number of Florida citizens over the age of 65 has dramati-
cally increased and will continue to increase at a rate faster than the growth
in the state’s population as a whole, and

WHEREAS, the number of Florida citizens over the age of 85 has dramati-
cally increased and will continue to increase more than twice as fast as those
over the age of 65, and

WHEREAS, in 1995 Florida had the second highest median age in the
nation, and

WHEREAS, Florida has the third highest unadjusted death rate in the
United States, and

WHEREAS, 154,734 persons died in Florida in 1996, and

WHEREAS, the number of burials in Florida cemeteries will continue to
increase in the future, and

WHEREAS, gross sales reported by Florida cemetery licensees increased
from $175,393,887 in 1996 to $194,427,476 in 1997, and

WHEREAS, Florida cemetery licensees paid less than one-quarter of one
percent of gross sales for their licenses in 1996, and

WHEREAS, cemeteries are a critical part of Florida’s historical and cul-
tural resources, and

WHEREAS, the legislative purposes for regulation of the cemetery indus-
try set forth in s. 497.002(1), Florida Statutes, encompass both the preven-
tion of economic harm to consumers and the prevention of significant emo-
tional stress resulting from the failure to properly maintain cemetery
grounds, yet the majority of the present statutory and regulatory provisions
relate to economic problems but not to care and maintenance, and

WHEREAS, the families and loved ones of the deceased who are interred
in Florida deserve well-maintained cemetery facilities which provide the
highest dignity and respect accorded to the deceased’s final resting place
that is compatible with reasonable and practical economic constraints, and

WHEREAS, inadequate care and maintenance of a cemetery where a loved
one is interred causes added stress and emotional trauma to the deceased’s
family and friends, and

WHEREAS, a person who makes burial arrangements with a Florida
cemetery or preneed provider will receive assurances concerning the care,
dignity, and maintenance of the deceased’s final resting place, and

WHEREAS, a person who makes such arrangements may not have family
members in Florida to ensure that the proper care and maintenance of the
deceased’s final resting place are being performed, and

WHEREAS, the state may be the only entity available to enforce minimum
standards of care and maintenance to protect the dignity of the deceased and
the memories of the family and loved ones, and
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WHEREAS, Florida has fewer written standards regulating the physical
operations of cemeteries than other states, leading to some serious inconsis-
tencies in the quality of cemetery facilities and their care and maintenance
in Florida, and

WHEREAS, a large number of cemeteries in Florida have no entity respon-
sible for their care and maintenance and have become abandoned, over-
grown, dilapidated, and otherwise neglected, creating eyesores and decreas-
ing neighboring property values, and

WHEREAS, neglected cemeteries become breeding grounds for mosqui-
toes, rats, and other vermin, raising serious public health concerns, and

WHEREAS, vandalism and other crimes associated with neglected ceme-
teries are increasing, making the neighborhoods in which they are located
less safe for families, and

WHEREAS, inadequately maintained graves, crypts, and mausoleums at
abandoned cemeteries can be broken open as a result of vandalism or storm
damage, exposing human remains, and

WHEREAS, citizen complaints often cause local governments to take over
or perform care and maintenance at abandoned and neglected cemeteries,
leading to a strain on local government financial resources, and

WHEREAS, it is an affront to the dignity of our departed and a source of
pain to their families when grave spaces are overgrown with weeds and
tombstones are broken and scattered due to neglect, and

WHEREAS, cemeteries that have been abandoned and neglected for long
periods can become obliterated, leading to a loss of important historical,
genealogical, and archaeological information, and

WHEREAS, Florida’s communities should be encouraged to assist in the
preservation and protection which is due the final resting places of the
deceased, and

WHEREAS, the cemeteries where our deceased loved ones are interred
deserve at least as much protection from vandalism and other crime as
construction sites and orange groves enjoy under current law, and

WHEREAS, the Legislature finds that it is necessary to improve the regu-
lation of the physical facilities and operations of Florida cemeteries in order
to honor the memories of deceased citizens, protect the families and friends
of the deceased from significant emotional stress, safeguard the integrity of
Florida cemeteries, protect the interests of consumers, preserve our histori-
cal heritage, protect the public health and welfare, and reduce the financial
burden on local governments, NOW, THEREFORE,

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:

Section 1. This act may be cited as the “Cemetery Preservation and
Consumer Protection Act.”
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Section 2. Section 497.005, Florida Statutes, is amended to read:

497.005 Definitions.—As used in this chapter:

(1)(17) “At-need solicitation” means any uninvited contact by a licensee
or her or his agent for the purpose of the sale of burial services or merchan-
dise to the family or next of kin of a person after her or his death has
occurred.

(2)(9) “Bank of belowground crypts” means any construction unit of be-
lowground crypts which is acceptable to the department and which a ceme-
tery uses to initiate its belowground crypt program or to add to existing
belowground crypt structures.

(3)(8) “Belowground crypts” consist of interment space in preplaced
chambers, either side by side or multiple depth, covered by earth and sod
and known also as “lawn crypts,” “westminsters,” or “turf-top crypts.”

(4)(30) “Board” means the Board of Funeral and Cemetery Services.

(5)(12) “Burial merchandise,” “funeral merchandise,” or “merchandise”
means any personal property offered or sold by any person for use in connec-
tion with the final disposition, memorialization, interment, entombment, or
inurnment of human remains.

(6)(11) “Burial right” means the right to use a grave space, mausoleum,
or columbarium for the interment, entombment, or inurnment of human
remains.

(7)(13) “Burial service,” “funeral service,” or “service” means any service
offered or provided by any person in connection with the final disposition,
memorialization, interment, entombment, or inurnment of human remains.

(8) “Care and maintenance” means the perpetual process of keeping a
cemetery and its lots, graves, grounds, landscaping, roads, paths, parking
lots, fences, mausoleums, columbaria, vaults, crypts, utilities, and other
improvements, structures, and embellishments in a well-cared-for and dig-
nified condition, so that the cemetery does not become a nuisance or place
of reproach and desolation in the community. As specified in the rules of the
board, “care and maintenance” may include, but is not limited to, any or all
of the following activities: mowing the grass at reasonable intervals; raking
and cleaning the grave spaces and adjacent areas; pruning of shrubs and
trees; suppression of weeds and exotic flora; and maintenance, upkeep, and
repair of drains, water lines, roads, buildings, and other improvements.
“Care and maintenance” may include, but is not limited to, reasonable over-
head expenses necessary for such purposes, including maintenance of
machinery, tools, and equipment used for such purposes. “Care and mainte-
nance” may also include repair or restoration of improvements necessary or
desirable as a result of wear, deterioration, accident, damage, or destruction.
“Care and maintenance” does not include expenses for the construction and
development of new grave spaces or interment structures to be sold to the
public.
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(9)(14) “Casket” means a rigid container which is designed for the en-
casement of human remains and which is usually constructed of wood or
metal, ornamented, and lined with fabric.

(10)(2) “Cemetery” means a place dedicated to and used or intended to
be used for the permanent interment of human remains. A cemetery may
contain land or earth interment; mausoleum, vault, or crypt interment; a
columbarium or other structure or place used or intended to be used for the
interment of cremated human remains; or any combination of one or more
of such structures or places.

(11)(5) “Cemetery company” means any legal entity that owns or controls
cemetery lands or property.

(12)(31) “Certificateholder” or “licensee” means the person or entity that
is authorized under this chapter to sell preneed funeral or burial services,
preneed funeral or burial merchandise, or burial rights. Each term shall
include the other, as applicable, as the context requires. For the purposes
of chapter 120, all certificateholders, licensees, and registrants shall be
considered licensees.

(13)(4) “Columbarium” means a structure or building which is substan-
tially exposed above the ground and which is intended to be used for the
inurnment of cremated human remains.

(14)(32) “Common business enterprise” means a group of two or more
business entities that share common ownership in excess of 50 percent.

(15)(28) “Community” means the area within a 15-mile radius surround-
ing the location or proposed location of a cemetery.

(16)(25) “Cremation” includes any mechanical or thermal process
whereby a dead human body is reduced to ashes. Cremation also includes
any other mechanical or thermal process whereby human remains are pul-
verized, burned, recremated, or otherwise further reduced in size or quan-
tity.

(17)(7) “Department” means the Department of Banking and Finance.

(18)(19) “Direct disposer” means any person who is registered in this
state to practice direct disposition pursuant to the provisions of chapter 470.

(19)(20) “Final disposition” means the final disposal of a dead human
body whether by interment, entombment, burial at sea, cremation, or any
other means and includes, but is not limited to, any other disposition of
remains for which a segregated charge is imposed.

(20)(21) “Funeral director” means any person licensed in this state to
practice funeral directing pursuant to the provisions of chapter 470.

(21)(6) “Grave space” means a space of ground in a cemetery intended to
be used for the interment in the ground of human remains.
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(22)(1) “Human remains” means the bodies of deceased persons and in-
cludes bodies in any stage of decomposition and cremated remains.

(23)(3) “Mausoleum” means a structure or building which is substan-
tially exposed above the ground and which is intended to be used for the
entombment of human remains.

(24)(10) “Mausoleum section” means any construction unit of a mauso-
leum which is acceptable to the department and which a cemetery uses to
initiate its mausoleum program or to add to its existing mausoleum struc-
tures.

(25)(18) “Monument” means any product used for identifying a grave site
and cemetery memorials of all types, including monuments, markers, and
vases.

(26)(27) “Monument establishment” means a facility that operates inde-
pendently of a cemetery or funeral establishment and that offers to sell
monuments or monument services to the public for placement in a cemetery.

(27)(24) “Net assets” means the amount by which the total assets of a
certificateholder, excluding goodwill, franchises, customer lists, patents,
trademarks, and receivables from or advances to officers, directors, employ-
ees, salespersons, and affiliated companies, exceed total liabilities of the
certificateholder. For purposes of this definition, the term “total liabilities”
does not include the capital stock, paid-in capital, or retained earnings of the
certificateholder.

(28)(29) “Net worth” means total assets minus total liabilities pursuant
to generally accepted accounting principles.

(29)(16) “Outer burial container” means an enclosure into which a casket
is placed and includes, but is not limited to, vaults made of concrete, steel,
fiberglass, or copper; sectional concrete enclosures; crypts; and wooden en-
closures.

(30)(22) “Preneed contract” means any arrangement or method, of which
the provider of funeral merchandise or services has actual knowledge,
whereby the funeral establishment, direct disposer, or certificateholder
agrees to furnish funeral merchandise or service in the future.

(31)(26) “Servicing agent” means any person acting as an independent
contractor whose fiduciary responsibility is to assist both the trustee and
certificateholder hereunder in administrating their responsibilities pursu-
ant to this chapter.

(32)(15) “Solicitation” means any communication which directly or im-
plicitly requests an immediate oral response from the recipient.

(33)(23) “Statutory accounting” means generally accepted accounting
principles, except as modified by this chapter.

Section 3. Section 497.0255, Florida Statutes, is created to read:
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497.0255 Duty of care and maintenance of licensed cemetery.—Every
cemetery company or other entity responsible for the care and maintenance
of a licensed cemetery in this state shall ensure that the grounds, structures,
and other improvements of the cemetery are well cared for and maintained
in a proper and dignified condition. The board shall adopt, by no later than
July 1, 1999, such rules as are necessary to implement and enforce this
section. In developing and promulgating said rules, the board may define
different classes of cemeteries or care and maintenance, and may provide for
different rules to apply to each of said classes, if the designation of classes
and the application of different rules is in the public interest and is sup-
ported by findings by the board based on evidence of industry practices,
economic and physical feasibility, location, or intended uses; provided, that
the rules shall provide minimum standards applicable to all cemeteries. For
example, and without limiting the generality of the foregoing, the board may
determine that a small rural cemetery with large trees and shade area does
not require, and may not be able to attain, the same level of lawn care as
a large urban cemetery with large open grassy areas and sprinkler systems.

Section 4. Section 497.229, Florida Statutes, is amended to read:

497.229 Courts; powers; abatement of nuisances.—

(1) In addition to all other means provided by law for the enforcement of
a temporary restraining order or an injunction, the circuit court may im-
pound the property of a cemetery company, including books, papers, docu-
ments, and records pertaining thereto, and may appoint a receiver or admin-
istrator to prevent further violation of this chapter.

(2) A court-appointed receiver or administrator may take any action to
implement the provisions of the court order, to ensure the performance of
the order, and to remedy any breach thereof.

(3) Any non-conforming physical condition in a cemetery or component
thereof which is the result of a violation of this chapter or of the rules of the
board relating to construction, physical operations, or care and maintenance
at the cemetery shall be deemed a public nuisance, and the non-conforming
physical conditions caused by such violation may be abated as provided in
s. 60.05.

Section 5. Section 497.253, Florida Statutes, is amended to read:

497.253 Minimum acreage; sale or disposition of cemetery lands.—

(1) Each licensee shall set aside a minimum of 15 contiguous acres of
land for use by the licensee as a cemetery and shall not sell, mortgage, lease,
or encumber that property without prior written approval of the depart-
ment.

(2) Any lands owned by a licensee and dedicated for use by it as a ceme-
tery, which are contiguous, adjoining, or adjacent to the minimum of 15
contiguous acres described in subsection (1), may be sold, conveyed, or dis-
posed of by the licensee, after obtaining written approval of the department
pursuant to subsection (3), for use by the new owner for other purposes than
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as a cemetery. All of the human remains which have been previously in-
terred therein shall first have been removed from the lands proposed to be
sold, conveyed, or disposed of; however, the provisions of ss. 497.515(7) and
470.0295 must be complied with prior to any disinterment of human re-
mains. Any and all titles, interests, or burial rights which may have been
sold or contracted to be sold in lands which are the subject of the sale shall
be conveyed to and revested in the licensee prior to consummation of any
such sale, conveyance, or disposition.

(3)(a) If the property to be sold, conveyed, or disposed of under subsection
(2) has been or is being used for the permanent interment of human remains,
the applicant for approval of such sale, conveyance, or disposition shall
cause to be published, at least once a week for 4 consecutive weeks, a notice
meeting the standards of publication set forth in s. 125.66(4)(b)2. The notice
shall describe the property in question and the proposed noncemetery use
and shall advise substantially affected persons that they may file a written
request for a hearing pursuant to chapter 120, within 14 days after the date
of last publication of the notice, with the department if they object to grant-
ing the applicant’s request to sell, convey, or dispose of the subject property
for noncemetery uses.

(b) If the property in question has never been used for the permanent
interment of human remains, no notice or hearing is required.

(c) If the property in question has been used for the permanent interment
of human remains, the department shall approve the application, in writing,
if it finds that it would not be contrary to the public interest. In determining
whether to approve the application, the department shall consider any evi-
dence presented concerning the following:

1. The historical significance of the subject property, if any.

2. The archaeological significance of the subject property, if any.

3. The public purpose, if any, to be served by the proposed use of the
subject property.

4. The impact of the proposed change in use of the subject property upon
the inventory of remaining cemetery facilities in the community and upon
the other factors enumerated in s. 497.201(3).

5. The impact of the proposed change in use of the subject property upon
the reasonable expectations of the families of the deceased regarding
whether the cemetery property was to remain as a cemetery in perpetuity.

6. Whether any living relatives of the deceased actively oppose the relo-
cation of their deceased’s remains and the conversion of the subject property
to noncemetery uses.

7. The elapsed time since the last interment in the subject property.

8. Any other factor enumerated in this chapter that the department
considers relevant to the public interest.
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(d) Any deed, mortgage, or other conveyance by a cemetery company or
other owner pursuant to subsections (a) and (c) above must contain a disclo-
sure in the following or substantially similar form:

NOTICE: The property described herein was formerly used and dedicated
as a cemetery. Conveyance of this property and its use for noncemetery
purposes was authorized by the Florida Department of Banking and Fi-
nance by Order No. ...., dated .....

(e) The department shall adopt such rules as are necessary to carry out
the provisions of this section.

(4)(3) A licensee may convey and transfer to a municipality or county its
real and personal property, together with moneys deposited in trust funds
pursuant to this chapter, provided the municipality or county will accept
responsibility for maintenance thereof and prior written approval of the
department is obtained.

(5)(4) The provisions of subsections (1) and (2) relating to a requirement
for minimum acreage shall not apply to any cemetery company licensed by
the department on or before July 1, 1965, which owns a total of less than 15
acres of land; however, no cemetery company shall dispose of any land
without the prior written consent of the department.

Section 6. Section 497.255, Florida Statutes, is created to read:

497.255 Standards for construction and significant alteration or renova-
tion of mausoleums and columbaria.—

(1) All newly constructed and significantly altered or renovated mausole-
ums and columbaria must, in addition to complying with applicable building
codes, conform to the standards adopted under this section.

(2) The board shall adopt, by no later than July 1, 1999, rules establish-
ing minimum standards for all newly constructed and significantly altered
or renovated mausoleums and columbaria; however, in the case of signifi-
cant alterations or renovations to existing structures, the rules shall apply
only, when physically feasible, to the newly altered or renovated portion of
such structures, except as specified in subsection (4). In developing and
promulgating said rules, the board may define different classes of structures
or construction standards, and may provide for different rules to apply to
each of said classes, if the designation of classes and the application of
different rules is in the public interest and is supported by findings by the
board based on evidence of industry practices, economic and physical feasi-
bility, location, or intended uses; provided, that the rules shall provide
minimum standards applicable to all construction. For example, and with-
out limiting the generality of the foregoing, the board may determine that
a small single-story ground level mausoleum does not require the same level
of construction standards that a large multi-story mausoleum might re-
quire; or that a mausoleum located in a low-lying area subject to frequent
flooding or hurricane threats might require different standards than one
located on high ground in an area not subject to frequent severe weather
threats. The board shall develop the rules in cooperation with, and with
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technical assistance from, the Board of Building Codes and Standards of the
Department of Community Affairs, to ensure that the rules are in the proper
form and content to be included as part of the State Minimum Building
Codes under part VII of chapter 553. If the Board of Building Codes and
Standards advises that some of the standards proposed by the board are not
appropriate for inclusion in such building codes, the board may choose to
include those standards in a distinct chapter of its rules entitled “Non-
Building-Code Standards for Mausoleums” or “Additional Standards for
Mausoleums,” or other terminology to that effect. If the board elects to divide
the standards into two or more chapters, all such rules shall be binding on
licensees and others subject to the jurisdiction of the board, but only the
chapter containing provisions appropriate for building codes shall be trans-
mitted to the Board of Building Codes and Standards pursuant to subsection
(3). Such rules may be in the form of standards for design and construction;
methods, materials, and specifications for construction; or other mecha-
nisms. Such rules shall encompass, at a minimum, the following standards:

(a) No structure may be built or significantly altered for use for inter-
ment, entombment, or inurnment purposes unless constructed of such mate-
rial and workmanship as will ensure its durability and permanence, as well
as the safety, convenience, comfort, and health of the community in which
it is located, as dictated and determined at the time by modern mausoleum
construction and engineering science.

(b) Such structure must be so arranged that the exterior of any vault,
niche, or crypt may be readily examined at any time by any person author-
ized by law to do so.

(c) Such structure must contain adequate provision for drainage and
ventilation.

(d) Such structure must be of fire-resistant construction. Notwithstand-
ing the requirements of Ch. 633 and s. 553.895, any mausoleum or columbar-
ium constructed of noncombustible materials, as defined in the Standard
Building Code, shall not require a sprinkler system.

(e) Such structure must be resistant to hurricane and other storm dam-
age to the highest degree provided under applicable building codes for build-
ings of that class.

(f) Suitable provisions must be made for securely and permanently seal-
ing each crypt with durable materials after the interment or entombment
of human remains, so that no effluvia or odors may escape therefrom except
as provided by design and sanitary engineering standards. Panels for per-
manent seals must be solid and constructed of materials of sufficient weight,
permanence, density, imperviousness, and strength as to ensure their dura-
bility and continued functioning. Permanent crypt sealing panels must be
securely installed and set in with high quality fire-resistant, resilient, and
durable materials after the interment or entombment of human remains.
The outer or exposed covering of each crypt must be of a durable, permanent,
fire-resistant material; however, plastic, fiberglass, and wood are not accept-
able materials for such outer or exposed coverings.
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(g) Interior and exterior fastenings for hangers, clips, doors, and other
objects must be of copper, copper-base alloy, aluminum, or stainless steel of
adequate gauges, or other materials established by rule which provide
equivalent or better strength and durability, and must be properly installed.

(3) The board shall transmit the rules as adopted under subsection (2),
hereinafter referred to as the “mausoleum standards,” to the Board of Build-
ing Codes and Standards, which shall initiate rulemaking under chapter
120 to consider such mausoleum standards. If such mausoleum standards
are not deemed acceptable, they shall be returned by the Board of Building
Codes and Standards to the board with details of changes needed to make
them acceptable. If such mausoleum standards are acceptable, the Board of
Building Codes and Standards shall adopt a rule designating the mauso-
leum standards as an approved revision to the State Minimum Building
Codes under part VII of chapter 553. When so designated by the Board of
Building Codes and Standards, such mausoleum standards shall become a
required element of the State Minimum Building Codes under s. 553.73(2)
and shall be transmitted to each local enforcement agency, as defined in s.
553.71(5). Such local enforcement agency shall consider and inspect for
compliance with such mausoleum standards as if they were part of the local
building code, but shall have no continuing duty to inspect after final ap-
proval of the construction pursuant to the local building code. Any further
amendments to the mausoleum standards shall be accomplished by the
same procedure. Such designated mausoleum standards, as from time to
time amended, shall be a part of the State Minimum Building Codes under
s. 553.73 until the adoption and effective date of a new statewide uniform
minimum building code, which may supersede the mausoleum standards as
provided by the law enacting the new statewide uniform minimum building
code.

(4) In addition to the rules adopted under subsection (2), the board shall
adopt rules providing that following all interments, inurnments, and en-
tombments in mausoleums and columbaria occurring after the effective date
of such rules, whether newly constructed or existing, suitable provision
must be made, when physically feasible, for sealing each crypt in accordance
with standards promulgated pursuant to paragraph (2)(f).

(5) For purposes of this section, “significant alteration or renovation”
means any addition, renovation or repair which results in the creation of
new crypt or niche spaces.

Section 7. Section 497.257, Florida Statutes, is amended to read:

497.257 Construction of mausoleums, columbaria, and belowground
crypts; preconstruction trust fund; compliance requirement.—

(1) A cemetery company shall start construction of that section of a mau-
soleum, columbarium, or bank of belowground crypts in which sales, con-
tracts for sales, reservations for sales, or agreements for sales are being
made within 4 years after the date of the first such sale or 50 percent of the
mausoleum, columbarium, or belowground crypts have been sold and the
purchase price has been received, whichever occurs first. The construction
shall be completed within 5 years after the date of the first sale made.
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However, extensions for completion, not to exceed 1 year, may be granted
by the department for good cause shown. If the units have not been com-
pletely constructed at the time of need or the time specified herein, all
moneys paid shall be refunded upon request, plus interest earned thereon
for that portion of the moneys deposited in the trust fund and an amount
equal to the interest that would have been earned on that portion of the
moneys that were not in trust.

(2) A cemetery company which plans to offer for sale space in a section
of a mausoleum, columbarium, or bank of belowground crypts prior to con-
struction shall establish a preconstruction trust fund by written instrument.
The preconstruction trust fund shall be administered by a corporate trustee
and operated in conformity with s. 497.417. The preconstruction trust fund
shall be separate from any other trust funds that may be required by this
chapter.

(3) Before a sale, contract for sale, reservation for sale, or agreement for
sale in a mausoleum section columbarium, or bank of belowground crypts
may be made, the cemetery company shall compute the amount to be depos-
ited to the preconstruction trust fund. The total amount to be deposited in
the fund for each unit of the project shall be computed by dividing the cost
of the project plus 10 percent of the cost, as computed by a licensed contrac-
tor, engineer, or architect, by the number of crypts in the section or bank of
belowground crypts or the number of niches in the columbarium. When
payments are received in installments, the percentage of the installment
payment placed in trust must be identical to the percentage which the
payment received bears to the total cost of the contract, including other
merchandise and services purchased. Preconstruction trust fund payments
shall be made within 30 days after the end of the month in which payment
is received.

(4) When the cemetery company delivers a completed crypt or niche
acceptable to the purchaser in lieu of the crypt or niche purchased prior to
construction, all sums deposited to the preconstruction trust fund for that
purchaser shall be paid to the cemetery company.

(5) Each cemetery company may negotiate, at the time of establishment
of the preconstruction trust fund, a procedure for withdrawal of the es-
crowed funds as a part of the construction cost of the mausoleum section,
columbarium, or bank of belowground crypts contemplated, subject to the
approval of the department. Upon completion of the mausoleum section,
columbarium, or bank of belowground crypts, the cemetery company shall
certify completion to the trustee and shall be entitled to withdraw all funds
deposited to the account thereof.

(6) If the mausoleum section, columbarium, or bank of belowground
crypts is not completed within the time limits set out in this section, the
trustee shall contract for and cause the project to be completed and pay
therefor from the trust funds deposited to the project’s account paying any
balance, less cost and expenses, to the cemetery company. The refund provi-
sions of subsection (1) apply only to the extent there are funds remaining
in excess of the costs to complete the facilities, prior to any payments to the
cemetery company.
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(7) On or before April 1 of each year, the trustee shall file with the board
in the form prescribed by the board a full and true statement as to the
activities of any trust established by the board pursuant to this chapter for
the preceding calendar year.

(8) In lieu of the payments outlined hereunder to the preconstruction
trust fund, the cemetery company may deliver to the department a perform-
ance bond in an amount and by a surety company acceptable to the depart-
ment.

Section 8. Subsection (4) of section 497.417, Florida Statutes, is amended
to read:

497.417 Disposition of proceeds received on contracts.—

(4) The trustee of the trust established pursuant to this section shall only
have the power to:

(a) Invest in investments as prescribed in s. 215.47 and exercise the
powers set forth in part IV of chapter 737, provided that the board may by
order require the trustee to liquidate or dispose of any investment within 30
days after such order.

(b) Purchase from an insurance company, licensed by this state, life
insurance policies or annuity contracts not to exceed the aggregate amount
of $250,000 on any one individual life.

(b)(c) Borrow money up to an aggregate amount of 10 percent of trust
assets, at interest rates then prevailing from any individual, bank, insur-
ance company, or other source, irrespective of whether any such person is
then acting as trustee, and to create security interests in no more than 10
percent of trust assets by mortgage, pledge, or otherwise, upon the terms
and conditions and for such purposes as the trustee may deem advisable.

(c)(d) Commingle the property of the trust with the property of any other
trust established pursuant to this chapter and make corresponding alloca-
tions and divisions of assets, liabilities, income, and expenses.

Section 9. Subsection (12) of section 497.429, Florida Statutes, is hereby
repealed.

Section 10. Section 497.527, Florida Statutes, is amended to read:

497.527 Civil remedies.—The Attorney General or any person may bring
a civil action against a person or company violating the provisions of this
chapter in the appropriate circuit court of the county in which the alleged
violator resides or has his or her or its principal place of business or in the
county wherein the alleged violation occurred. Upon adverse adjudication,
the defendant shall be liable for actual damages caused by such violation or
$500, whichever is greater. The court may, as provided by common law,
award punitive damages and may provide such equitable relief as it deems
proper or necessary, including enjoining the defendant from further viola-
tions of this chapter.
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Section 11. Section 872.02, Florida Statutes, is amended to read:

872.02 Injuring or removing tomb or monument; disturbing contents of
grave or tomb; penalties.—

(1) A person who willfully and knowingly destroys, mutilates, defaces,
injures, or removes any tomb, monument, gravestone, burial mound,
earthen or shell monument containing human skeletal remains or associ-
ated burial artifacts, or other structure or thing placed or designed for a
memorial of the dead, or any fence, railing, curb, or other thing intended for
the protection or ornamentation of any tomb, monument, gravestone, burial
mound, earthen or shell monument containing human skeletal remains or
associated burial artifacts, or other structure before mentioned, or for any
enclosure for the burial of the dead, or willfully destroys, mutilates, re-
moves, cuts, breaks, or injures any tree, shrub, or plant placed or being
within any such enclosure, commits is guilty of a misdemeanor of the first
degree, punishable as provided in s. 775.082 or s. 775.083. However, if the
damage to such property is greater than $100 or if any property removed is
greater than $100 in value, then the person is guilty of a felony of the third
degree, punishable as provided in s. 775.082, s. 775.083, or s. 775.084.

(2) A person who willfully and knowingly disturbs the contents of a tomb
or grave commits is guilty of a felony of the second third degree, punishable
as provided in s. 775.082, s. 775.083, or s. 775.084.

(3) This section shall not apply to any person acting under the direction
or authority of the Division of Historical Resources of the Department of
State, to cemeteries operating under chapter 497, or to any person otherwise
authorized by law to remove or disturb a tomb, monument, gravestone,
burial mound, or similar structure, or its contents, as described in subsec-
tion (1).

(4) For purposes of this section, the term “tomb” includes any mauso-
leum, columbarium, or belowground crypt.

Section 12. Section 245.07, Florida Statutes, is amended to read:

245.07 Retention of bodies before use; unfit or excess number of bodies,
disposition procedure.—All bodies received by the anatomical board shall be
retained in receiving vaults for a period of not less than 48 hours before
allowing their use for medical science; if at any time more bodies are made
available to the anatomical board than can be used for medical science under
its jurisdiction, or if a body shall be deemed by the anatomical board to be
unfit for anatomical purposes, the anatomical board may notify, in writing,
the county commissioners or other legally authorized person, as defined in
s. 470.002, the person or entity in control of such body in the county where
such person died, to cause it to be buried or cremated in accordance with the
already existing rules, laws and practices for disposing of such unclaimed
bodies within the confines of the said county. However, prior to having any
body buried or cremated, the county shall make a reasonable effort to deter-
mine the identity of the body and shall further make a reasonable effort to
contact any relatives of the deceased person. If a relative of the deceased
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person is contacted and expresses a preference for either burial or crema-
tion, the county shall make a reasonable effort to accommodate the request
of the relative. For purposes of this section, the county commissioners of the
county where such person died shall be considered a “legally authorized
person” as defined in pursuant to s. 470.002(18). A person licensed under
chapter 470 or chapter 497 shall not be liable for any damages resulting from
cremating or burying such body at the direction of the county’s legally
authorized person county commission.

Section 13. (1) There is created within the Department of Banking and
Finance the Task Force on Abandoned and Neglected Cemeteries. The task
force shall be composed of 11 members appointed by the Comptroller and
representing the following interests:

(a) A representative of the licensed cemetery industry.

(b) A representative of preneed certificateholders who is not associated
with a cemetery company through an ownership interest or through employ-
ment with a company which has an ownership interest in a cemetery.

(c) A representative of church-owned cemeteries.

(d) A representative of cemeteries owned by nonprofit organizations.

(e) A representative of consumer interests.

(f) A representative of the department.

(g) A person nominated by the Secretary of State as a representative of
historic preservation and archaeological interests.

(h) A person nominated by the Florida League of Cities as a representa-
tive of municipally owned or maintained cemeteries.

(i) A person nominated by the Florida Association of Counties as a repre-
sentative of county-owned or county-maintained cemeteries.

(j) Two citizen members.

(2) The members of the task force shall elect from among their number
a chair and a vice chair.

(3) Members of the task force shall be appointed no later than 30 days
after this act becomes a law. The task force shall serve from the time its
members are appointed until adjournment sine die of the 1999 Regular
Session of the Legislature.

(4) The members of the task force shall serve without compensation, but
shall be reimbursed for per diem and travel expenses as provided in s.
112.061, Florida Statutes.

(5) The department shall provide administrative and staff support for
the task force.
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(6) The task force shall:

(a) Examine the extent to which some cemeteries in the state are aban-
doned and therefore have no existing responsible person or entity in charge,
or are neglected and therefore are not receiving adequate care and mainte-
nance.

(b) Examine the extent to which some cemeteries in the state, although
they are owned and operated by some identifiable person or entity, are
neglected due to a lack of sufficient funds to perform adequate care and
maintenance or for other reasons.

(c) Examine the extent to which neglected cemeteries in the state create
problems for citizens and local governments due to vandalism, storm dam-
age, dilapidation, public health concerns, public safety concerns, lack of
enforceable standards, and strain on local government financial resources.

(d) Examine the extent to which neglected cemeteries in the state repre-
sent a loss of significant historic or archaeological resources.

(e) Examine whether or not bringing presently unlicensed operating
cemeteries under state regulation as to physical facilities and care and
maintenance may help ameliorate the problems caused by neglected ceme-
teries.

(f) Examine whether or not a program of grants to assist in providing
adequate care and maintenance for abandoned and neglected cemeteries
may help ameliorate the problems caused by neglected cemeteries and, if so,
how the grant program should be structured, administered, and funded.

(g) Examine current governmental and nongovernmental programs that
help or could help ameliorate the problems caused by neglected cemeteries,
to see if some expansion or increased emphasis or support could do more to
help ameliorate the problems caused by neglected cemeteries in a more cost-
effective manner than a grant program.

(h) Report findings and make recommendations concerning solutions to
problems found by the task force, including a draft of any legislation deemed
advisable to implement recommended solutions.

(7) The task force shall produce a preliminary report by December 1,
1998, and a final report by January 15, 1999, detailing its findings and
recommendations. Copies of each report shall be transmitted to the Comp-
troller, the President and the Minority Leader of the Senate, and the
Speaker and the Minority Leader of the House of Representatives. Copies
shall also be furnished to the Governor, the Secretary of State, the Attorney
General, and the Office of Program Policy Analysis and Government Ac-
countability. After submission of the final report, members of the task force
may, with the approval of the chair, receive reimbursement pursuant to
subsection (4) for travel necessary to consult with the department or the
Legislature concerning issues raised by the final report or other work of the
task force, until termination of the task force as provided in subsection (3).
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(8) This section shall take effect upon this act becoming a law.

Section 14. There is hereby appropriated $131,042 and one career service
position for fiscal year 1998-1999 to the Department of Banking and Finance
from the department’s Regulatory Trust Fund for the purpose of enforcing
the provisions of this act.

Section 15. Except as otherwise provided herein, this act shall take effect
July 1 of the year in which enacted; however, the provisions of sections
497.0255 and 497.255, Florida Statutes, as created by this act, and the
changes to section 497.253, Florida Statutes, as amended by this act, shall
not be enforceable until the rules implementing those provisions have been
adopted by the Board of Funeral and Cemetery Services or the Department
of Banking and Finance, as applicable.

Became a law without the Governor’s approval May 28, 1998.

Filed in Office Secretary of State May 27, 1998.
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APPENDIX F 

2021 Task Force Meeting Presentations 



Abandoned African-American Cemeteries Task Force
First Meeting

July 20, 2021

1

II. Call to Order/Roll Call

2



II. Welcome

3

II. Introduction of Task Force Members

4



III. Overview of Ch. 2021-60, Laws of Florida

• On June 4, 2021, Governor DeSantis signed into law CS/CS/HB 37 
(Chapter 2021-60, Laws of Florida) relating to Abandoned Cemeteries. 
The bill created a 10-member Task Force on Abandoned African-
American Cemeteries (“Task Force”), adjunct to the Department of 
State (“Department”), to:

• Study the extent to which unmarked or abandoned African-American 
cemeteries and burial grounds exist throughout the state; and

• Develop and recommend strategies for identifying and recording cemeteries 
and burial grounds while preserving local history and ensuring dignity and 
respect for the deceased

5

III. Overview of Ch. 2021-60, Laws of Florida

• Specifically, the bill required the Task Force to:
• Review the findings and recommendations made by the Task Force on Abandoned and 

Neglected Cemeteries created pursuant to Chapter 98-268, Laws of Florida, and any 
legislative or administrative action taken in response to the Task Force’s findings and 
recommendations.

• Examine the adequacy of current practices regarding the preservation of unmarked and 
abandoned African-American cemeteries and burial grounds and identify any challenges 
unique to African-American cemeteries and burial grounds.

• Identify locations of unmarked and abandoned African-American cemeteries and burial 
grounds throughout the state and propose strategies, including any proposed legislation, for 
the preservation and evaluation of such sites.

• Make recommendations regarding standards for the creation, placement, and maintenance 
of a memorial at any identified locations of unmarked and abandoned African-American 
cemeteries or burial grounds throughout the state.

• Submit a report by January 1, 2022, detailing its findings and recommendations to the 
Governor, the President of the Senate, the Speaker of the House of Representatives, the 
Minority Leader of the Senate, and the Minority Leader of the House of Representatives.

6



Identified Abandoned African-American 
Cemeteries

• Zion Cemetery

7

Identified Abandoned African-American 
Cemeteries

• Ridgewood Cemetery

8



Identified Abandoned African-American 
Cemeteries

• New Hope Cemetery

9

IV. Florida Law and Abandoned Cemeteries

10



Chapter 479, F.S.: Funeral Cemetery, and 
Consumer Services Act

• Regulates funeral and cemetery services (cemeteries, columbaria,
cremation, cemeteries companies, dealers, and monument builders,
and funeral directors and establishments.

• Cemetery definition:

• Allows counties and municipalities with jurisdiction over an
abandoned cemetery to provide maintenance and security to the
cemetery.

11

“a place dedicated to and used or intended to be used for the permanent interment of human 

remains or cremated remains. A cemetery may contain land or earth interment; mausoleum, 

vault, or crypt interment; a columbarium, ossuary, scattering garden, or other structure or place 

used or intended to be used for the interment or disposition of cremated remains; or any 

combination of one or more of such structures or places.” 

Chapter 479, F.S.: Funeral Cemetery, and 
Consumer Services Act

HOWEVER
• Ch. 497, F.S. primarily pertains to licensed cemeteries and excludes most smaller

historic and religious cemeteries. Such as:
• Religious cemeteries of less than 5 acres

• County and municipal cemeteries

• Community and nonprofit cemeteries

• Cemeteries owned/operated by religious institution prior to June 23, 1976

• Cemeteries owned and operated since July 15, 1915 by a fraternal organization

• A columbarium owned by and contiguous with an existing religious institution facility

• Family cemeteries of less than 2 acres

• A mausoleum less than 2 acres owned and contiguous to an existing religious institution facility

• A columbarium 5 acres or less on the campus of a state university.

12



Section 872.05, F.S.: Unmarked Human Burials

“It is the intent of the Legislature that all human burials 
and human skeletal remains be accorded equal treatment 
and respect based upon common human dignity without 
reference to ethnic origin, cultural background, or 
religious affiliation. This section applies to all human 
burials, human skeletal remains, and associated burial 
artifacts not otherwise protected under chapter 497 or 
other state law and found upon or within any public or 
private land in the state, including submerged lands.”

• Provides notification requirements 
upon the discovery of unmarked 
human remains

• Allows the Division of Historical 
Resources to assume jurisdiction 
over unmarked remains 75 years 
deceased or older

• Provides that reasonable efforts be 
made to establish kinship, tribal, or 
ethnic relationships

• Establishes the intentional 
disturbance of an unmarked burial 
as a 3rd degree felony

13

Section 872.05, F.S.: Unmarked Human Burials

Unmarked Human Burial: 

“any human skeletal remains or associated burial artifacts or any location, 
including any burial mound or earthen or shell monument, where human skeletal 
remains or associated burial artifacts are discovered or believed to exist on the basis of 
archaeological or historical evidence, excluding any burial marked or previously marked 
by a tomb, monument, gravestone, or other structure or thing placed or designed as a 
memorial of the dead.”

Section 872.05 does NOT apply to any cemetery or burial marked OR marked at any 
time in the past. 

14



Section 872.02, F.S.: Injuring or removing tomb or
monument; disturbing contents of a grave or tomb

• Provides protections and provisions for the “previously marked” burials that are
excluded by Section 872.05.

• Provides criminal liability for willfully and knowingly disturbing previously marked
burials.

• Details the legal mechanism to relocate graves, granting authority to a “legally
authorized person” as defined in s. 497.005(43) and to the county commission/city
council.

15

Sections 872.02 and 497.005 F.S.: relocating 
graves

Legally Authorized Person in priority listed:

• The decedent, when authorizations and directions are provided by the decedent

• The person designated by the decedent as authorized to direct disposition

• The surviving spouse

• A son or daughter 18 years of age or older

• A grandchild 18 years of age or older

• A grandparent

• Any person in the next degree of kinship

Section 497 does NOT authorize the Department of State, Division of Historical
Resources, to assume jurisdiction or relocated marked or previously marked graves

16



FLORIDA DEPARTMENT of STATE

Florida’s Sunshine Law 

17

Restoration of Voting Rights Work Group

FLORIDA DEPARTMENT of STATE 18

Restoration of Voting Rights Work Group

Florida’s Government in the Sunshine Law provides a 

right of access to governmental proceedings and records 

at both the state and local levels. 

What is the Sunshine Law?
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Restoration of Voting Rights Work GroupFlorida Constitution

ARTICLE 1, SECTION 24. Access to public records and meetings.—

• (a) Every person has the right to inspect or copy any public record made or received in 

connection with the official business of any public body, officer, or employee of the state, 

or persons acting on their behalf, except with respect to records exempted pursuant to 

this section or specifically made confidential by this Constitution. This section specifically 

includes the legislative, executive, and judicial branches of government and each agency or 

department created thereunder; counties, municipalities, and districts; and each 

constitutional officer, board, and commission, or entity created pursuant to law or this 

Constitution.

• (b) All meetings of any collegial public body of the executive branch of state government 

or of any collegial public body of a county, municipality, school district, or special district, at 

which official acts are to be taken or at which public business of such body is to be 

transacted or discussed, shall be open and noticed to the public and meetings of the 

legislature shall be open and noticed as provided in Article III, Section 4(e), except with 

respect to meetings exempted pursuant to this section or specifically closed by this 

Constitution.

Florida’s Sunshine Law

FLORIDA DEPARTMENT of STATE 20

Restoration of Voting Rights Work Group
Section 286.011, Florida Statutes

(1) All meetings of any board or commission of any state agency or authority or of 

any agency or authority of any county, municipal corporation, or political subdivision, 

except as otherwise provided in the Constitution, including meetings with or 

attended by any person elected to such board or commission, but who has not yet 

taken office, at which official acts are to be taken are declared to be public 

meetings open to the public at all times, and no resolution, rule, or formal 

action shall be considered binding except as taken or made at such meeting. The 

board or commission must provide reasonable notice of all such meetings.

(2) The minutes of a meeting of any such board or commission of any 

such state agency or authority shall be promptly recorded, and such records 

shall be open to public inspection. The circuit courts of this state shall have 

jurisdiction to issue injunctions to enforce the purposes of this section upon 

application by any citizen of this state.

Public Meetings
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Restoration of Voting Rights Work Group
Section 120.525, Florida Statutes

Meetings, hearings, and workshops.—

(1) Except in the case of emergency meetings, each agency shall give notice of 

public meetings, hearings, and workshops by publication in the Florida 

Administrative Register and on the agency’s website not less than 7 days 

before the event. The notice shall include a statement of the general subject matter 

to be considered.

Public Meetings – Reasonable Notice

FLORIDA DEPARTMENT of STATE 22

Restoration of Voting Rights Work Group

Section 286.0114, Florida Statutes

(2) Members of the public shall be given a reasonable opportunity to be heard on a proposition before a 

board or commission. The opportunity to be heard need not occur at the same meeting at which the 

board or commission takes official action on the proposition if the opportunity occurs at a meeting that is 

during the decision making process and is within reasonable proximity in time before the meeting at which 

the board or commission takes the official action. This section does not prohibit a board or commission 

from maintaining orderly conduct or proper decorum in a public meeting. The opportunity to be heard is 

subject to rules or policies adopted by the board or commission, as provided in subsection (4).

(4) Rules or policies of a board or commission which govern the opportunity to be heard are limited to 

those that: (a) Provide guidelines regarding the amount of time an individual has to address the board or 

commission;

(b) Prescribe procedures for allowing representatives of groups or factions on a proposition to address 

the board or commission, rather than all members of such groups or factions, at meetings in which a large 

number of individuals wish to be heard;

(c) Prescribe procedures or forms for an individual to use in order to inform the board or commission 

of a desire to be heard; to indicate his or her support, opposition, or neutrality on a proposition; and to 

indicate his or her designation of a representative to speak for him or her or his or her group on a 

proposition if he or she so chooses; or

(d) Designate a specified period of time for public comment.

.

Reasonable Opportunity To Be Heard
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Restoration of Voting Rights Work Group

The Sunshine Law applies to advisory boards created 

pursuant to law, ordinance, or otherwise established by 

public agencies or officials.

Scope of the Sunshine Law

FLORIDA DEPARTMENT of STATE 24

Restoration of Voting Rights Work Group

• Board members may not engage in private discussions regarding 

board business with each other, either in person or by telephone, 

email, texting or any other types of electronic communications 

(including Facebook, Linkedin, blogs).

• While an individual board member is not prohibited from 

discussing board business with staff or a non-board member, 

these individuals may not be used as a liaison to communicate 

information between board members.

Scope of the Sunshine Law
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Scope of the Sunshine Law

While a Board may adopt reasonable rules and

policies to ensure orderly conduct of meetings, the

Sunshine Law does not allow Boards to ban

nondisruptive conduct.

FLORIDA DEPARTMENT of STATE 26

Section 286.011, Florida Statutes

(3)(a) Any public officer who violates any provision of this section is

guilty of a noncriminal infraction, punishable by fine not exceeding $500.

(b) Any person who is a member of a board or commission or of any

state agency or authority of any county, municipal corporation, or political 

subdivision who knowingly violates the provisions of this section by

attending a meeting not held in accordance with the provisions hereof is

guilty of a misdemeanor of the second degree, punishable as provided in 

s. 775.082 or s. 775.083.

(c) Conduct which occurs outside the state which would constitute a

knowing violation of this section is a misdemeanor of the second degree, 

punishable as provided in s. 775.082 or s. 775.083.

Public Meetings – Violations & Penalties
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Public Records

Section 119.01(1), Florida Statutes

It is the policy of this state that all state, county, and 

municipal records are open for personal inspection and 

copying by any person. Providing access to public records 

is a duty of each agency.

This includes the records of all private entities and 

Boards working on behalf of an agency.

FLORIDA DEPARTMENT of STATE 28

What are Public Records?

“Public records” means all documents, papers, letters, 

maps, books, tapes, photographs, films, sound recordings, 

data processing software, or other material, regardless of 

the physical form, characteristics, or means of 

transmission, made or received pursuant to law or 

ordinance or in connection with the transaction of 

official business by any agency.  
Section 119.011 (12), Florida Statutes.
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Public Records

• Drafts of documents that are shared with other people are

considered public records and must be produced upon request.

• E-mails or text messages created or received in connection with

official business that perpetuates, communicates, or formalizes

knowledge, is subject to the public records law and open for

inspection.   All e-mails and text messages must be produced to

any person upon request, unless falling within a statutory

exemption.

• Records produced during a competitive solicitation process are

subject to the public records law unless a statutory exemption

applies.

FLORIDA DEPARTMENT of STATE 30

Public Records

• A person who requests a public record is not required to

show a legitimate or non-commercial interest as a condition

of access to the record.

• An agency may not require that the public records request be

in writing or even require the requestor to identify himself or

herself, unless specifically authorized by statute.

• The Public Records Act does not contain a specific time limit

to provide requested records but Florida courts have

determined records must be produced in a reasonable time

that would allow the custodian to retrieve the records and

redact any exempt information.
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Public Records Violations

One of the results of failing to comply with a Public 

Records request is a civil action being filed against an 

agency for refusal to allow a public record to be inspected 

or copied, which could result in reasonable costs of 

enforcement, including attorneys’ fees, being assessed 

against the agency.

FLORIDA DEPARTMENT of STATE 32

Public Records Violations

Public Records Violations may also be assessed an against an individual.

119.10(1) Violation of chapter; penalties.

(1) Any public officer who: 

(a) Violates any provision of this chapter commits a noncriminal infraction, 

punishable by fine not exceeding $500.

(b) Knowingly violates the provisions of s. 119.07(1) is subject to 

suspension and removal or impeachment and, in addition, commits a 

misdemeanor of the first degree, punishable as provided in s. 775.082 or s. 

775.083.

(2) Any person who willfully and knowingly violates: 

(a) Any of the provisions of this chapter commits a misdemeanor of the 

first degree, punishable as provided in s. 775.082 or s. 775.083.

(b) Section 119.105 commits a felony of the third degree, punishable as 

provided in s. 775.082, s. 775.083, or s. 775.084.
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Resources

Florida Office of the Attorney General 

Open Government Website

http://www.myfloridalegal.com/pages.nsf/Main/314BA231F89C0C8A85

25791B006A54E2

• The website includes many resources, including the Government-

In-The-Sunshine Manual which incorporates laws, judicial decisions, 

and Attorney General opinions in place as of the year prior to 

publication.

FLORIDA DEPARTMENT of STATE 34

If you have any questions, feel free to reach out 

to the Office of General Counsel at 

Department of State.
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IX. Public Comment
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X. Adjourn
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FLORIDA DEPARTMENT of STATE 1

Abandoned African‐American Cemeteries Task Force
Second Meeting

September 2, 2021

FLORIDA DEPARTMENT of STATE

I. Call to Order/Roll Call

2

1

2
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FLORIDA DEPARTMENT of STATE

Opening Business

Adoption of Agenda

3

FLORIDA DEPARTMENT of STATE

Opening Business

Approval of Minutes from Previous Meeting
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3

4
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FLORIDA DEPARTMENT of STATE

II. Opening Remarks

5

FLORIDA DEPARTMENT of STATE

III. Collecting Public Input

6

5

6
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FLORIDA DEPARTMENT of STATE

III. Email Submissions

7

africanamericancemeteries@dos.myflorida.com

FLORIDA DEPARTMENT of STATE

III. Florida Public Archaeology Network Historic Cemeteries Inventory

8

7

8
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FLORIDA DEPARTMENT of STATE

IV. Overview of Ch. 98‐268, Laws of Florida

9

FLORIDA DEPARTMENT of STATE

IV. Overview of Ch. 98‐268, Laws of Florida

Cemetery Preservation and Consumer Protection Act

• Created 11‐member task force on Abandoned and Neglected
Cemeteries

• Examine status of abandoned and neglected cemeteries in the state,
report findings, and recommend solutions to problems.

• Submitted Final Report on January 15, 1999

10

9

10
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FLORIDA DEPARTMENT of STATE

Summary of Findings of the 1998 Task Force on 
Abandoned and Neglected Cemeteries

11

FLORIDA DEPARTMENT of STATE

IV. Summary of Findings of the 1998 Task Force on Abandoned and Neglected Cemeteries

1. Data from appx. 3,580 cemeteries suggest that 40%‐50% were
abandoned or neglected.

2. The Task Force was unable to quantify the extent to which private,
unlicensed cemeteries were not able to maintain their properties.

3. Did not quantify the extent that neglected cemeteries create
problems for citizens and local government, but opined that such
cemeteries are a burden on local government resources.

12

11

12
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FLORIDA DEPARTMENT of STATE

IV. Summary of Findings of the 1998 Task Force on Abandoned and Neglected Cemeteries

4. Some older neglected cemeteries may represent a loss of historic or
archaeological value, but the extent of such loss was not quantified.

5. Legislation is needed to establish guidelines, definitions, methods of
establishing care for neglected and abandoned cemeteries, agencies
responsible for providing such care, the funding mechanism for such
projects, as well as a permanent structure to continue the location,
identification, protection, preservation, and care of such cemeteries.

6. A grants‐in‐aid type program using matching funds would help
ameliorate the problems created by abandoned and neglected
cemeteries.

13

FLORIDA DEPARTMENT of STATE

IV. Summary of Findings of the 1998 Task Force on Abandoned and Neglected Cemeteries

7. The Task Force examined the question of funds needed to address
the problems and recommended the following funding sources:
a. A one‐time appropriation by the legislature

b. A fee on death certificates

c. Enabling legislation to permit Cities and counties to include in their budgets
funds for this purpose

d. The establishment of a non‐profit corporation withing the Department of
Banking and Finance to obtain donations from individuals, businesses,
industries, organizations, local, state, and federal grants, foundations, etc.
The fund would function as an endowment.

14

13
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FLORIDA DEPARTMENT of STATE

IV. Summary of Findings of the 1998 Task Force on Abandoned and Neglected Cemeteries

8. Determined that it is imperative to stop the proliferation of
neglected and abandoned cemeteries.

9. The Legislature had already established in Ch. 872 protection for all
human burial sites and all human remains regardless of whether
the site is abandoned.

15

FLORIDA DEPARTMENT of STATE

Summary of Recommendations of the 1998 Task 
Force on Abandoned and Neglected Cemeteries

16

15

16
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FLORIDA DEPARTMENT of STATE

IV. Summary of Recommendations of the 1998 Task Force on Abandoned and Neglected Cemeteries

1. The work of the Task Force should be allowed to continue in either
of the following ways:
a. The Task Force should continue in its present form for a finite time in order

to more thoroughly examine the extent of the problems, or
b. The non‐profit corporation outlined in the proposed legislation should

continue these functions on a permanent basis.

2. Establish that local governments are the best way to handle the
problem created by abandoned and neglected cemeteries within
their jurisdictions, combined with a statewide approach through
the designated agency and non‐profit corporation.

17

FLORIDA DEPARTMENT of STATE

IV. Summary of Recommendations of the 1998 Task Force on Abandoned and Neglected Cemeteries

3. Establish that owners of unlicensed cemeteries must care for those
cemeteries in a proper manner as to avoid neglect.

4. Proscribe abandonment and neglect of cemeteries.

5. Establish that a copy of all burial transit permits will be filed with the
Clerk of Court in the County of Burial.

6. Establish that officially designated persons other than the next of kin
shall be given an easement right of entry to enter and inspect private
cemeteries.

18

17

18
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FLORIDA DEPARTMENT of STATE

IV. Summary of Recommendations of the 1998 Task Force on Abandoned and Neglected Cemeteries

7. Establish that unlicensed cemeteries be required to post a sign at
the cemetery providing notice of the existence of a cemetery at the
posted location.

8. Establish that no new cemeteries shall be allowed to be created
except under the provisions of Part I of Chapter 497, thereby
ensuring that a care and maintenance fund is established for each
new cemetery.

19

FLORIDA DEPARTMENT of STATE

V. Overview of the Role of the Division of Historical 
Resources under Florida Law Regarding Cemeteries

20

19
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FLORIDA DEPARTMENT of STATE

Cemeteries, burials, and 
human remains have a special 
place in all human cultures 
from earliest times to the 
present. 

Special care for ancestors and 
for the dead is one of the 
defining traits of being human.

21

FLORIDA DEPARTMENT of STATE

Under Florida Statute 872, all human remains are afforded equal protection 
under the law, regardless of land ownership. 

22

“It is the intent of the Legislature that all human burials and human skeletal remains be 
accorded equal treatment and respect based upon common human dignity without reference to 
ethnic origin, cultural background, or religious affiliation. This section applies to all human 
burials, human skeletal remains, and associated burial artifacts not otherwise protected under 
chapter 497 or other state law and found upon or within any public or private land in the state, 
including submerged lands.”

21

22
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FLORIDA DEPARTMENT of STATE

Cemetery Ownership

Cemeteries are in all types of ownership:

• public ownership by municipalities, counties, states and the federal government

• private ownership by organizations that manage cemeteries, such as corporations
and churches

• private ownership of abandoned and neglected cemeteries that are no longer
active

• Each type of ownership involves different levels of protection and management,
ranging from active use as a legal cemetery, to cases where a landowner does not
even know that a cemetery is on their land. The most important point to remember
is that all human remains are protected under state law, no matter who owns the
land.

23

FLORIDA DEPARTMENT of STATE

Chapter 497, F.S.: Funeral Cemetery, and Consumer Services Act

Most active cemeteries fall under the regulations of Chapter 
497, Florida Statutes, and are under the management of 
cemetery corporations, or religious and not‐for‐profit 
organizations. Active cemeteries of this type are regulated by 
the Florida Division of Banking and Finance. 

24

• Sometimes cemeteries become abandoned when the original
organization is no longer viable.

• Commercial cemeteries can go out of business with no
provision for future care.

• Church cemeteries may be left behind.
• Land in private ownership may contain cemeteries that are

unknown, lost, abandoned, or neglected.
• In some cases, headstones may have been removed illegally or

prior to enactment of legal provisions, but human graves still
exist below the ground.

23

24
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Chapter 497 Regulates licensed or commercial funeral and cemetery services (cemeteries, columbaria, 
cremation, cemeteries companies, dealers, and monument builders, and funeral directors and establishments). 

Chapter 872 protects all human burials from disturbance and regulates relocation of any cemetery (marked or 
previously marked) burials exempt under Chapter 497. 

Most unrecorded African American cemeteries will fall under provisions from chapter 872.02 rather than 497. 
This is because cemeteries exempt under Ch. 497, F.S. excludes most smaller historic and religious cemeteries. 

Ch. 497 Exemptions:
• Religious cemeteries of less than 5 acres

• County and municipal cemeteries

• Community and nonprofit cemeteries

• Cemeteries owned/operated by religious institution prior to June 23, 1976

• Cemeteries owned and operated since July 15, 1915 by a fraternal organization

• A columbarium owned by and contiguous with an existing religious institution facility

• Family cemeteries of less than 2 acres

• A mausoleum less than 2 acres owned and contiguous to an existing religious institution facility

• A columbarium 5 acres or less on the campus of a state university.

FLORIDA DEPARTMENT of STATE

Chapter 497, F.S.; Chapter 872, F.S.

25

Under both 872 and 497 the same principles apply regarding ownership:

• all human remains receive equal protection under Florida law, regardless
of land ownership

• land owners are prohibited from disturbing human remains and graves
on their land

• relatives and descendants have certain rights of access to cemeteries on
private land

• relatives and descendants may request the private landowner to provide
reasonable maintenance

• relatives and descendants have a right to maintain a cemetery if the
landowner fails or refuses to do so

• if there is a dispute about access or maintenance local law enforcement
will be involved

FLORIDA DEPARTMENT of STATE

Chapter 497, F.S.; Chapter 872, F.S.

26
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A brief history of Chapter 872: 

Chapter 872 provides burial protection, detailing criminal liability for willfully and knowingly disturbing burials. That law
has been modified throughout the years to provide regulations for various types of interments. 

Section 872.02 existed prior to 872.05.

Under 872.02 historic cemeteries have regulation and protocol regarding protection, disturbance, and relocation 
of cemetery burials. Granting the authority to relocate burials to a “Legally Authorized Person”, as defined under 
497.005(43), which primarily includes familial descendants, and gives final authority in case disputes to the local 
county commission or city council.

In 1986‐1987, The Florida Legislature amended Chapter 872 to include language that address protection and respectful 
treatment of American Indian burial sites, as well as all other burials not in marked (or previously marked) cemeteries 
that are greater than 75 years deceased. 

Section 872.05 was added to ensure that proper steps were taken when unmarked human remains were encountered. 
Under 872.05 duties are provided to the State Archaeologist regarding the determination, often in conjunction with 
District Medical Examiners, whether a burial falls under the category as an “unmarked burial” and, if the remains 
constitute an “unmarked burial”, grants authority to the State Archaeologist to assume state jurisdiction of such burial 
to initiate efforts for the proper protection of the interment/burial. 

FLORIDA DEPARTMENT of STATE

Chapter 872, F.S.: Offenses Concerning Dead Bodies and Graves

27

FLORIDA DEPARTMENT of STATE

Sections 872.02: Relocating Graves

Legally Authorized Person in priority listed under 497.005(43): 
• The decedent, when authorizations and directions are provided by the decedent
• The person designated by the decedent as authorized to direct disposition
• The surviving spouse
• A son or daughter 18 years of age or older
• A grandchild 18 years of age or older
• A grandparent
• Any person in the next degree of kinship
• If no family member exists than individuals such as a decedent's guardian, personal representative, attorney, as well as a

public health officer, medical examiner, county commission, a friend of the decedent or any other person willing to
assume the responsibility as the legally authorized person. 

One shortcoming is descendent communities, that are not direct lineal descendants, don’t fall under the definition as a 
legally authorized person. However, communities can have a significant influence in the public forum if a public hearing is 
held before the county commission of the county where the cemetery is located, or the city council, if the cemetery is 
located in a municipality. These communities can appeal to their local public figures in the County Commission or City 
Council, since they have the final authority to grant a request for a relocation of a cemetery or grave. 

28
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The are differential legal authorizations and protocol for cemetery interments (872.02) 
versus unmarked burials (872.05). 

The legal separation of unmarked human remains and known cemeteries is beneficial 
and appropriate because while the state has jurisdiction in unmarked, isolated cases, 
legal authority of known cemeteries falls to familial descendants, landowners, local law 
enforcement, and/or the county or city as appropriate. 

Separate protective laws for cemeteries and unmarked burials are comparable to many 
other states’ statutes. 

FLORIDA DEPARTMENT of STATE

Chapter 872, F.S.: Offenses Concerning Dead Bodies and Graves

29

Unmarked Human Burial applies to: 
“any human skeletal remains or associated burial artifacts or any location, including any burial mound or earthen or 
shell monument, where human skeletal remains or associated burial artifacts are discovered or believed to exist on 
the basis of archaeological or historical evidence, excluding any burial marked or previously marked by a tomb, 
monument, gravestone, or other structure or thing placed or designed as a memorial of the dead.” Section 872.05 
does NOT apply to any cemetery or burial marked OR marked at any time in the past. 

FLORIDA DEPARTMENT of STATE

Role of Division of Historical Recourses Regarding Cemeteries

30

In Florida, the office of the State Archaeologist is within the Division of Historical Resources 
under the Bureau of Archaeological Research. Because the State Archaeologist has certain 
narrow responsibilities under Section 872.05, Florida Statutes, concerning unmarked human 
remains, the office receives many calls about problems concerning cemeteries and graves. 

The duties of the State Archaeologist assigned in Section 872.05, Florida Statutes, are about 
unmarked human remains only. Though the Division typically has no jurisdiction or legal 
responsibility, the State Archaeologist often provides guidance, as solicited, for such cases, to 
any cemetery stake holder regarding their situation. 
• State Archaeologist responded to and provided guidance for over 75 cemetery case 

inquiries/situation in the last few years. 

There are circumstances, however, when the State does have legal authority:
• When a cemetery is located on State owned/managed lands 
• When proposed development, where a cemetery is located, triggers a state permit 

application; the Compliance and Review program, located within the Division of Historical 
Resources under the Bureau of Historic Preservation, can then be provided with an 
opportunity to comment on the project

The Division of Historical Resources’ role in cemetery protection 

Map: Bureau of Archaeological Research led 
investigation of African American Cemetery 
on State Lands in Tallahassee, FL

29
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FLORIDA DEPARTMENT of STATE

Chapter 267, F.S.: Historical Resources Act

31

The primary historic preservation law for Florida is the Historical Resources 
Act (1986), Chapter 267, F.S. Section 267.061 of the act defines the states’ 
policy towards its historical resources and offers some protection for historic 
cemeteries and graveyards by providing that:

The Historic Preservation Compliance Review Section of BHP is the agency 
primarily responsible for reviewing development projects which alter the 
environment (Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act and 
267.061, F.S.) and assisting local governments in comprehensive planning for 
historic resources. 

Each state agency of the executive branch having direct or indirect jurisdiction over a 
proposed state or state‐assisted undertaking shall, in accordance with state policy and 
prior to the approval of expenditure of any state funds on the undertaking, consider 
the effect of the undertaking on any historic property that is included in, or eligible of 
inclusion in, the National Register of Historic Places. Each such agency shall afford the 
division a reasonable opportunity to comment with regard to such an undertaking. 

FLORIDA DEPARTMENT of STATE

Section 872.05, F.S.: Unmarked Human Burials

32

The Division of Historical Resources manages a wide range of preservation programs 
that are useful during an organized effort to preserve a historic cemetery:

• The Florida Master Site File (FMSF)
• Historic landmark designation and National Register of Historic Places

nomination
• Grant assistance

• A historic cemetery preservation handbook was created to assist individuals and
organization concerns with the preservation of historic cemeteries in Florida: “Florida’s
Historic Cemeteries, A Preservation Handbook”, was published in 1989 by the Historic
Tallahassee Preservation Board. Funding was provided by the historic preservation
grant‐in‐aid assistance from the division of Historical Resources, Florida Department of
State.

31
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497 and 872 also allows counties and municipalities with jurisdiction over an abandoned cemetery to provide 
maintenance and security to the cemetery.  

FLORIDA DEPARTMENT of STATE

Chapter 704.08, F.S.: Cemeteries; right of ingress and egress for visiting or maintenance

Chapter 704.08 Cemeteries; right of ingress and egress for visiting or maintenance

• The relatives and descendants of any person buried in a cemetery shall have an
easement for ingress and egress for the purpose of visiting the cemetery at 
reasonable times and in a reasonable manner.

• The owner of the land may designate the easement.

• If the cemetery is abandoned or otherwise not being maintained, such relatives and
descendants may request the owner to provide for reasonable maintenance of the
cemetery, and, if the owner refuses or fails to maintain the cemetery, the relatives
and descendants shall have the right to maintain the cemetery.

33

FLORIDA DEPARTMENT of STATE

VI. Summary of Initiatives in Other States

34
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FLORIDA DEPARTMENT of STATE

Overview of Cemetery Initiatives in Other States with Cemetery programs

35

Overview of Initiatives in Other States with Cemetery 
programs. 

Some States, such as Georgia, do not have a cemetery 
program. 
In Georgia, Locations of cemeteries are provided to 
local libraries and/or historical societies and local 
governmental zoning or development offices, not the 
State; city and county governments are responsible for 
enforcing state laws and local regulations regarding 
historic cemeteries. The primary role of the State 
Historic Preservation Office is to offer information and 
make suggestions about whom one might contact to 
see that cemeteries in their area are protected. 

Some only have a historic cemetery grant program 
(Washington State)

15 states with cemetery programs were assessed: 
Alabama, Arkansas, Connecticut, Illinois, Massachusetts, 
Michigan, Minnesota, Mississippi, Nebraska, North Carolina, 
Tennessee, Texas, Utah, Virginia, West Virginia 

These State programs vary in regards to legal jurisdiction and 
scope. The agencies that administer these programs also varies 
from state to state. 

Different program agency administration:
• State Historic Preservation Office/Office of the State

Archaeologist/Historical Commission (AL, AR, MA, MN, NC, CT,
VA, WV, NE, TX, TN)

• Department of Archives (MS)
• Office of State Comptroller (IL)
• Office of Licensing and Regulatory Affairs (MI)
• State Administrative/Advisory Board (UT)

FLORIDA DEPARTMENT of STATE

Overview of Cemetery Initiatives in Other States with Cemetery programs

36

• Cemetery program consists solely of
cemetery database management (AR, UT)

• No jurisdiction but substantial state cemetery
program run by state to compile, assess, and 
disseminate cemetery information  (NC, TX)

• Jurisdiction through permitting programs for
substantial cemetery maintenance and 
relocation (AL, VI, WV)

• Jurisdiction through dispute investigation (MI)

• Two state programs have complete oversight
legally regarding cemetery location, 
designation, protection, and relocation for
cemeteries over a certain age (typically 50 or 
more years since cemetery ceased to be 
active). (MN, NE)

35
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FLORIDA DEPARTMENT of STATE

Minnesota

Minnesota Cemetery Program

• An agency or landowner can request a cemetery authentication from the State Archaeologist. The
State Archaeologist will prioritize authentication requests based on immanent threat, planning 
needs, current staff schedules, and the likelihood that a burial exists in a given location. 

• The State Archaeologist has the right to enter all non‐federal property for the purposes of
authentication. If a burial ground is likely to exist in a particular area, a field visit by state staff may
be scheduled. Due to limited staff, schedules may prohibit site visit if there is not an immanent
threat and it is located some distance from the office; it may take several weeks to actually make a
field visit or the State Archaeologist may never visit the location if it is not threatened. 

• If the State cannot respond to a cemetery inquiry due to funding and scheduling restrictions, the
landowner or developer has the option of hiring a qualified archaeological contractor to assist with 
the authentication. 

• The archaeological contractor must obtain a Burial Site Assessment License from the office of the
State Archaeologist before beginning fieldwork. If the detailed field examination fails to find any 
evidence for burials, the State Archaeologist may terminate the authentication procedure at any
time and make a negative declaration.

37

FLORIDA DEPARTMENT of STATE

North Carolina

The North Carolina Cemetery Survey

Program for recording vital statistics from the state's cemeteries. It operates at 
the county level and is coordinated through the State Archives at the state level. 
The program's objectives are:

• Identifying, mapping, and describing existing cemeteries in North Carolina regardless of
size, type, or physical characteristics. Since vital statistics were not kept officially until
1913, the emphasis of the survey is on those graveyards with burials before that date.

• Permanently preserving historical, genealogical, sociological, demographic, and cultural
data contained in abandoned or otherwise not‐cared for cemeteries, including epitaphs
and photographs whenever possible.

• Providing more recent and comprehensive survey data than that available in earlier
cemetery surveys, such as the one conducted by the Works Progress Administration
(WPA) in the 1930s and 1940s.

38
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FLORIDA DEPARTMENT of STATE

Texas

Texas Cemetery Preservation Program

• The Cemetery Preservation Program of the Texas Historical Commission
supports countywide and local cemetery preservation efforts in each of the
254 counties across the state.

• Cemetery Preservation Program staff provides consultation, educational
materials, and training to concerned citizens and public officials. In addition,
the program offers the Historic Texas Cemetery (HTC) designation and
maintains a statewide inventory of cemeteries to record and protect historic
burial grounds.

39
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Alabama

The Alabama Historical Commission Cemetery Program 

• Provides assistance in identifying, documenting, registering, and protecting
Alabama's historic cemeteries. Through the cemetery program, the Alabama 
Historical Commission makes information on Alabama’s cemeteries laws available; 
informs the public about general cemetery preservation guidelines; issues permits 
for substantial work ‐ including, but not limited to the relocation of human remains 
in cemeteries at least 75 years old. 

• The Alabama Historical Commission manages a permit program in which they may
issue permits regarding cemetery preservation, investigation, restoration, or 
relocation of human burials. 

• The AHC only issues permits for cemeteries that are at least 75 years old or older. A
permit is issued in the form of a letter signed by the Executive Director of the 
Alabama Historical Commission. Permittee is responsible to obtain permission from 
the property owner, prior to permit application, to access the cemetery. 

40
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FLORIDA DEPARTMENT of STATE

SUMMARY

41

States with greatest jurisdiction 
(including permitting programs)

• State agencies with greater authorization and
jurisdiction over historic cemeteries provide less 
legal authorization to lineal descendants.

• Serve as central location and repository to record
and synthesize cemetery information; take lead on 
cemetery issues including significant maintenance 
and relocation.

• Tend to be less populated / less development, or, like
Minnesota, state jurisdiction can create a bottleneck‐
like restriction to investigate and record these 
cemeteries. 

States with least jurisdiction
(substantial state funded cemetery programs)

• Greater legal authorization to lineal descendants,
municipalities, landowners and local law 
enforcement.

• Serve as central location and repository to
synthesize and disseminate cemetery information 
to public and local municipalities; provide guidance 
including information regarding legal statutes 
covering cemetery protection, and acts as an 
advocate for cemetery preservation.  

• Work with outside agencies to record and protect
burial grounds.

FLORIDA DEPARTMENT of STATE

VII. Task Force Member Presentations
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FLORIDA DEPARTMENT of STATE

Rep. Fentrice Driskell
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FLORIDA DEPARTMENT of STATE

Mr. Jeff Moates
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Task Force on Abandoned 
African American Cemeteries 
– Second Meeting ,  Sept 2,  2021,  Tampa, FL

Jeffrey Moates, Regional Director
Florida Public Archaeology Network, University of South Florida

Considering: 
• State law protects human remains regardless of location,

whether on public or private property.
• A number of historic cemeteries are “missing” from modern

maps and official systems of knowledge today.
• Efforts are underway to collect and record information on these

historic cemeteries.

A gap in protections for historic 
cemeteries exists between state 
and local levels. 

A gap in protections for historic 
cemeteries exists between state 
and local levels. 
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Case studies and previously reported examples: 
• College Hill Cemetery & Zion Cemetery, Tampa, FL
• Branhilda Richardson‐Knowles Memorial Park and Historic Cemetery,

Deerfield Beach, FL
• Works Progress Administration – Veteran’s Grave Registration of 1940

What mechanisms are in place to 
ensure these sacred grounds are 
known at all levels, including 
descendant and property owner? 

What mechanisms are in place to 
ensure these sacred grounds are 
known at all levels, including 
descendant and property owner? 

• College Hill Cemetery
• Zion Cemetery

47
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Branhilda Richardson‐
Knowles Memorial Park 
and Historic Cemetery, 
Deerfield Beach, FL 

• Works Progress
Administration (WPA) –
Veteran’s Grave
Registration of 1940 ‐
1941

Available online: 
https://ufdc.ufl.edu/UF000
47703/00007/2j
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• Works Progress Administration
(WPA) – Veteran’s Grave
Registration of 1940 ‐ 1941

Available online: 
https://ufdc.ufl.edu/UF00047703
/00007/2j

• Cemetery location information
is available for 52 of 67 Florida
counties.

Currently under study

County not available/not 
researched to date

51
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• Alachua County Historical Commission
• Sumter County Historical Society
• Polk County – USF graduate student‐led

project
• Various other county‐wide initiatives and

undertakings across the state.

Key takeaways:Key takeaways:
• State law protects human remains on public and

private property.
• Identification of “missing” places of burial is an

ongoing cooperative effort.
• A mechanism to share the information between

state, local governments, and property
appraisers is lacking.

• Impacts descendants’ and relatives’ right to
access and provide upkeep (FS 704.08).
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FLORIDA DEPARTMENT of STATE

Ms. Althemese Barnes

55

Florida Historic African American 
Cemeteries Research Brief

Tampa, Florida

Research Conducted by Task Force Member Althemese Barnes since the 
First Meeting in Tallahassee, Florida on July 20, 2021

55
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• Persons in communities are very willing to share information and stories about
cemeteries that are abandoned, neglected, have been desecrated, dismissed or 
became lost in time.

•The word “Abandoned” does not accurately describe the reason why many
African American burial grounds became unkempt or not maintained. Rather: 
“Neglect”, “Lost from History as generations passed on”, “Desecration” and being 
dismissed or on the peripheral “at best” in decisions made by those in power in 
communities led to the problem that the Task Force and residents are challenged 
with today.

Points of Discovery Since First Meeting:

• The State of Florida is commended for this initiative and has an opportunity to
lead and set a model nation‐wide for identifying, recording, preserving and 
bringing respect to the numerous heretofore neglected, disrespected, forgotten 
in time and now referred to as Abandoned African American cemeteries.  

• Research into the origin of a cemetery can be a key factor in seeking a
resolution for perpetual maintenance, restoration and/or preservation.  
Examples follow: Greenwood, Hickory Hill, Munree and New Hope in Tallahassee; 
Moncrief Road Cemeteries in Jacksonville, Florida.
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OUT OF STATE‐LOUSIANA
ABANDONED, NEGLECTED, LOST TO HISTORY AND DESCECRATED AFRICAN AMERICAN BURIAL 
GROUNDS – A NATIONAL PROBLEM

Sharing: Sharyn Thompson, Founder and Director of The Center for Historic Cemeteries 
Preservation, is an historian and cultural geographer‐Balsam North Carolina, formerly 
Florida.

A friend who teaches at LSU called to tell me research has shown that the University's health 
center (built in the 1930s) was built over a slave cemetery ‐‐ which people apparently knew 
about and went ahead with anyway. 

If you Google Slave Cemetery on LSU Campus, three or four articles pop up ‐‐from the Baton 
Rouge Advocate.  The article entitled "Oh Boy" discusses the actions that could occur ‐‐
tearing down the building, putting up interpretive markers, etc.  The others give factual 
information, with even a photo of a contemporary newspaper article, about the site. 

This is a very recent discovery (or re‐discovery) that I will used for discussion at the 
Upcoming December 2021 History Conference. 

• Abandonment: leave completely; forsake; give up; freedom from

• Neglect: disregard; fail to do; withhold; not given proper care

• Loss of History: “generational” separation from; a record of events‐burials nonexistent
and unrecorded

• Desecration: Insult something holy; damage something revered; vandalism; defilement

• Definitions are important in the process of addressing and developing strategies to
resolve unattended, unkempt, desecrated African American Cemeteries. As well, the origin 
of burial grounds can impact the solution. Intentional focus, community and institutional, 
is necessary to effectively discuss, identify, research and develop enforceable guidelines to 
restore and preserve these important burial grounds.

Definitions
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Clearwater, Florida (Pinellas County) ‐Whispering Souls African American Cemetery

Tallahassee, Florida (Leon County) ‐ Bethel Church Cemetery

New Smyrna Beach (Volusia County) ‐ Oaklynn and Larkins Cemeteries

Sanford Florida (Seminole County) ‐ Page Jackson Cemetery

Delray Beach Florida (Palm Beach County) ‐ Pine Crest Cemetery changed to Delray Beach 
Memorial Gardens

Nassau/Duval County ‐ Franklin Town Cemetery

Tallahassee, Florida – Centenary, Hickory Hill, Welaunee and Greenwood Cemeteries

Several other Phone calls and emails received and are in process of being responded to. 

Research – Identification – Advocacy – Documentation –
Restoration – Preservation Examples

Page Jackson Cemetery

Shared African American Cemetery Profiles –
Situations and Issues
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Page Jackson Cemetery

Munree Cemetery
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Hickory Hill Cemetery: Community and Development Collaboration

Community and Local Government Collaboration
In progress of restoration and preservation: Historic Marker acquired 2019.
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Centenary Cemetery: Surveyed but no restoration or preservation; discovered by archeological survey

Greenwood Cemetery Cleanup
Eleven acre cemetery was created as a result of a City discrimination ‐ 1936.

In 1987‐ Community Advocacy resulted in one time Clean up by the community followed by
Acquisition and Perpetual care assumed by the City of Tallahassee
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Greenwood Cemetery
Success story of community and municipal restoration, preservation and 

perpetual care

Because many natural and man‐made factors are adversely affecting Florida’s African 
American cemeteries and burial grounds, and have for some time, the sites, known and 

unknown, to the extent possible, are in need of research, surveying, restoration, 
documentation and preservation for the valuable information that they provide to the 
state’s historical record and in reverence and respect for a group of people who have 

accomplished, contributed and helped to build the state of Florida.

Logo: Riley House, FAAHPN, Culture Builds Florida

Closure
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FLORIDA DEPARTMENT of STATE

Mr. Jaha Cummings
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FLORIDA DEPARTMENT of STATE

VII. Task Force Member Discussion
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FLORIDA DEPARTMENT of STATE

VIII. Update on Public Input
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FLORIDA DEPARTMENT of STATE

IX. Public Comment
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FLORIDA DEPARTMENT of STATE

X. Adjourn

75

FLORIDA DEPARTMENT of STATE 76

Abandoned African‐American Cemeteries Task Force
Second Meeting

September 2, 2021
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Florida Historic African American Cemeteries Research Compiled by Ms. Althemese 

Barnes, Executive Director, Florida African American Heritage Preservation Network, 

Based on Brief Profiles Shared by Community Members  

Clearwater, Florida (Pinellas County)  

Informant: Sandra Rooks (Pinellas County African American Museum 

There is one less abandoned historic Black cemetery in the Tampa Bay area. 

Last month, the Pinellas County Sixth Judicial Circuit Court granted ownership of Clearwater’s 

Whispering Souls African American Cemetery to a nonprofit comprised of volunteers who, in 

recent years, have cared for the burial ground. 

“This is a time to celebrate,” said Jacqueline Hayes, president of the Whispering Souls African 

American Cemetery Inc. nonprofit. “We’ve saved the cemetery.” 

Her grandfather, Charles Smith, once served as secretary of the cemetery’s ownership group, a 

Black fraternal organization called the St. Paul Home Helping Hand Society. 

In 1953, the society deeded the cemetery at 2698 South Dr. to “The Safety Harbor Colored 

Community.” 

Tallahassee, Florida (Leon County) 

Informant: Gladys Caswell, Local Preservationist and Leon County Native.  

The cemetery is located approximately 23 miles, Highway 20, west. The cemetery at one time 

was in 2 parts with the whites buried upfront in the fist half; African Americans were buried in 

the back half with a different entrance. Parking was in front of the white church; we would park 

there, then walk around the side in almost a wide trail to enter the cemetery. I believe there was 

sufficient room for the hearse to be backed up to the gate to avoid carrying the casket too far by 

hand! Approximately 8-10 years ago, from my understanding one of our cousins gave permission 

for the fence which divided the 2 cemeteries to be removed: now it’s one large burial place. 

New Smyrna Beach (Volusia County) 

Informant: Mary Harrell-Mary Harrell Black History Museum. 

The number of cemeteries that have been used by African Americans since 1865 is amazing.  In 

the New Smyrna Beach area, listed below are cemeteries that have been abandoned. 

(1) Oaklynn Cemetery founded in 1926.  Located near the Edgewater Airport, off Air Park 

Road in Edgewater, FL (Volusia County).  This cemetery is filled with former slaves who 

died free, along with their children and many veterans of every war.  Over 300 plots but 

very few markers. 

(2) Larkin Cemetery, located at the rear of the Hidden Lakes Golf Course, 1186 N Golf Lake 

Dr., New Smyrna Beach, FL 32168.  The Larkin Cemetery 

A settlement of African Americans was located near Turnbull Bay Road around the turn of the 

century, they built the roadbeds and laid the tracks for the Florida East Coast Railway in this 

area. There, they worked, lived, died and buried their dead in a community graveyard which is 
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now called the Larkin Cemetery. It is named after the most permanent headstone which is that of 

Mamie Larkin. Her name and date of birth from 1875 to 1911 is etched into the rough concrete 

headstone.  

When Lee and Kathy Griffith owned Hidden Lakes Golf Club, they discovered the abandoned 

graveyard and proceeded to cleanup and restore it with significant help from the Mary S Harrell 

Black Heritage Museum. 

Sanford Florida (Seminole County) 

Informant: Pasha Baker-Goldboro Museum 

Page Jackson Cemetery: 

IMLS Museum Grants for African American History and Culture 

The Goldsboro West Side Community Historical Association, Inc. presents: 

Page Jackson Cemetery Collection- Narrative 

1. Project Justification

Proposal: The Goldsboro West Side Community Historical Association “Association” submits 

this request to support the conservation of the Page Jackson Cemetery “Cemetery” Collection. In 

1930, the Cemetery was seized in a clerical error by the State of Florida during Jim Crow laws. 

The Association recently purchased the Cemetery from the State of Florida. 

Page Jackson Cemetery: 

Page Jackson ‘s Cemetery was established in 1830 as the main burial ground for former slaves 

and their descents residing in present day Seminole County. At the time of its conception it was 

known as the “Colored Cemetery”. The cemetery lies approximately on 2 acres of land that gave 

African Americans the opportunity to bury loved ones in a respectful resting place. It also 

provided the opportunity for purchases of burial plots by families, burial societies, churches, 

funeral homes, and fraternal organizations such as the Odd Fellows, creating private cemeteries 

within the boundaries of the burial ground. 

The rich history of African Americans enslaved and free African Americans; African American 

Civil War, World War I, World War II Veterans; The African American Pioneers, community 

leaders, and educators; The farmworkers, railroad labors, domestics, indigents; All whom were 

early settlers of Greater Goldsboro township; The second incorporated African American 

township in the United States founded in 1891 by William Clark. In 1887 Mr. Clark’s brother, 

Joseph founded the first African American Township, Eatonville, 15 miles north of Goldsboro. 

According to local history within the African American community; while in the process of 

burying their dead, the community noted that William Page Jackson an African American farmer 

who lived adjacent to the cemetery, would “stop working out of respect for the deceased and 

would not resume his work until the funeral procession had passed”. Over time the “Colored 

Cemetery” became known as “Page Jackson” Cemetery. If children were disrespectful to their 

parents, their parents would say “ I am going to send you out there with Page Jackson”! 

Page Jackson is the resting place of many heroes, famous patrons, and legendary stories. 

Notable’s buried in the cemetery include Civil War, World War I, and World War II heroes; Mr. 

William Clark- founder of Goldsboro in 1891; The First Principal of Goldsboro Elementary in 

1893- Mrs. Joanna Moore; The first African American Woman Post Master in 1896- Mrs. Rosa 

Boykin; Famed Ebony Magazine Photographer- Mr. Willie Brown; Muhammad Ali’s Trainer- 

Mr. Drew Bundini Brown, who was responsible for all of Mr. Ali’s quotes like “Float like a 

butterfly and sting like a bee”! 
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The burial grounds are also home to African Yorba Practitioners, Black Masons, The Prince’s of 

Tides, and The Sister’s of Ruth organizations. 

The historic cemetery contains our dark past such as the mass graves of those enslaved, A family 

including a One-Day Old Baby whom were killed by the Ku Klux Klan, and the Lynchings of 

many African American Men such as Percy Bayless. 

A century after its inception, Page Jackson Cemetery was seized due to a “clerical error” in 1930 

during Jim Crow Laws. In 2016, The Goldsboro West Side Community Historical Association, 

Inc. began the purchase of Page Jackson Cemetery from The State of Florida. The burial grounds 

were sold and the historic and symbolic sale was completed during February- Black History 

Month. The Governor and his entire Cabinet signed the Deed of Sale accompanied by the raised 

seal of the State of Florida. 

Page "1 IMLS Museum Grants for African American History and Culture 

The Goldsboro West Side Community Historical Association, Inc. presents: 

Page Jackson Cemetery Collection- Narrative 

The State of Florida sold the Cemetery to the Association because the majority of those departed 

are connected with the pictures, artifacts, and documents in the Association’s Goldsboro and 

Crooms Academy Museums. 

Challenge: 

The blighted cemetery has long been a source of heartbreak and tension between Seminole 

County and The Goldsboro Community for nearly a century. The cemetery has been greatly 

impacted by Mother Nature. The 50 foot trees have covered the grounds, crushed headstones, 

moved aluminum markers, and faded papers of memorials from their original locations. The 

cemetery markers are illegible as a result of biological growths such as moss, mildew, algae, and 

lichen. The excessive bush camouflages sunken graves and dense terrain with crevices up to ten 

feet deep. The oversight by officials led to grave robberies, the opening of burial chambers, 

spiritual rituals performed on dead bodies, homeless camps, trash dumping, and illegal activities 

such as prostitution and drug deals. 

Page Jackson Cemetery is well known as a destitute and dangerous area instead of a peaceful 

burial place. As evidenced by The Sanford Police Department, they have shown a increase of 

crime in the cemetery and the Goldsboro Community. 

The statistics below further show the number of violent crimes in Sanford are double the national 

average. 

Violent crime rate in 2014 Property crime rate in 2014 

Sanford: Sanford: 

443.6 476.3 

U.S. Average: U.S. Average: 

202.6 232.8 

The highest amount of crime in Sanford is within a one mile radius of Page Jackson Cemetery 

and The Association. 

*The data is from City-Data. http://www.city-data.com/crime/crime-Sanford-Florida.html*

Benefit: 

Benefit as a Community Anchor: To heal deep racial wounds by returning dignity, respect, and 

promise to the African Americans buried in Page Jackson Cemetery. 

Benefit to History: To conserve and connect the history of the cemetery with the Goldsboro 

Museum. 

Benefit to Education: The informal atmosphere provides learning and increases access to the 
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history of Goldsboro. The cemetery extends the reach of a traditional museum through no cost or 

barriers. 

Page Jackson Cemetery enhances the capacity of the Association by executing the following 

Mission, Goals, and Activities: 

Mission: To enrich the quality of life through the History and Culture of Goldsboro 

The Goals of the Goldsboro West Side Community Historical Association, Inc. are: 

1. To Cultivate Community Engagement and Partnerships in Goldsboro

2. Elevate Economic Arts Development

3. Provide Solutions to Modern Day Problems thru Humanities

4. Educate Generations of the Extraordinary History of Goldsboro

5. Preserve and Increase Access to the Humanities.

Page "2 

IMLS Museum Grants for African American History and Culture 

The Goldsboro West Side Community Historical Association, Inc. presents: 

Page Jackson Cemetery Collection- Narrative 

Page Jackson Cemetery Activities: 

1) Conservation: To gather, document, conserve, and connect the historical stories of those

departed in the cemetery with the pictures, artifacts, and documents in the museum. 

2) Education: To educate and increase access to the humanities though the cemetery. The

cemetery has no cost nor barriers to entry and provides a informal atmosphere for learning. 

3) Community Anchor: To heal deep racial wounds by returning dignity, respect, and promise to

the African Americans that fought in the Civil War, World War I, and World War II; The 

African Americans that were enslaved, lynched, and servants; The African American pioneers, 

educators, and businessmen that are all buried in Page Jackson Cemetery. 

4) National Registry: Submit a National Historic Register nomination for Page Jackson

Cemetery. 

The objectives for the Page Jackson Cemetery align with the goals of the Museum Grants for 

African American History and Culture by: 

The AAHC program supports projects that improve the operations, care of collections, 

and development of professional management at African American Museums. The Page Jackson 

Cemetery Collection addresses the improvement of operations by hiring a Chief of Cemetery 

Conservation and Cemetery Conservation Coordinator. These positions conserve the priceless 

history, improves community engagement, strengthens community relationships, builds upon 

strong business partnerships, and provides stable and sustainable growth to the Association. 

Furthermore, it allow us to create a succession plan to ensure future generations have access to 

the collection, cemetery, and Association. We plan to use the activities- conservation, education, 

and community anchor in the above paragraph to align with African American History and 

Culture goals. 

2. Project Work Plan

The specific activities, evaluation, and performance measurement for Page Jackson Cemetery 

Collection. 

Activity: Conservation-To gather, document, conserve, and connect the historical stories of those 

departed in the cemetery with the pictures, artifacts, and documents in the museum. 

Measurement: Quantity- Documented and Connected stories from the cemetery to the Goldsboro 

Museum 

Evaluation Method: The number of connected stories and documents from the cemetery 
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Activity: Education- To educate and increase access to the humanities programming. Our 

Common Heritage Programs engage the community to document their families history. In return 

we receive documents, photos, and oral history for the collection through community outreach. 

Measurement: Quantity- Survey patrons and partners from community outreach programs 

Evaluation Method: Survey community outreach patrons 

Activity: Community Anchor: To heal deep racial wounds by returning dignity, respect, and 

promise to the African Americans that fought in the Civil War, World War I, and World War II; 

The African Americans that were enslaved, lynched, and servants; The African American 

pioneers, educators, and businessmen that are all buried in Page Jackson Cemetery. 

Measurement: Quantity - The number of Common Heritage programs and The number of 

Partnerships 

Evaluation Method: Survey partners of the Cemetery and community outreach programs 

Activity: To submit a National Historic Register nomination for Page Jackson Cemetery. 

Measurement: Nomination Submission 

Evaluation Method: The submission of a National Register nomination 

Risks to the Page Jackson Cemetery Collection: 

Page "3 

IMLS Museum Grants for African American History and Culture 

The Goldsboro West Side Community Historical Association, Inc. presents: 

Page Jackson Cemetery Collection- Narrative 

The risks to Page Jackson Cemetery Collection is extreme weather. The cemetery has withstood 

many Hurricane’s including our latest Category 3 Hurricane; Hurricane Irma in September 2017. 

Due to the extreme wind and rain, Seminole County was declared a disaster county. The 

cemetery had minimal damage. 

The Goldsboro West Side Community Historical Association, Inc. “Association” has a master 

disaster recovery plan for the Goldsboro Museum, Francis Oliver Cultural Arts and Goldsboro 

Welcome Center, Crooms Academy Museum, The Goldsboro Art Square, The Goldsboro 

Heritage & Art Garden, and Page Jackson Cemetery. 

Who will plan, implement, and manage the Page Jackson Cemetery Collection? 

Provided in project staff to ensure page limit request. 

When and in what sequence will activities occur? 

Provided in schedule of completion to ensure page limit request. 

What Time, Financial, Personnel, and other resources are needed to carry out the Page 

Jackson Cemetery Collection? 

The Association’s commitment to the success of The Page Jackson Collection incorporate the 

1:1 

cost share ratio with use of its Museum resources, contribution of professional staff time and 

talent, contributions of volunteer time and talent, cash contributions, and utilization of the 5 

Association resources. The proposed request includes staff salaries, travel, registration fees, 

IMLS designated meetings, and professional memberships. 

How will you track your progress toward achieving your performance goals and 

intended results? 

The progress of The Page Jackson Cemetery Collection will be tracked through monthly 

quantitative reports on conservation, community partnerships, and common heritage 

programming by the Cemetery Conservation Coordinator. The Chief of Cemetery Conservation 

will have objectives that will be evaluated by the Board of Directors. The key measurement is 
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the monthly reports that will advise the team whether the project goals are being met. The data 

will align with IMLS performance measurements. 

How and with whom will you share your project results? 

One of the many responsibilities of the Cemetery Conservation Coordinator, is the 

critical duty to document and create a blueprint for other museums to follow. The blueprint for 

The Page Jackson Cemetery Collection will share discoveries, data, performance evaluation, and 

communicate results via a blog at www.goldsboromuseum.com and a white paper will also be 

made available to the public. 

3. Project Results

Describe how you will collect and report the corresponding data for the IMLS Community 

performance Goals. 

The data collected through the Cemetery project will align with the IMLS Community 

performance goals. The performance goals and data used for measurement are: 

1. Quantity- Documented and Connected stories from the cemetery to the Goldsboro Museum

2. Quantity- Survey patrons and partners from community outreach programs

3. Quantity - The number of Common Heritage programs and The number of Partnerships

4. Survey visitor engagement and experience

4. The submission of a National Register nomination

5. Organizational development, management, and engagement.

Page "4 

IMLS Museum Grants for African American History and Culture 

The Goldsboro West Side Community Historical Association, Inc. presents: 

Page Jackson Cemetery Collection- Narrative 

The outcome based evaluations will align with IMLS Community performance goals. 

Our Board of Directors will evaluate the association on the following: 

1. My organization is better prepared to provide a program or service that addresses community

needs. 

2. My organization is better able to engage my community.

3. My organization is better prepared to develop and maintain on-going relationships with

community partners. 

4. My organization is better prepared to share knowledge and other resources as an active

contributor to problem solving in the community. 

The outcome based evaluations will align with IMLS Community performance goals. 

Our Community Partners will evaluate the association on the following: 

1. The Cemetery offers programs, services, or resources that address community needs.

2. The Cemetery is an active contributor to problem solving in the community.

The data collected from the Board of Directors and Community Partners 

1. Number of total responses

2. Number of responses per answer option

3. Number of non-responses

Describe your projects intended results that will address the challenge identified and behaviors. 

The Page Jackson Cemetery Collection intended results are: 

1) Conservation: To gather, document, conserve, and connect the historical stories of those

departed in the cemetery with the pictures, artifacts, and documents in the museum. 

2) Education: To educate and increase access to the humanities though the cemetery. The

cemetery has no cost nor barriers to entry and provides a informal atmosphere for learning. 
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3) Community Anchor: To heal deep racial wounds by returning dignity, respect, and promise to 

the African Americans that fought in the Civil War, World War I, and World War II; The 

African Americans that were enslaved, lynched, and servants; The African American pioneers, 

educators, and businessmen that are all buried in Page Jackson Cemetery. 

4) National Registry: Submission of the Page Jackson Cemetery National Registry Nomination 

How will the knowledge, skills, behaviors, and/or attitudes of the index audience change as a 

result to your project? 

The result of healing deep racial wounds, connecting history, the conservation of the Page 

Jackson Collection and providing the underserved population no barriers nor cost to access the 

humanities. The Goldsboro community will 1) Change their attitude and behavior due to a 

positive outlook, 2) Have a healthier quality of life, 3) Gain knowledge of the history of 

Goldsboro thorough informal learning, 4) Provide the history and culture of Goldsboro while 

engaging the community, and 5) Will share in the common heritage of the collection. 

What tangible products will result from the Page Jackson Cemetery Collection? 

The tangible products from the cemetery are 1) The Page Jackson Cemetery Conservation 2) 

National Registry Nomination 3) a blueprint in digital and print, for other museums to duplicate. 

How will you sustain the benefits of The Page Jackson Collection 

We will use the tangible products listed above, government partners, corporate partners, 

underserved citizens, and our community to sustain this project. The development of the 

professional staff is essential to maintaining this project, as they are the key drivers to the 

successful outcomes and performance goals listed in this grant. The engagement of donors and 

supporters, stable track record for the past 6 years, and execution of this project thus far will 

expand this project and our endeavors will be successful. 

Page "5 

CONTINUE WHISPERING PINES CEMETERY INFORMATION:  

They thought they were doing the right thing,” Hayes said. “They thought that’s how they could 

give it back to the community.” 

Instead, the vague deed left the cemetery without a specific owner tasked with upkeep of the 

property that measures just under an acre. It was abandoned. 

 
Jacqueline Hayes of Safety Harbor fans herself after placing flowers at the grave of her 

grandmother, Amanda Smith, while visiting the Whispering Souls Cemetery. [ DOUGLAS R. 

CLIFFORD | Times ] 

Still, it survived an era when historic Black cemeteries throughout the Tampa Bay area were 

being erased. Five have been rediscovered in recent years and there is an ongoing search for 

others. 

In Tampa, Memorial Park Cemetery was abandoned when the owner died in 2019. The city is 

maintaining the 20-acre Black cemetery until a nonprofit can be formed to take over ownership. 

https://www.tampabay.com/topics/zion/
https://www.tampabay.com/topics/zion/
https://www.tampabay.com/life-culture/history/2021/05/13/tampa-saved-a-century-old-black-cemetery-after-its-owner-died/
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“Why did Whispering Souls remain?” asked Lou Claudio, a member of the nonprofit. “That 

might forever be the great unknown.” 

Developers built around Whispering Souls. It is neighbored by homes on three sides. On the 

fourth side is a road with more homes across the street. 

“The locals know it is here, but that’s about it,” said Laura Kepner, author of A Brief History of 

Safety Harbor. “When people come looking for it and pull into the neighborhood, they think they 

are lost.” 

In the late 1800s, Pinellas County’s pioneering McMullen family owned orange grove property 

that included Whispering Souls, which was then known as the Safety Harbor Colored Cemetery. 

According to the nonprofit, in 1902 the land was sold to the pioneering Coachman family. They 

lost the groves in 1928 due to unpaid real estate taxes. 

In 1944, Alfred Ehle acquired the land and later gave the cemetery to the St. Paul Home Helping 

Hand Society, which then deeded it, vaguely, to the Black community. 

Sign up for the best things to do in Tampa Bay with our Top 5 newsletter 

Our free newsletter will show you the greatest arts and entertainment options each week. 

  

Find all our newsletters 

Over time, residents either forgot about the cemetery or did not have the means to care for it. 

Claudio learned of its existence in 1997, when the American Legion sponsored a cleanup “based 

on their awareness that veterans are buried in the cemetery,” he said. “But I kept thinking we 

need to do more for it.” 

Hayes returned to the area from Boston in 2014. She met Claudio while speaking at a history 

program about her grandfather’s significance as a leader in the Black community. 

“Lou said he had been trying for years to get somebody to help clean up the cemetery,” Hayes 

said. “He needed my help organizing people.” 

 
Tonya Barber, left, and Jacqueline Hayes, stand at the property line between Barber’s home, 

background, and the Whispering Souls Cemetery in Clearwater. [ DOUGLAS R. CLIFFORD | 

Times ] 

Before the group of around 40 volunteers began regular cleanups, neighbor Tonya Barber said 

the foliage was so thick that none of the markers were visible. She was unaware the property was 

even a cemetery when she purchased her home 20 years ago. 

https://myaccount.tampabay.com/newsletter/?returnUrl=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.tampabay.com%2Flife-culture%2Fhistory%2F2021%2F08%2F03%2Fonce-abandoned-a-black-cemetery-in-clearwater-has-an-owner%2F%3FclearUserState%3Dtrue
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“The weeds and grass were to here,” said Barber, motioning to her chin. “That’s how bad it was. 

This looks fabulous today.” 

Barber then began serving as the cemetery’s unofficial security guard. 

“If I catch anyone disrespecting it, I chase them away,” she said. 

Ground-penetrating radar discovered that at least 130 people are buried in Whispering Souls, but 

there are only 20 visible markers. The earliest marker dates to 1896 and the most recent to 1973. 

Hayes’ grandmother, Amanda Smith, still has a marker. Her grandfather’s marker went missing 

during the cemetery’s years of abandonment. 

The volunteers formed the nonprofit in 2019 and renamed the cemetery based on the belief that 

they could hear the souls whispering in support of their effort. 

Around a year ago, they began proceedings to assume ownership. The Tampa Bay Times 

supported the cause by donating the required legal advertisements. 

“This is the end of one chapter and the start of a new chapter,” Hayes said. “Now, we have to 

make sure the cemetery never falls into bad shape again.” 

 

 
Delray Beach Florida  

Informant: Charlene Farrington of Spady Museum 

In 1951, African Americans were displaced from the area which is now known as Chevy Chase. 

This concrete barrier along Lake Ida Road was erected to separate the races. The area is Lake 

Terrace and Aylesbury Road near N.W. 2nd Avenue and 6th Street. 

 

Below is the personal account of Delray Beach residents. 
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September 25, 2003 

To: Dottie Patterson   

From :  Addie  Hudson 

Re: An Early Burial Site 

For many years Delray Beach’s cemetery was called Pine Crest Cemetery. In recent years the 

name was changed to Delray Beach Memorial Gardens. 

Afro-American (Black Pioneers) buried their dead about a block North of NW 5th Avenue across 

Lake Ida Road.  Walking north on a sandy path, one could see the un-kept, deserted site on the 

right. 

Black pioneers lived in this section of town until Whites bought them out and moved in. Two 

homes from that area are still standing.  The late Georgianna Phoenix’s house was moved to NW 

5th Avenue and the late Lalla Hallback’s house was moved to the corner of NW 6th Avenue and 

3rd Street in the 1950’s. 

The following citizens remembered and verified that this abandoned burial site existed: 

1. Addie Davis Hudson 6. Yvonne Baine

2. Ruth Davis Wright 7. Ophelia Mitchell

3. John A. Davis, Sr. 8. Thomas Kemp

4. Albert Green 9. Solomon Rolle

5. Alfred Straghn 10. Nathaniel R. Muse

Nassau/Duval county 

Informant: Marsha Dean Phelts 

Franklin Town Cemetery, a two acre plot given by the Harrison family more than two centuries 

ago as a burial ground for plantation slaves and their families.  George Green, (904-321-

8362) great grandson of Civil War veteran Gabriel Means, maintains cemetery. Pages 21&22 An 

American Beach for African Americans. Marsha Phelts  

Burial in the Franklin Town Cemetery is only for descendants of the former Franklin Town 

Community which was in existence for well over one hundred years from 1865-1972.  Haunting 

memories and painful tears fall into the soil as African Americans descendants of the Harrison 

Plantation recall the still hushed stories of their ancestors about new born mulatto babies born to 

slave mothers being fed to the dogs by wife of the slave master who fathered them. Page 

66 American Beach Book of Homes. Marsha Dean Phelts  
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African American Cemetery Task Force

John Booker <jbooker@volusia.org>
Fri 12/10/2021 11:08 AM
To:  Graf, Shruti C.. <Shruti.Graf@dos.myflorida.com>

1 attachments (56 KB)
DOC121021.pdf;

EMAIL RECEIVED FROM EXTERNAL
SOURCE

The attachments/links in this message have been scanned by Proofpoint.

Good morning Dr. Graf: I listened to yesterdays' meeting of the Task Force and I heard
one of the speakers mention New Smyrna Beach as a potential site to be cataloged by the
Task Force. It occurred to me that you may not have received a letter and packet mailed to
Secretary Lee on October 28, 2021 from Councilwoman Girtman of the Volusia County
Council. I have enclosed the letter and will send the packet in a separate email due to size
issues.  Thanks for your consideration and review of the information provided.    

John S. Booker
County of Volusia
Government Affairs
123 W. Indiana Avenue
DeLand, Florida 32720
386-740-5160 office
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Task Force Recommendations

Burke, Adrienne (RER) <Adrienne.Burke@miamidade.gov>
Wed 12/1/2021 11:26 AM
To:  African American Cemeteries <AfricanAmericanCemeteries@Dos.myflorida.com>
Cc:  Moates, Jeff <jmoates@usf.edu>; Cody, Sarah (RER) <Sarah.Cody@miamidade.gov>; Ransom, Jeff (RER)
<Jeff.Ransom@miamidade.gov>

EMAIL RECEIVED FROM EXTERNAL SOURCE

Dear Task Force Members,

Thank you for your service and for taking the �me to read over comments.

I am wri�ng in from the perspec�ve of a local government planner. I have 13 years of experience working in
planning and zoning in Florida, including in historic preserva�on planning. I have iden�fied some issues, in
conjunc�on with our Historic Preserva�on Chief and County Archaeologist here in Miami-Dade County, that I’d
like to bring to your a�en�on a�er watching the 11/30 mee�ng and hearing the recommenda�ons to date:

Discussion at the mee�ng included how current statutes are an op�on for situa�ons where remains are
encountered. However, that situa�on would likely come up because development has already been
approved, and earth moving has started. Current statutes do not deal with pre-development, as that falls
to local government planning and zoning processes. Having cemeteries on the Florida Master Site File is
cri�cal for many reasons; however, the reality of local government, especially those without preserva�on
programs, is that there is nothing that requires them to look at the Florida Master Site File during the site
plan and permi�ng process (unless there was a local ordinance requiring it). Even in the case of
jurisdic�ons with a local ordinance for historic preserva�on, that type of review is likely limited to only the
historic districts or designated property, and not for property elsewhere in the jurisdic�on. So while
recording and documen�ng cemeteries on the FMSF is cri�cal, it is not a given that informa�on will be
u�lized by local governments in their permi�ng. And of course, that doesn’t get to the issue of cemeteries
not yet on the FMSF.

Current statutes don’t address historic cemeteries that are in private ownership but no longer ac�ve. As a
local example here in Miami-Dade County, Lincoln Memorial in Brownsville is a historically significant
African American cemetery in private ownership. It is not currently licensed as an ac�ve cemetery
(confusingly, Lincoln Memorial Park, Inc. is an ac�ve cemetery, but it is NOT the Lincoln Memorial Park
Cemetery in Brownsville). Because it is not an ac�ve licensed cemetery, it seems to slip through the cracks
in terms of regula�on or oversight. Addi�onally, because it’s in private ownership, it’s not eligible for state
grants. Evergreen Memorial Park in Brownsville has the same circumstances.

F.S. 497.284 allows for a local government to step in when a cemetery is deemed “abandoned” and provide
maintenance and security.  Consider expanding “abandoned” terminology to include the list of other terms
that you had iden�fied at the mee�ng (erased, lost, etc.) This is a good provision in that it allows for
interven�on, but is also primarily targeted to avoiding liability by the government and allowing for that
government to take legal ac�on to recover costs. It also explicitly states that it does not establish an
ongoing obliga�on by the jurisdic�on to con�nue to provide security or maintenance. This does NOT get at
the larger issue of ownership and �tle, and the issue of ongoing care, maintenance and security.

An example of this is the historic African American cemeteries off Moncrief Road in Jacksonville. The
ownership of some of the cemeteries are under organiza�ons that are defunct. The City of
Jacksonville has expended funds recently to survey and clean up the cemeteries, but it is not
necessarily ongoing and in that sense the future of the cemeteries is s�ll unclear. Without clear �tle
or a current owner, who could apply for grants for the cemeteries? Is there a program the state
envisions that could address the situa�on of cemeteries that are not officially owned by anyone?
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Another example is Lincoln and Evergreen here in Miami, and another possible need to expand
“abandoned” – the cemeteries remained in private ownership, but had many years of ongoing
maintenance and preserva�on issues. Because of that, local government was hesitant to get
involved under the 497 provisions. Perhaps legisla�vely there is something that could be done to
encourage local governments to support or provide assistance.

Under the Educa�on category, and hopefully something that could be handled by the proposed Office of
Cemeteries, consider outreach to organiza�ons like the Florida City and County Management Associa�on,
and the Florida Home Builders Associa�on. FCCMA is comprised of government administrators who may be
there longer than elected officials. Major home builders have staff whose main job is to locate developable
land, so if they knew to look for FMSF informa�on, that would be great. O�en they reach out to local
planners, but empowering them to know this informa�on would be beneficial. As far as planners go, in
addi�on to sending informa�on to local government planning offices, the Florida Chapter of the American
Planning Associa�on and the Florida Planning and Zoning Associa�on are other organiza�ons to u�lize in
conveying informa�on to members.

Another Educa�on opportunity is to do outreach to each County Property Appraiser and encourage the
FMSF cemetery data to be added to property record data that is searchable. Or alterna�vely, require this
legisla�vely. While this would only help with recorded cemeteries, it is a start. Accessing these records is a
basic first step in real estate due diligence, so having the info available early on is important. This would
also help planners and perhaps get to addressing the issues iden�fied in the first bullet point.

We don’t have answers for all of the above, but thought these ques�ons and info may be of interest to the Task
Force for purposes of discussion. We appreciate your hard work on this extremely important issue.
 
Respec�ully,
 
Adrienne Burke, AICP, Esq. | Principal Planner
Miami-Dade County | RER: Planning Division
111 NW 1st Street – 12th Floor | Miami, FL 33128
P: (305) 375-2826 | E: Adrienne.Burke@miamidade.gov
 

Miami-Dade County is a public entity subject to Chapter 119 of the Florida Statues concerning public records.  Email messages are covered

under such laws and thus subject to disclosure. All emails sent and received are captured by our server and kept as a public record.

 

mailto:Adrienne.Burke@miamidade.gov
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Quick question

Kristopher Smith <KSmith@lisc.org>
Thu 11/18/2021 9:56 AM
To:  African American Cemeteries <AfricanAmericanCemeteries@Dos.myflorida.com>

EMAIL RECEIVED FROM EXTERNAL SOURCE

I’m quietly working with a few folks in Jacksonville/Duval County to gather iden�fy and document unmarked AA

gravesites and cemeteries. Is it possible to receive a batch of the postcards that I can share locally for folks who

may have informa�on related to a poten�al loca�on? I’d like to get cards via snail mail and electronically. The

taskforce mee�ngs have been informa�ve and useful in guiding our local efforts and I want to make sure we

provide precise details that will boost the representa�on of Jacksonville/Duval County in the Florida master site

file.

 

As a Community Development Officer, I’m tackling this work across mul�ple fronts – crea�ve placemaking, crime

reduc�on, honoring African American culture and vacant spaces. To that end, I’d welcome the opportunity to have

a quick chat with a taskforce staff person over the coming weeks. Please advise.

 

 

Best,

Kristopher

 
 

 
Kristopher Smith
Pronouns: he/himi/his 
100 North Laura Street, Suite 600
Jacksonville, FL 32202 
Phone: 904-351-0008
Fax: 904-353-1314 
W: www.lisc.org/jacksonville/

 

The information transmitted in this e-mail is intended solely for the individual or entity to which it is
addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any review, retransmission,
dissemination or other use of or taking action in reliance upon this information by persons or entities

https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http-3A__www.lisc.org_jacksonville_&d=DwMFAg&c=JDr0t6f77aOFP4neilo99w&r=DSvFKMWb7WrZNYIq5zYu1xH9KST2GqVBHyXtFP_isS6cCmPpnVuTcFUNNglA70wS&m=IOuiif9YXIcLARcNn4IKMsySOs9Hj6hk88rtuWFeZxvDN4dXv-V3Olm3zYDfPQsi&s=ZZpTFilVdzthuMRXEelgUBrNMoNX-LWFc_K6kMeeJfo&e=
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other than the intended recipient is prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error, please contact
the sender and delete the material from any computer.
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Re: Public comment for the Task Force on Abandoned African-American Cemeteries

Laura Lee Corbett <corbettlauralee@gmail.com>
Mon 11/8/2021 12:48 PM
To:  Miyar, Kathryn O. <Kathryn.Miyar@dos.myflorida.com>
Cc:  Parsons, Timothy A. <Timothy.Parsons@dos.myflorida.com>; Althemese Barnes <abarnes2619@gmail.com>; African
American Cemeteries <AfricanAmericanCemeteries@Dos.myflorida.com>; Graf, Shruti C.. <Shruti.Graf@dos.myflorida.com>

EMAIL RECEIVED FROM EXTERNAL SOURCE

Katie and all,

Sorry, I meant the Florida Morticians Association, not The Association of Independent Funeral

Directors. https://floridamorticians.org/about-us/ 

Laura Lee

On Thu, Oct 28, 2021 at 4:20 PM Laura Lee Corbett <corbettlauralee@gmail.com> wrote: 
Hi Katie.
 
Thanks for welcoming my FSU class to the B.A.R. today and relating information on the new task
force.  As discussed, I have a student documenting a historic African-American cemetery unrecorded
in the FMSF.  She has filled out DHR's postcard and mailed it.  
 
In providing guidance on the cemetery form, I sent her the Guide to the Historical Cemetery form,
National Register Bulletin #41 and Sharyn Thompson's bibliography specific to African-American
cemeteries.  However, they really don't have illustrations to show the various terms listed in the
glossaries.  More specific illustrated guides mainly show "high style" or older burial markers.  Is there
a resource to illustrate more recent, common or vernacular markers?  If not, could one be created
for the layperson to use in identifying such resources specific to the task force's efforts?
 
Another thought:  I see there is a task force member representing the cemetery industry.  Has
the task force considered reaching out to the Association of Independent Funeral Directors of FL? 
They are an association of African-American funeral homes and many have been in business for
decades.  They may be a good resource in the task force's efforts.  I have a statewide list of
contacts.
 
I'm sure tomorrow's meeting will be most productive, but unfortunately I cannot attend, thus this
message for comment.  Thanks again and take care.
 
--  
Laura Lee Corbett
Historic Preservation Consultant
1422 Devils Dip

https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__floridamorticians.org_about-2Dus_&d=DwMFaQ&c=JDr0t6f77aOFP4neilo99w&r=DSvFKMWb7WrZNYIq5zYu1xH9KST2GqVBHyXtFP_isS6cCmPpnVuTcFUNNglA70wS&m=0aQbpDkepCQ7WXPerw5ngJxnHqTipQy3_p8RagD4UyMl9rS3u478GsiBNqnl9VLc&s=rRahvH6f3qb51271vHmw7WHzFN8v43qRs78JalFxz9k&e=
mailto:corbettlauralee@gmail.com
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Tallahassee, FL 32308
850.264.4611

--  
Laura Lee Corbett
Historic Preservation Consultant
1422 Devils Dip
Tallahassee, FL 32308
850.264.4611
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10/29 Meeting

Lou Claudio <lou.sea@verizon.net>
Fri 10/29/2021 3:06 PM
To:  African American Cemeteries <AfricanAmericanCemeteries@Dos.myflorida.com>

EMAIL RECEIVED FROM EXTERNAL SOURCE

Greetings to all the panel...what an excellent discussion today!  My compliments and my thanks
to you all for your participation in this process. I am very optimistic that this panel will formulate
long-lasting recommendations to redress the sins and failures of the past.
Regards, Lou Claudio (Whispering Souls African American Cemetery Project / Safety Harbor) 
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FW: Abandoned African-American Cemeteries Task Force & the need for community
input

Parsons, Timothy A. <Timothy.Parsons@dos.myflorida.com>
Thu 10/28/2021 12:48 PM
To:  African American Cemeteries <AfricanAmericanCemeteries@Dos.myflorida.com>
Cc:  Graf, Shruti C.. <Shruti.Graf@dos.myflorida.com>

 
 
From: Zachary Rodenbough <rodenboughz@icloud.com>  
Sent: Thursday, October 28, 2021 08:44 
To: President@naacphillsborough.org; kmiyar@fsu.edu; Parsons, Timothy A.
<Timothy.Parsons@dos.myflorida.com> 
Subject: Re: Abandoned African-American Cemeteries Task Force & the need for community input
 

EMAIL RECEIVED FROM EXTERNAL SOURCE

Hello, is there room for or a plan to get civilian input? The more I research our history and look at our present, it
feels like y’all are just the new crackers carrying out Massa’ DeSan�s’s big ol’ plan. 
 
I wonder, does this also involve Na�ve American remains? Because it should. Countless dollars could be spent and
wasted on developments that are torn up or live on under the pall of disrespect. But something tells me this task
force will do lip service to the issue, so it’s unclear to the public how li�le is truly done to preserve the memory of
this place and its people, without hur�ng your true masters -SJPC. If this issue was truly addressed we’d have to
pause development on all formerly na�ve land to confirm it has no known historical or cultural significance before
restar�ng. Will that happen?
 
WHAT WE ARE SEEING TODAY IS A CONTINUATION OF THE VERY THING WE ALL WANT SO BADLY TO LEAVE FIRMLY
IN THE PAST. MONEYED MEN USING THEIR POWER TO ELIMINATE A HISTORY AND CULTURE TO BETTER USE LAND
AND PEOPLE TO BENEFIT THEMSELVES, AND HURT THEIR COMPETITORS: the rest of humanity. Us. 
 
If we don’t do anything to stop them we belong in the same pits of history as the southerners before us, who
weren’t brave enough to see that the hand holding them down was not the same that feeds them. You can help
us all take our lives back and save this land from the lies of our oppressors. Or you can perpetuate slavery and
mass genocide. It happened once, it can happen again. 
 
Sent from my iPhone

On Oct 22, 2021, at 11:38 AM, Zachary Rodenbough <rodenboughz@icloud.com> wrote:

To whom it may concern,  

I am glad to see that the state has decided to address the issue of unknown and unmarked graves
throughout our state. As someone that has grown up in close proximity to two significant sites, I can
say that it is a disservice not only to the buried, their ancestry and descendants, but to local
communi�es’ sense of truth and con�nuity in this complex world. Rather than seeking to document
and ra�onally move forward from our country's past, we have tried to white wash past conflicts and
have doomed any chance of healing in the process.  

mailto:rodenboughz@icloud.com
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Behind my family’s property are hundreds of unmarked graves of green hill chaires’s slaves. Across
the street is an overgrown, all but destroyed family plot of green hill Chaires, containing what are
thought to be the last burial sites of Floridians a�acked and killed by na�ve Americans c.1839 (just
across Buck Lake Road, an old Spanish mission that sought to subvert those na�ves HAS been
recognized with a historical marker). This is just a small example of the rich historical se�ngs that
start to emerge if we just take the �me to put them together. 

Both sites are recognized in varying levels of formality (state site registry, online cemetery registry),
but nothing is being done to bring that knowledge into life on the ground. Neither are marked, and a
machete and compass are required to find them from the road. Online registries are private and
incomplete. How can we heal if we hide the pain? How can we have a unified approach in this world
if our government does not supply the se�ng for it?  

What I hope will come out of your task force is a way for the community to get involved so that a
las�ng impact is made to our tax payers, rather than just pu�ng a feather in the government’s cap
to absolve themselves of responsibility - as if it is not the single greatest beneficiary of this horrible
ins�tu�on. There needs to be a hands on approach to inges�ng the rich cultural history of our area
by reaching out to those that have context and perspec�ve in our communi�es - church elders,
business owners, local historians - so that rather than relying on misanthropic outside
representa�ons, you give people the tools and opportuni�es to have a real conversa�on about the
past underpinning their daily lives, and to be a part of the process that traces that pain from its
source. This is the true leadership ci�zens need from their government. Only then can these sites
and the baggage they carry be fully integrated into the community. If we can invest in their loca�on,
defini�on, and restora�on, all while involving the people living in the area, this task force will have
accomplished something much greater than the rigor and efficiency of bureaucracy could ever hope
to on it’s own.   

Thanks for your considera�on, 
Zack Rodenbough 

PS - here are some examples of a process that might facilitate that... 
- hold local and virtual community mee�ngs to layout findings and plans of this task force - I.e.
“product launch”
- set up ongoing func�on to survey and document grave sites in the field; i.e. define marked or
unmarked, register formally with state for historic and legal documenta�on, catalog all informa�on
in a way that can easily be analyzed and visualized, and made virtually accessible  
- set up ongoing func�on to centrally catalog grave site documenta�on (I.e. layout, survey details,
known and unknown burials, notes and historical context) as it is received, at minimum crea�ng a
roadmap for ancestors and interested ci�zens to trace known historic documents and family
knowledge to the physical grave site of the deceased, and to have that �e documented in this new
database 
- host online database with maps, history, and grave site/burial documenta�on as it is received and
catalogued, allowing ci�zens to see magnitude and anonymity of these sites, while also honoring the
presence of these individuals, even if they are not ini�ally known. This would essen�ally func�on as
an online, living memorial to all those that are now anonymous, with an effect of hopefully
gathering us around a tangible and shared task of remembrance, while also illustra�ng the
destruc�on le� behind when we value ourselves over others, like this physical symbol: 
h�ps://www.berlin.de/en/a�rac�ons-and-sights/3560249-3104052-memorial-to-the-murdered-
jews-of-europe.en.html 

Sent from my iPhone

https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__www.berlin.de_en_attractions-2Dand-2Dsights_3560249-2D3104052-2Dmemorial-2Dto-2Dthe-2Dmurdered-2Djews-2Dof-2Deurope.en.html&d=DwMFaQ&c=JDr0t6f77aOFP4neilo99w&r=mWbGO7eVIT2vX_FoCt95vyRPK4w8nszsGy9ojMJASEG3-8UhgrTeIaE5iMq_9t9s&m=1QnKWxDHXPl8sHSd5kyE5WwPt2uQmcim6E_eqM7D0fSLnYu-3mzAnaEHOTuZu5qS&s=GQsgyP8NBk7c0nCjPgClE0aIW-eUh-l3oEF96IhYIG8&e=
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Cemetery Task Force meeting 10/29 - Public Comment

mkayrut@aol.com <mkayrut@aol.com>
Mon 10/25/2021 10:22 PM
To:  African American Cemeteries <AfricanAmericanCemeteries@Dos.myflorida.com>; Moates, Jeff <jmoates@usf.edu>

EMAIL RECEIVED FROM EXTERNAL SOURCE

Hello, 

Thank you for your Task Force on this topic.

I feel preserving history is important.

Often there is history that is not recorded which captures the culture, customs, and heritage of
freed slaves and their descendants, so cemeteries in the African-American communities are
even more precious. And therefore I feel preserving African-American cemeteries, a reflection
of American-American life, are even more vital.  In addition, many in the African-American
community consider cemeteries sacred grounds. 

For your consideration below are some thoughts/questions regarding how to protect abandoned
African-American cemeteries in Florida and hopefully other African American cemeteries from
becoming abandoned:

1). Master Site File -- Verifying that cemeteries and churches in Master Site File are categorized
accurately (African-American, Caucasian, etc).

2). Florida Memory Website -- Verifying that the description of entries are categorized
accurately (African-American, Caucasian, etc).

3). Would placing a County cemetery sign at cemeteries similar to "H" Hospital signs help or
hurt the preservation of cemeteries?

4). Create a program which helps to facilitate the drafting of Florida Historical Markers
at abandoned African-American cemeteries and then other African American cemeteries. This
program can encourage community participation by working with community liaisons to
increase awareness about the Florida Historical Marker program.

5). What policies apply to Caucasian cemeteries which do not apply to African-American
cemeteries?

Review Land Use, Zoning, and Comprehensive Plans regarding opportunities which may help
facilitate preservation of African-American cemeteries, for example, 

6). If not already in place, require submission of an annual report of cemeteries between
Counties and the State (including abandoned, at-risk and some mitigating strategies).

7). Add a category to land use, zoning, applications that notes if proposed property is a
cemetery or involves a cemetery, for example property is adjacent to a cemetery.
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8). In the event of sale of any adjacent property next to a cemetery, require a Public entrance to
cemetery that must be open from dusk to dawn.

9). In the event of potential sale of cemeteries, could notifying nearby churches or relatives for
first right of refusal to purchase cemetery be a possibility?

10). Keep zoning in/near African-American cemeteries residential versus commercial/industrial
as if people live near-by, neighbors in the area may continue to care for the cemetery.

11). Partner with community organizations, schools, interested non-profits to help keep up
cemeteries, for example 

Create a program with the military and/or veteran associations to both document and to
help maintain the final resting places of veterans.
Offer volunteer hours to students to participate in clean-up days at cemeteries. 
HBCU's.

Thank you again for your time and consideration.

Regards,

Michelle Rutledge 
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Anthony Frazier USCT

Timothy Campaign <tcampaign@hotmail.com>
Thu 10/14/2021 12:17 PM
To:  African American Cemeteries <AfricanAmericanCemeteries@Dos.myflorida.com>

EMAIL RECEIVED FROM EXTERNAL SOURCE 

Greetings,  I and the commander of camp 4 sons of union veterans in Saint Cloud Florida.  For the past
ten years my camp has been trying to upright a USCT headstone and redecorate it.  The stone is lying
down in the wekeva river basin State park.  The park ranger has been trying to help us but we are seeing
constant barriers from the State division of historical re rods.  We need your help please. My number is:
716-485-8519.  Please call anytime. Thank you, Tim 

Dr. Timothy E. Campaign DNP, RN 
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FW: A request to Tampa and Hillsborough County regarding their efforts re: their own
"erased" dead

Parsons, Timothy A. <Timothy.Parsons@dos.myflorida.com>
Wed 9/29/2021 3:32 PM
To:  African American Cemeteries <AfricanAmericanCemeteries@Dos.myflorida.com>; Grandage, Johnathan H.
<Johnathan.Grandage@dos.myflorida.com>

This is all the correspondence that I’ve received from Ray Reed.
Tim
 
From: Ray Reed <rayinosh@verizon.net>  
Sent: Thursday, September 2, 2021 4:44 AM 
To: kknopke@curlewhills.com; ve�lale@gmail.com; Moates, Jeff <jmoates@usf.edu>; cruz.janet@flsenate.gov;
fentrice.driskell@myfloridahouse.gov; jcummings@pgorda.us; Parsons, Timothy A.
<Timothy.Parsons@dos.myflorida.com>; Secretary of State <SecretaryofState@DOS.MyFlorida.com>;
kmiyar@fsu.edu; atjackson@usf.edu 
Subject: A request to Tampa and Hillsborough County regarding their efforts re: their own "erased" dead
 

EMAIL RECEIVED FROM EXTERNAL SOURCE

The a�achments/links in this message have been scanned by Proofpoint.

(Would someone please see that Ms. Barnes receives this? I could not find her email address)
 
Dear City of Tampa and Hillsborough County Elected Leaders and Senior Management:
 
My name is Ray Reed; I am a 28-year resident of the City of Tampa and a disabled retiree from
the Hillsborough County BOCC.  
 
I have been incorrectly called a “cemetery historian” or “cemetery researcher” by certain media,
but one label I do like – “whistleblower”. It’s been over six (6) years since my journey of
learning began regarding the things we did to our dead and their final “resting places” here in
Tampa / Hillsborough County.  
 
I never intended to learn so much about our history. And of so many omissions deliberately
made in many areas of the telling of that history.
 
I do not see any real effort to disclose anything that would explain so many missing bodies -
your “dead inventories”.
 
Because of the county misinformation I received, I spent a year going through EVERY on-line
Hillsborough County Florida Department of Vital Statistics filed Death Certificate from 1900 to
1939, found on over 160 microfilm rolls on the FamilySearch LDS website to create an inventory
of the dead at the county farm. And in addition to finding one heck of a lot more folks buried on
those 128 acres than the “as many as 839 county residents” the historical marker claims, I
started to see cemetery names like “Zion”, “St. Joseph’s (Aid)”,” College/Cottage Hill”,”
Catholic/St. Mary’s“ and others. So, after focusing on the county cemetery dead, I realized I had
a much bigger issue at hand – the wholesale erasure of graves and cemeteries, with one
common thread (except for Jackson Heights Cemetery): All were exclusively, or partially
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occupied by Black/African American dead.  So I went through the rolls on-line twice more. Five
years of my “spare time” building spreadsheets.
 
In researching the county burials, I saw that the contracted undertaker, J.L. Reed, stated on the
death certificate he moved people dying at the county farm (which was burying on-site) clear
across town to Marti Cemetery, which he owned. BUT THEY WEREN’T ON THE CITY’s MARTI
BURIALS DATABASE. I sent five or so names with an inquiry to the Tampa Parks Dept.
Cemetery “person”. And received a reply that they’d be willing to “assist me on my genealogy
project” FOR $100 PER HOUR. It never was a genealogy project – it was about disappeared
human remains! 
 
I cannot be a one-man-band. Please see the attached as to two simple requests, one involving
representation “at the table” and the other, city and county recordkeeping.
 
Thank You.
 
Ray Reed
_____________________________________________________ 
"Just because someone is dead doesn't mean 
that they don't still need help from the living. 
EVERY human deserved & still deserves dignity and respect. 
It's never too late to afford them that basic right." - me
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Who Speaks For THEM? 

Our thousands of erased/misplaced/disrespected/dishonored dead need their own legal and 

lobbyist representation. Because those who did the deeds, or allowed the deeds to happen, 

already have theirs. 

I watch, and cringe, as find myself between anger and disgust at the childish, ridiculous games 

being played here, like a child saying “no mommy, I didn’t eat the cookies” as the cookie 

crumbs are visible on their hands and lips. Or, “Billy did it” when there is no Billy anywhere to 

be found. Taking responsibility for one’s actions is a sign of maturity and adulthood. 

It appears to me that the truth, or even “justice” itself, is not the end goal here regarding these 
graves and cemeteries. The end goal is, it seems, is to minimize any public relations damage, 
to perpetuate century-long tales of misdirection, and to not admit the ugly deliberate actions (or 
just plain screw-ups), involving our dead. I am not an attorney, nor a lobbyist, nor do I desire to 
be one. But one cannot prevail here without either, it seems, as we do not have any “court of 
justice”, rather, courts of law and of torts. And “justice” in either depends upon not the truth but 
a whole host of factors. 

Morality, too does not appear to be a factor. Nor does there seem to be any fear of God or an 
afterlife where one accounts and pays for one’s sins. I thought to be forgiven for one’s sins a 
sincere acknowledgement of the misdeed, a confession and contrite heart are required. Even 
in the Twelve-Steps, where a higher power is left to the member’s own definition, it states “8. 
We made a list of all persons we harmed, and became willing to make amends to them all.” 
And then “9. We made direct amends to such people whenever possible, except when to do so 
would injure them or others.” Please note that that is not caveated about getting a “pass” if 
doing so injures one’s public image or will cost financially. 

The erased cemeteries, and what we did to our dead, I believe, has been and is known to 
some of those of power and influence here. While patiently waiting for the Zion story to be 
published, a friend from River Grove (home to many influential African- Americans) stopped by 
my home and saw piles of materials regarding the County’s Poor Farm/Home & Hospital 
cemeteries on my dining room table. I hadn’t shared any of my erased cemetery research with 
him, so when he looked at me and said “It’s a shame they don’t do anything about Zion” I 
almost hit the floor. Also, I do hope he didn’t injure himself, but a former County Commissioner 
I met by chance in the parking lot of our physician’s office, after exchanging small talk 
suddenly turned away and broke into a trot to his car when I asked about the County Poor 
Farm thousands of dead there. This was not a man who did much “trotting”. 

The local dishonored, disrespected dead and their “resting” places have so far had only one 
entity speak for them – the Hillsborough County Chapter of the National Association for the 
Advancement of Colored People (NAACP). While the majority of those we bullied in death 
were listed as “Colored / Negro / Black / African-American / Mulatto” (and, in the City of 
Tampa’s own Burial Permit and Transport Registry, “Nigger”) we also had many “White” and a 
few “Yellow”. Below is a summary of our “problem”, using: 

1. State of Florida Vital Statistics Death Certificates 1913 through 1939 (FamilySearch.org) 
2. Tampa Burial and Transport Permit records 1911 through 1921 (FamilySearch.org): 
3. Tampa Tribune/Tampa Times obituaries through 1939 (Newspapers.com) 
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4. Funeral Home Records 1890s – 1939 (Tampa Library, USF Library, LDS Fam. 
Research Ctr) 
 

Cemetery Located Count Sources Races 
Buried: 

St. Mary’s/ Catholic 

(only 100 moved to 
Myrtle Hill – 800+ 
where?) 

Florida Ave., S. of 
Lake Ave. 

911 1,2,3,4 – only 1-3 
fully vetted 

W, B 

Zion Florida Ave., N. of 
Lake Ave. 

730 1,2 B 

St. Joseph’s (Aid) ?? 513 1,2 B 

Robles Pond ?? 121 1,2 B 

Cottage Hill T.B. Times sugg. 
part of Italian Club 
Cemetery prop. 

814 1,2 B, W (mostly 
Cuban), Y 

College Hill  T.B. Times sugg. 
part of Italian Club 
Cemetery prop. 

468 1,2 B, W (mostly 
Cuban) 

Montana ?? 13 1,2 B 

County Farm (NOT 
ON COUNTY LIST) 

N. of Hillsborough 
Ave., 22nd to 30th 
Sts. 

993  1,2 B, W, Y 

Marti (NOT ON 
CITY LOOK-UP) 

Along 
Michigan/Columbus 
Ave. 

698 1,2 W, B 

Jackson Heights 
(NOT ON CITY 
LOOK-UP) 

Lake Ave. at 34th 
St. 

596 1,2 W 

Memorial Park Buffalo/MLK and 
22nd St. 

Through 1939, 
exc. Disinters 
from other: 

4,932 

2 

(FindAGrave.com 
lists 490) 

B 

Port Tampa Location listed for 
20 years on FL 

35 2 B 
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Genweb cemetery 
site! 

 

We have guardian-at-litem programs to make certain someone represents the child in “the 

process”, so that the innocent do not suffer.  

We’ve given rights and representation to pigs in our state constitution, courtesy of our voters, 

for goodness’ sake. 

ANYTHING regarding cats or dogs brings out people en masse to public meetings, and even 

feral cats have spokespersons. 

But for these local people…who were bullied in the most extreme, and treated like landfill, 

where are their mouthpieces but for the local NAACP? 

Except for Jackson Heights, which may not even be a Tampa-owned cemetery despite its 

signage, every cemetery on the list above is wholly or partially occupied by Black/African 

American/Mixed-race persons. I tend to speak without filters, and want to make certain I do not 

say or share anything which could be used to aid the “guilty”, as I see it. So, for any meetings 

involving the City of Tampa, Hillsborough County, and other entities which might be perceived 

as protecting their reputation or avoiding financial costs over fully disclosing and fixing the 

problem, unless the Hillsborough Chapter of the NAACP is physically at the table and a full 

part of that group, via President Yvette Lewis, her designee or successor, I won’t be speaking 

with them. I’m afraid that would be the same as giving “aid and comfort to the enemy”. And I 

may be many things, but a traitor is not one of them. My loyalty is to these over 10,000 dead, 

who have been betrayed by too many of the living. 

I would, however, be able to change my attitude and be willing to share anything I have if the 

questions on the next pages can be answered by both the city and county. They shouldn’t be 

too difficult, as each item is documented by an official record. 

So, if you would please see the remaining pages, I am certain a resolution is near. 
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City of Tampa 

1. Please identify where the Lewis Family (“colored”), all three with dates of death of 

May 12, 1919, are located in Marti Cemetery. 

They are not on the City of Tampa “Deceased Search” file, and all persons therein with the last 

name of Lewis are at Woodlawn, EXCEPT for a D.K. Lewis who died in 1974, buried Marti-

Colon, and a G. Lewis, died 1949, buried in the Potters Field at Ridgewood Cemetery. (Death 

Certificates and news articles following). What is troubling is the entire family was buried the 

same day they died, with no autopsies performed, the Sheriff himself signing the death 

certificates, not a medical professional, no one knew the wife or daughter’s names, and the 

story surrounding what happened seeming illogical. 

(With respect to Ridgewood Cemetery, would someone explain why the city’s burial look-up 

has Ridgewood burials all listed under “MOVED”, the same word used to denote disinterment? 

The City of Tampa sold the cemetery and its surrounding lands “lock, stock, and barrel”. I 

would strongly suggest, however, not to use the word “SOLD:”, as that has other connotations 

The persons weren’t “moved”, the land they were buried in was moved off the city’s list of 

managed assets via sale).   
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2. Please identify where in Marti Cemetery are the remains of Plant City, FL resident 

Alfred Printer (“Black”), date of death June 23, 1926. 

Mr. Printer is not on the City of Tampa “Deceased Search” file.  Mr. Printer died at the 

Hillsborough County Hospital, f.k.a. the Hillsborough County Poor Farm, and was buried at 

Marti Cemetery by undertaker J.L. Reed the next day (See Death Certificate following). 

Of historical interest, J.L. Reed owned Marti Cemetery, which the City of Tampa purchased in 

the late 1930’s and subsequently continued Michigan Ave. – today called Columbus Boulevard 

– through it to connect to Dale Mabry Highway. J.L. also was for many years the contracted 

undertaker to Hillsborough County for burial of its indigent residents, and buried countless 

persons who died throughout the county as well as those dying at the County Hospital and 

County TB Sanitarium on-its then 128-acre Poor Farm property, as well as Hillsborough 

County Sheriff’s dead prisoners there. In the later part of the nineteen-teens into the 1920’s, 

many of those dying at the Farm/Home & Hospital/TB Sanitarium are shown as being buried at 

“Mitia” (“my aunt?”) Cemetery. The name of Jose Marti was known here, so why “Mitia”?  

In J.L. Reed’s newspaper obituary, and in Robinson’s 1928 The History of Hillsborough 

County, Florida (readable on-line courtesy of USF) it is proudly noted that J.L.’s father served 

in a special Maryland unit of the C.S.A. directly under Gen. Robt. E. Lee. J.L., upon his own 

death, was shipped from Tampa back to Maryland for his own burial. 
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3. Please identify where the slaughtered residents of 116 S. Nebraska Avenue – 

tenant Charles Alexander (“White”) and the three members of the Rowell family 

(also “White”), with a date of death of June 28, 1926 are located at Jackson 

Heights Cemetery. 

The burials were performed by undertaker Frazier T. Blount, as were the majority of burials in 

that cemetery with an on-line death certificate. See Death Certificates following, and a 

newspaper account of the city accepting the cemetery’s deed.: 

Does the City of Tampa even own this cemetery? The Property Appraiser’s site reflects other 

ownership, as though the city never filed its accepted deed. 
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The above appeared in the October 29, 1941 Tampa Tribune on page 10. A similar story ran in 

the Tampa Times that day as well (note the year is 1941, not 1942 as stated in the city’s 

“Cemeteries” web page) Why, then, until today is the fenced parcel under control of the 

city shown as not owned by the city?  
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Since we are on the subject of ownership, has the city received a determination as to who 

owns “Public Lands” atop the footprint of Zion Cemetery? The paper street was never returned 

to the tax rolls, it appears, resulting in untaxed “public lands” that were anything but accessible 

to the public due to fencing and use by the two adjacent commercial property owners. 

 

 

 

 

Hillsborough County 

The information I was able to obtain on the County’s recent cemetery search was that it related 

to lands currently owned by Hillsborough County, and did not look at lands which the county 

had sold or gifted to third parties subsequently. Thus, if unable to give a definitive answer, 

should one assume that part of the answer is that the land the person was buried in is 
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no longer under county ownership? If so, please identify to whom the parcel was sold or 

gifted, and the agreement/deed with disclosure of what transferred with the land.  

I would also suggest the county and city review a March 27, 1958 Tampa Times article (via 

newspapers.com) regarding a skull being found on the north side of Hanna Ave., 

approximately across the street from where the City of Tampa proposes to put a new 

operations center, and the statements within it from the County Hospital Superintendent where 

he talks about a 1935 change in cemetery/burial site locations on that once 128-acre County 

Poor Farm site, today most of it under private ownership. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The “New” cemetery referenced in the October 10, 1950 

BOCC Meeting Minutes is along 22nd Street, containing cement footstone marker numbered 

501 through 1314, is separated from Hanna Avenue by a development of homes constructed 

in the early 1950s. The hospital superintendent appears to be referring to a different cemetery 

on-the 128-acre property. 

Please identify where the remains are of Leroy Culmer, born Tampa, age 20, and of 

Ramon Marino, age 30, a native of Puerto Rico (both “Negro”) who died on June 29, 

1934, and were both buried at the County Cemetery on July 1, 1934. Both were prisoners 
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of the Hillsborough County Sheriff, and both drowned in the Hillsborough River near the 40th 

St. bridge that morning (work detail, not “swimming”, as the Justice of the Peace noted on Mr. 

Culmer’s Death Certificate).  Mr. Marino, according to the account below (June 29, 1934 

Tampa Times, newspapers.com), died when he, without hesitation, attempted to save the life 

of Mr. Culmer. Today his heroic action, which cost him his life, is unknown to the public in 

general, but would be a source of pride to Black/African American residents and also our 

residents of Puerto Rican ancestry. His character was defined not by his incarceration but by 

his selfless actions. Perhaps the 40th Street bridge should bear his name? 

(In contrast, Dale Mabry’s name is widely known and graces both a school and a major street. 

He was commanding the Italian-made dirigible “Roma” when its rudder broke and it was blown 

into power lines, crashing and killing most on board. The winds took him to his fate, while Mr. 

Marino took deliberate action to save another’s life. If one reads the Hillsborough County 

Commission meeting minutes of Friday, March 3, 1922 (“Book O”), one learns that Dale’s one 

brother had been a recent Hillsborough County Commissioner, and another, at the time of 

Dale’s death, was the County Attorney. The BOCC declared Dale Mabry “immortal”, while Mr. 

Marino’s body is buried somewhere on what was (is?) county property at the time of his death.) 
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Please identify where the remains are of the following two persons are, one “Colored”, 

the other “Negro”, who died in October 1933 and were buried at the “County Cem.” by 
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Stone’s Funeral Home. One died at the County T.B. Sanitarium, the other at his residence.  

Please note that Mr. Brookins was, in life, a City of Tampa employee. 

In 1936 the second structure known as the County Home & Hospital was completed, this one 

on the north side of Henry Ave., easily identifiable by its “spine with ribs” layout. The T.B. 

Sanitarium was also new that year, courtesy of Works Progress Administration funding. It was 

much smaller than the Home & Hospital building, which still stands today, as the TGH 

Specialty Clinic. The T.B. Sanitarium at 30th and Hanna was razed a few years ago to be 

replaced by a TGH Primary Care office at that corner. 
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Where is “Aunt” Maria? This former slave, suffering with dementia, was buried in the 

sand somewhere on those 128-acres the County owned (and today has mostly divested 

itself of), the same day she passed, July 31, 1917. If she was 90 years old, she would have 

been “property” for her first four decades of life – yet, no one knew her surname at the time of 

her death. (There are other “Aunts” and “Uncles” buried at the Farm also, who died at an 

advanced age in the early part of the 20th Century as well).  
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Where are the remains of the last two persons shown buried at the County Cemetery, on 

the last microfilm reel available to the general public of Florida Deaths, through 1939, 

buried at the County Cemetery? 

Raimundo Crespo, male White, aged 40, married prisoner, who died at 9:00 AM 

Christmas Day, December 25, 1939, after 4 days at the County Hospital, transferred from the 

County Jail. His death certificate indicates terminal pneumonia, arteriosclerosis, and neurotic 

depressive insanity as causing his death. He was from Spain, which was undergoing a civil 

war at the time of his death, and it is unclear whether his wife was here or there in 1939. He 

was buried on the same grounds he died at the very next day by the then-contracted County 

undertaker for “Whites”, Nolon Scaglione. 

Boletha Hollins, female Negro, single, age 27, who died 11:45 AM on New Year’s Eve, 

December 31, 1939 at the County Hospital and was buried at the County Cemetery by Stone’s 

Funeral Home January 4, 1940. She was at the hospital only one day before her death, six 

days after the birth of her child at home. Her cause of death was attributed to post-partem 

complications. 
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End. 
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Cemeteries Information

miguel masferrer <miguelmas33133@yahoo.com>
Thu 9/2/2021 12:21 PM
To:  African American Cemeteries <AfricanAmericanCemeteries@Dos.myflorida.com>

EMAIL RECEIVED FROM EXTERNAL SOURCE

Good afternoon. 

I am inquiring to see if there is any information concerning abandoned African American cemeteries surrounding the
Maclay Gardens State Park in Tallahassee, Leon County.

Thanks!

Miguel Masferrer
4947 Glen Castle Drive
Tallahassee, Fl. 32309
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Re: MOSES Project -Gomez - Hobe Sound Pioneer Cemetery

Lloyd Jones <mcblackheritageinitiatives@gmail.com>
Sat 9/4/2021 3:00 PM
To:  African American Cemeteries <AfricanAmericanCemeteries@Dos.myflorida.com>; Diana Owens <dianaowens1@live.com>;
tiffany@keepmartinbeautiful.org <tiffany@keepmartinbeautiful.org>; Tiffany Smith <tiffany@fireflyforyou.com>; Katie Higgins
<katieh407@gmail.com>; Chuck Stewart <hobesoundman@gmail.com>; Althemese Barnes <abarnes2619@gmail.com>; The
White's House <jackwjake@aol.com>; Julie Preast <juliepreast@bellsouth.net>; Joette Rice <jl3353@aol.com>; Jordan
Pastorius <jpastori@martin.fl.us>; Anthony Anderson <awanderson45@yahoo.com>; Georgina Anderson
<Georgina.faye35@gmail.com>; George Stokus <gstokus@martin.fl.us>; Raelyn Holmes <Raelyn.holmes@gmail.com>;
stacy@fireflyou.com <stacy@fireflyou.com>; Melissa Zolla <melissa@fireflyforyou.com>; Martin County Democratic Black
Caucus1 <chandlerjosie@gmail.com>; Phyllis Brown <phylfitt@gmail.com>; Phillip Harvey <p.harvey57@yahoo.com>

EMAIL RECEIVED FROM EXTERNAL SOURCE

Additional: Jenkins Landscape Company has been the main  source for regular mowing and
maintenance. A community wide clean up is planned for December 2021. 

On Sat, Sep 4, 2021 at 2:55 PM Lloyd Jones <mcblackheritageinitiatives@gmail.com> wrote: 
To: African American Cemetery Task Force.
 
My name is Lloyd Jones, current chair of the Martin County Black Heritage
Initiatives.
  
Since 2017 the descendants, community volunteers, businesses, non-profit
organizations , and local government have invested resources to assist the property
owner, the African Methodist Espiscopal Church South Conference Trustees, recover
the abandoned cemetery. It's condition back then meets numerous definitions
outlined in Mrs. Barnes initial presentation. The cemetery is located at 8900 S. E.
Kingsley ST. Hobe Sound FL. Our qualitative analysis, pioneer recollection, indicates
the cemetery established on 4.69 acres at one time accompanied by the church has
been in place before 1912, when the first AME Church was built in Gomez. Yes,
most of the 400 plus graves are unmarked. The earliest birth date closest to
the Civil War, I think, is around 1858. Our local black pioneers who help to build
Hobe Sound, are those who at one time owned a tremendous amount of
property are interred in the pioneer cemetery. Many of the streets in the small
Gomez neighborhood are named in their memory.  
 The M.O.S.E.S. Project was presented to the trustees in February 2017.
Our Collaboration and Objectives: Katie HIggins, a graduate level archaeology
student and chair of Southeast Florida Archaeological Society; Martin County
Government (Commissioner Harold Jenkins District)- Ground Penetrating Radar,
Keep Martin Beautiful- Volunteer Coordination, Waste Removal and supplies; 
 Florida Public Archeology Network-CRYPT Training and advisory role, Southeast
Florida Archaeological Society-volunteers, and planning; Martin

mailto:mcblackheritageinitiatives@gmail.com
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County Genealogical Society -Family History; FireFly-Marketing; Aaron's Towing
Services-Trash Removal and Bush Mowing; Multiple land surveyors, Julie Preast -
Local Historian; Chuck Stewart-Photography and Video.
 
I feel comfortable obligating our team to assist you with learning more about the
MOSES Project-Maintenance; Order; Security; Environment; and Service are our
process for restoring the cemetery and others in our county.  
I want to thank you for presenting us with the opportunity to inform you about the
hard work we offered that allowed us to love and service our history.
 
From My Heart, 
Lloyd Lewis Jones 
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Forgotten African cemetery

Robert Kirkpatrick <bonecrusher2311@gmail.com>
Thu 9/2/2021 7:08 PM
To:  African American Cemeteries <AfricanAmericanCemeteries@Dos.myflorida.com>

EMAIL RECEIVED FROM EXTERNAL SOURCE

Would someone please contact me about a forgotten cemetery in Panama City Florida I believe it was
desecrated and no one knows it's really there it's under a parking lot of a Goodyear store on the
corner of Balboa and highway 98 my number is 850-960-1617 my name is Gary Tillis thank you very
much and I look forward to speaking with you
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cemetery possibly in danger

blginger.vb@gmail.com <blginger.vb@gmail.com>
Tue 8/24/2021 7:47 AM
To:  African American Cemeteries <AfricanAmericanCemeteries@Dos.myflorida.com>

EMAIL RECEIVED FROM EXTERNAL SOURCE

I have lived in Suwannee County for almost 20 years and apparently it’s common knowledge that there is an
unmarked “cemetery” of enslaved people just outside another cemetery (I think it’s MacCullough) about a
quarter mile from my home on CR 137. I visited it once many years ago and found that someone had
dumped a truckload of trash on the site. I was appalled but, to my shame, did nothing. I just came home from
a three month trip to find the land next to the cemeteries cleared. I am concerned specifically about the
unmarked cemetery, that someone will desecrate or destroy it.  

Please check on this and let me know what I can do to help 

Virginia Blackerby 
“The joy of the Lord is my strength.”
                                      Nehemiah 8:10
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Wakulla County Cemeteries

Debra Jay <debbiejay@wakullahistory.org>
Mon 8/9/2021 11:10 AM
To:  African American Cemeteries <AfricanAmericanCemeteries@Dos.myflorida.com>

EMAIL RECEIVED FROM EXTERNAL SOURCE

Dear Committee Members,

I would like to reach out to you for information on how to assist us in preserving the African American
cemeteries in our county.  The Wakulla County Historical Survey did a survey in 2004-2006 listing all
the cemeteries they could locate in the county.  We have a list of 142 cemeteries scattered through the
county.  The list has been maintained and it notes the following information:

African American Cemeteries: 20
Abandoned but located:  6
Neglected and insufficiently maintained:  4
Maintained:  10

Three of these abandoned/neglected cemeteries are Magnolia, Smith, and Richardson.  The are the
three of the oldest known cemeteries in Wakulla County.  We are looking for guidance and assistance
on preserving these historic sites.

Respectfully,

Debbie Jay

--  
Debbie Jay, President
Wakulla County Historical Society
850-508-7914
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Abandoned African-American Cemeteries Task Force - Citizen Inquiry

Jan Tyler <jantyler2@gmail.com>
Sun 8/8/2021 9:57 PM
To:  African American Cemeteries <AfricanAmericanCemeteries@Dos.myflorida.com>

EMAIL RECEIVED FROM EXTERNAL SOURCE

Any interest in some assistance/ideas from an amateur abandoned cemetery sleuth?

I am a descendent of a Leon county planter John Q. Cromartie (and possibly his father - or brother -
John Cromartie, and his cousins, my cousins, the Bannermans plus more cousins who founded Ft.
Lauderdale). I have registered with The Florida State Genealogical Society's Florida Pioneer
Descendant Certificate Program.

May I suggest the Iamonia Cemetery and  Cromartie Cemetery - even though no immediately known
African Americans are buried in either - as possible research sites for the commission, if individual sites
are to be included.  

I have tried to visit the Iomania Cemetery, and attempted to find the Cromartie Cemetery (at
Horseshoe). Well, I didn't actually see either, but managed to get to the sites (locked gates, overgrown
areas with no markers). 

I believe it would be an interesting and historically relevant bit to include in the commission's work, for
the following reasons:

1. Stories/research prior to 1865 unavoidably must include a reference to the planters and enslaved
persons. Several Cromartie and allied families were pioneer planters - in Leon County (John Q., John,
Alexander, Bannerman, plus Ivy Cromartie Stranahan and her cousins - King family and brother in Ft.
Lauderdale).

2. It was not unusual for enslaved persons to be buried in planter family cemeteries. This practice
would be of interest to modern day researchers and families. 

3. There are many current day African American Cromartie families in Leon County. More research
needed on Ancestry to determine if they are related by place name or DNA. 

4. Two NFL players named Cromartie from Leon County (emigrated from Haiti? is there a branch of
Cromartie in Haiti?) What are the odds, so isn't this odd? Dominique-Rodgers Cromartie and Antonio
Cromartie, reported as cousins. I know Antoinio is a little bit interested in the Leon County Cromartie
planter family, since he called me years ago - before widespread DNA testing, and asked if I knew if
we are related. I suggested then he take the DNA on Ancestry, since it would immediately show him,
but it was too new an idea then. 

Anyway, I believe planter families deserve to be included in cemetery research and restoration, of
course, since I am a descendant. BTW, all Cromarties who are DNA  related can claim Mayflower
Society membership through William Cromartie's (North Carolina planter and progenitor of most
white Cromarties in the US) second wife, Ruhama Doane - a descendant of Stephen Hopkins, Bermuda

https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__flsgs.org_cstm-5FpioneerCerts.php-3Fpage-3D1-26nr-3D50-26scl-3Dsna-26et-3DP-26st-3DPS-26srch-3Dcromartie&d=DwMFaQ&c=JDr0t6f77aOFP4neilo99w&r=DSvFKMWb7WrZNYIq5zYu1xH9KST2GqVBHyXtFP_isS6cCmPpnVuTcFUNNglA70wS&m=iVVw3LI3i_vgKgp8Y7CuCcuzr-K84ZhPflOCFOpQLJI&s=c9_kjt_WBxYjinwoo__SUBCRqJNXvwZ0uCq4QExr56I&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http-3A__www.fl-2Dgenweb.org_leon_IamoniaCemeteryIndex.html&d=DwMFaQ&c=JDr0t6f77aOFP4neilo99w&r=DSvFKMWb7WrZNYIq5zYu1xH9KST2GqVBHyXtFP_isS6cCmPpnVuTcFUNNglA70wS&m=iVVw3LI3i_vgKgp8Y7CuCcuzr-K84ZhPflOCFOpQLJI&s=krbTmFwtjsNqhgsWENzxa1ODUbPU-_9Y8il7nU4WfsU&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http-3A__www.fl-2Dgenweb.org_leon_CromartieCemeteryIndex.html&d=DwMFaQ&c=JDr0t6f77aOFP4neilo99w&r=DSvFKMWb7WrZNYIq5zYu1xH9KST2GqVBHyXtFP_isS6cCmPpnVuTcFUNNglA70wS&m=iVVw3LI3i_vgKgp8Y7CuCcuzr-K84ZhPflOCFOpQLJI&s=OdIc5Da8EUDFTfVH8g-V1NyjleR4MR5WByL8nTBN678&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__stranahanhouse.org_&d=DwMFaQ&c=JDr0t6f77aOFP4neilo99w&r=DSvFKMWb7WrZNYIq5zYu1xH9KST2GqVBHyXtFP_isS6cCmPpnVuTcFUNNglA70wS&m=iVVw3LI3i_vgKgp8Y7CuCcuzr-K84ZhPflOCFOpQLJI&s=MoX3Xugi5P_k16tjv47GjlC7scNaGA-QMl8MZIyy9ac&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http-3A__hauntedhouses.com_florida_king-2Dcromartie-2Dhouse_&d=DwMFaQ&c=JDr0t6f77aOFP4neilo99w&r=DSvFKMWb7WrZNYIq5zYu1xH9KST2GqVBHyXtFP_isS6cCmPpnVuTcFUNNglA70wS&m=iVVw3LI3i_vgKgp8Y7CuCcuzr-K84ZhPflOCFOpQLJI&s=6oOYFIU1VzFmnod_Iu9AO3AP29KfyzIGcjoAR5JMa4U&e=
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shipwreck conspirator, Shakespeare's Tempest inspiration, Stranger and possible influencer of the
Mayflower Compact. 

Also, as the world's oldest paid professional tweeter, I can volunteer my services in gratitude if this
idea has any appeal. My LinkedIn gives a picture of my social media management experience. 

Thank you in advance for considering this idea for inclusion in the  commission's work. 

Jan Tyler
365 6th Street South #201
St. Petersburg, FL 33701
303-929-2066
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